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SYNOPSIS
Frequency agile microwave devices based on Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) thin films
have gained a lot of interest in recent years. The frequency agility of the ferroelectric devices
is based on the external DC electric field controlled permittivity of BST thin film. In this
research work, several tunable microwave filters incorporating BST thin film varactors
operating in a frequency range between 1 GHz and 25 GHz are designed, tested and analysed.
In the thesis, the motivation for developing frequency agile devices is reviewed and several
technologies for tunable microwave filters are surveyed and compared. An introduction to the
background of ferroelectric materials and microwave properties of BST thin films is given.
Recent progress on the BST varactor and filters reported in the literature is reviewed and
compared with this work. Theoretical fundamentals for microwave filter design are outlined
as well.
The filters presented in this work are designed in a coplanar waveguide configuration on MgO
or high resistivity silicon substrates. Integrated or discrete BST varactors in either interdigital
or parallel plate configuration are employed as tuning elements. The filters design starts from
Chebyshev prototype filter synthesis, and follows by full wave electromagnetic (EM)
simulation by Sonnet. The multilayer BST filters are fabricated in house and tested using a
network analyser. The measurement results of these filters are analysed and compared well
with the EM simulation. The experimental performance shows that BST integrated filters
have miniaturised size and large tuning range at a DC bias less than 15 V, and the filters with
discrete BST varactors have a low insertion loss.
A lumped element lowpass filter incorporating integrated meander line inductors and BST
parallel plate capacitors is implemented on a high resistivity silicon substrate. 5 µm × 5 µm or
10 µm × 10 µm Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 thin film varactors are used as tuning elements. The filter loss
factors including the metal loss and BST loss are discussed. A tunability of 32.1 % of a BST
lowpass filter is recorded at 15 V. The lowpass filter can be treated as a switch, with 18 dB
isolation at around 25 GHz.
A combline bandpass filter employing line elements shorted at one end and loaded by BST

varactors at the opposite end as resonators is implemented on a MgO substrate. The
Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 thin film parallel plate capacitors are 5 µm × 5 µm in size. Each resonator can
be independently biased, which enables performance optimisation of the fabricated filter.
Etching of BST film is required to contact the bottom electrode. A two pole filter measured
shows a reasonable tuning from about 8 GHz to 12 GHz with 10 V bias of only one resonator.
The other resonator fails to tune as the top and bottom electrodes are shorted.
Two pole and four pole coupled resonator bandpass filters with discrete BST or GaAs
varactors as tuning elements are implemented in a frequency range of 1 - 3 GHz. BST
interdigital capacitors, BST parallel plate varactors, or GaAs varactors are integrated into a
microwave laminate circuit in a hybrid manner. A full set of measurement results is given. The
BST tuning technique is compared directly with the semiconductors in an application
environment for the first time. The filters based on BST parallel plate capacitors show an
insertion loss in line with the GaAs filters, which is also the lowest insertion loss of BST
filters ever reported.
Future work on improving the BST film and metal film loss at tens of gigahertz range is also
discussed.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the motivation for developing frequency agile microwave devices.
Competing technologies for frequency agile devices are reviewed and compared. Finally, the
thesis organisation is outlined.

1.1 Microwave frequencies

Fig.1- 1 The electromagnetic spectrum (taken from [1])
The term microwave describes electromagnetic waves in the frequency range of 0.3 GHz to
300 GHz [2], corresponding to a free space electrical wavelength λ of 1 m to 1 mm. The free
space electrical wavelength λ is related to the frequency f as λ =c f , where c is velocity of
light in vacuum and is 3 × 108 m/s. As shown in the electromagnetic spectrum in Fig.1- 1,
radio frequency (RF) waves have longer electromagnetic wavelength than the microwaves.
Above the microwaves in frequency are the infrared radiation, visible light, ultraviolet
spectrum, x-rays, and gamma rays.
Microwave frequencies include largely three bands: the ultra-high-frequency (UHF) band of
1
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0.3 GHz to 3 GHz, the super-high-frequency (SHF) band of 3 GHz to 30 GHz, and the
extremely-high-frequency (EHF) band of 30 GHz to 300 GHz. The UHF band is widely used
for transmission of television signals, mobile phones, wireless local area network (WLAN),
and bluetooth. The SHF band is also known as centimetre band as the wavelength ranging
from 10 cm to 1 cm. The EHF band corresponds to a wavelength on the order of millimetres,
so this frequency range is also called millimetre waves. The letter band designation of the
microwave frequencies defined by IEEE standard 521-2002 is given in Table 1 - 1.
Designation

Frequency

Wavelength

UHF-band
L-band
S-band
C-band
X-band
Ku-band
K-band
Ka-band
V-band
W-band

0.3 - 1.0 GHz
1 - 2 GHz
2 - 4 GHz
4 - 8 GHz
8 - 12 GHz
12 - 18 GHz
18 - 27 GHz
27 - 40 GHz
40 - 75 GHz
75 - 110 GHz

100 - 30 cm
30 - 15 cm
15.0 - 7.5 cm
7.50 - 3.75 cm
3.75 - 2.50 cm
2.50 - 1.67 cm
1.67 - 1.11 cm
1.11 - 0.75 cm
7.5 - 4.0 mm
4.0 - 2.7 mm

Table 1 - 1 Radar frequency letter band nomenclature (IEEE standard 521-2002) [3]

1.2 Motivation
This thesis describes tunable microwave filters based on ferroelectric materials. The electric
field dependent permittivity of ferroelectric materials is the key to obtain frequency agility. The
interest on tunable filters is motivated by the increasing demand for reconfigurable
communication systems in recent years.
Nowadays, high speed, high data rate communication systems are already an integral part of
our lives. Microwave filters, which provide functions such as rejecting undesirable frequencies
in microwave receivers and transmitters, and channelising or combining different frequency
signals in multiplexers and demultiplexers, are the essential components in radars, cellular and
satellite communication systems [4]. A tunable filter can replace switched filters bank with a
single component, and can provide size and weight reduction and better channel selectivity,
2
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which makes it favourable for reconfigurable systems [5]. Tunable filters, together with
tunable matching networks, tunable phase shifters, frequency agile antennas, and tunable
power amplifiers, are the essential components to form multimode and multiband microwave
devices. Such devices have found widespread applications in reconfigurable wireless and
cellular communication systems, frequency agile radars, satellite communication, and
cognitive radios. The main application areas are described as follows.
Multifunctional microwave devices are highly desirable in wireless communication systems
due to their ability to cover different communication standards with a single device [6]. The
number of wireless systems and standards has increased rapidly over the past decades.
Different regions of the world also tend to use different standards and operate at different
frequencies. Therefore, mobile terminals with reprogrammable operation frequency and mode
are favourable to support global roaming and to be compatible with new services [7]. For
instance, the GSM (global system for mobile communications) networks operate at 800 MHz,
900 MHz, 1800 MHz, and 1900 MHz frequency bands. A quad-band mobile phone covering
the four GSM frequencies enables international roaming and is a standard now [8]. In addition,
the third generation (3G) wireless systems, which are based on the international mobile
telecommunication-2000 (IMT-2000) standards, have been launched and will coexist with the
current systems. Hence, RF front ends which could combine different types of systems are in
demand. An example of a receiver supporting GSM and W-CDMA (wide band code division
multiple access) is discussed in [9].
Multimode and multiband devices have also found applications in military defense systems. A
frequency agile system with capability to sense interference and switch to a different
frequency is proposed for naval target control purpose [10]. For the satellite communication, a
satellite which carries multiple frequency transponders serving different markets and various
needs is desirable as the payload cost is shared [8].
A newly emerged reconfigurable system is a cognitive radio [11]. A cognitive radio is a smart
system which is aware of available bands and changes its transmission parameters
correspondingly to adapt to the environment and to avoid interference [12]. A cognitive radio
is expected to use the frequency spectrum efficiently and solve the current problem of the
overcrowded frequency spectrum [13]. An example of a cognitive WiMAX (worldwide
3
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interoperability for microwave access) framework is given in [14].

1.3 Microwave tunable filters
Before discussing various technologies for frequency agility, some terms describing the
performance of a tunable filter is introduced here.
(1) Tunability or relative tunability
The tunability n or relative tunability nr of a tunable bandpass filter is defined as
f max
f min

(1.1)

f max − f min
×100%
f max

(1.2)

n=

=
nr

where fmax, fmin are the maximum and minimum centre frequency of the filter respectively. For
ferroelectric tunable filters, relative tunability is usually defined as
nr =

f (0) − f (V)
f (0)

(1.3)

where f(0) and f(V) are the centre frequency of the filter at zero bias and with maximum bias
respectively. A large tunability or a wide tuning bandwidth is usually desirable in frequency
agile applications.
(2) Loss
In RF front ends, bandpass filters are normally placed before the low noise amplifier to block
out-of-band interfering signals. Low loss is an essential requirement for such filters to maintain
good receiver noise figure and selectivity [15]. The insertion loss (IL) is a measure of the filter
loss performance, which is often expressed in dB as [16]
IL = 10 log PLR dB

4
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where PLR is the power loss ratio of a network, defined as incident power divided by the actual
power delivered to the load. A power loss ratio of 50 % is equivalent to - 3 dB insertion loss.
The quality factor Q of a resonator circuit is defined as [2]
Q= ω

average energy stored
average energy dissipated

(1.4).

Resonator Q is a measure of the frequency selectivity and loss performance. For a filter
consisting of resonators, a higher resonator Q implies a lower loss and better frequency
selectivity of the filter. The resonator quality factor Q can be evaluated as [2]
=
Q

ω0 L
1
=
R
ω0 RC

for a series RLC resonant circuit, and
Q=

R
= ω0 RC
ω0 L

for a parallel RLC resonant circuit, where ω0 =1

LC is the resonant frequency.

(3) Tuning speed
The tuning speed of a tunable filter refers to the delay time required by the filter to change
between two frequencies or two states. A tuning speed over 1 GHz/µs is required in modern
communication systems [17].
(4) Linearity
In a linear system, the output signal has the same frequency as the input signal, it only differs
from the amplitude and phase. However, practical microwave devices are generally nonlinear
and exhibit intermodulation distortion (IMD). For instance, for input signals comprised of two
closely spaced frequencies ω1 and ω2, the output signals of a nonlinear device consist of
fundamental frequencies ω1 and ω2, harmonics nω1 and nω2, and intermodulation products
± mω1  nω2 , where m and n are integer. The third order intermodulation products 2ω1-ω2 and
5
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2ω2-ω1 are located close to the fundamental frequencies, which can cause in-band distortion of
the output signals, hence are the ones of most concern. As shown in Fig.1- 2, the third order
intercept point (IP3) is defined as the input power in decibels where the extrapolations of the
output power as a function of the input power for fundamental and third order intermodulation
signals intersect. IP3 is a convenient quantitative measure of the nonlinearity of a device.

Third order
intercept point

Fundamental
Slope = 1
Third order
intermodulation
Slope = 3

Fig.1- 2 The definition of the third order intercept point (IP3).
(5) RF power handling capability
Power handling capability of a RF/microwave device is the ability to transmit high microwave
power level without breakdown or unacceptable intermodulation distortion of the in-band
signals. A large power handling capability is required for filters in applications such as wireless
or radio base station transmitters and diplexers, satellite output filters and multiplexers, and
transmitters in radar systems [18].
In addition to the above, other performance parameters such as operating frequency, power
consumption, tuning voltage as well as many others specify the tuning technology requirements.
Several technologies realising frequency agility will be discussed in the following section.

1.4 Competing technologies
The frequency agility of a tunable filter can be achieved either in digital domain, in the analog
domain, or in a combination of both. For the sake of this dissertation, discussions of tunable

6
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filters are referred to analog tuning unless otherwise stated. There are various technologies to
accomplish frequency agility. One is by changing either the length and/or the inductive or
capacitive loading of a resonator [19]. The resonance frequency of a resonator circuit can be
expressed as [2]
f0 =

1
2π LC

(1.5)

where L and C are the equivalent inductance and capacitance of the resonator unit, regardless
the circuit configuration or implementation. Technologies for frequency agile devices for
microwave

applications

include

mechanical

tuning,

ferrites,

varactor

diodes,

micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), and ferroelectric thin film technologies.
Mechanically tunable filters are the earliest type of tunable filters [20]. The design procedure
of some mechanically tunable filters comprised of coaxial or waveguide resonators is
discussed in [21]. They offer very good power handling capability and low insertion loss at a
low cost. However, these filters are bulky and their tuning speed is quite slow (tuned
manually if not combined with a remotely controlled motor [19]) and are therefore
cumbersome. Their applications include the long-distance communication or radar systems
where filter characteristics of large power handling capability as well as low loss are of the
first importance [19], [21].
Ferrites are materials consisting of a mixing of metallic oxides and have a general chemical
composition MO·Fe2O3, where M is a divalent metal such as manganese (Mn), magnesium
(Mg), iron (Fe), zinc (Zn), or nickel (Ni). [16]. Ferrites exhibit anisotropic magnetic
properties under a static magnetic field, which arises from the magnetic dipole moments
associated with the unpaired electron spin [2], [16]. The permeability of ferrites is not a single
scalar quantity but a tensor dependent on magnetic bias. Microwave tunable filters and phase
shifters based on ferrites have been used for many years [22-25], and are reviewed in [19],
[26]. The filters based on single crystal yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) spheres have been proved
the most popular type among these magnetically tunable filters, and are termed as YIG filters
[21]. YIG filters are typically used as preselectors in the receiver frond-ends and microwave
spectrum analysers [21]. YIG filters are controlled by the change of ferromagnetic resonance
frequency with an externally applied DC magnetic field [27]. These filters feature a
7
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multi-octave tuning range and high power handling capability, however, they are large in size
and their tuning speed is slow, in the microseconds range per gigahertz, limiting their use in
certain areas [19]. They can have high power consumption as the magnetic field used for
tuning is produced from a current.
Although mechanically and magnetically tunable filters have admirable features such as low
loss, wide tuning bandwidth and large power handling capability, many modern
communication systems require a tuning speed more than 1 GHz/µs [17], which exceeds the
switching time capability of both filters. Furthermore, both mechanically tunable filters and
YIG filters are bulky, not suitable to integrate with the planar monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICs). Currently, the frequency agility of microwave devices is
generally achieved by using varactors which have variable capacitance as a function of the
applied electric field. Electronically tunable filters based on semiconductor varactors, MEMS
varactors and BST varactors are introduced below.
Semiconductor diodes have found a great variety of applications in microwave engineering.
The varactor diode is a type of semiconductor diode which relies on the variable capacitance
as a function of the applied bias voltage. The operation of a varactor diode is based on
changing the depletion layer width of the p-n junction under a reverse bias voltage, which has
the same effect of changing the distance between the two plates of a capacitor. The depletion
layer width increases in proportional with the square root of the reverse bias voltage across
the diode, therefore the junction capacitance is inversely proportional to the square root of the
voltage. Abrupt or hyperabrupt varactor diodes, made by controlling the doping concentration
in the active region, offer higher capacitance tuning ratio than ordinary p-n junction diodes
[28].
Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) varactors have lower parasitic resistance and higher Q than their
silicon counterparts, hence they are more favourable in microwave tuning applications [17].
Typical capacitance tuning curves of GaAs hyperabrupt junction varactor diodes with a tuning
slope of 1.0 is shown in Fig.1- 3. Varactor diodes have the advantages of high tunability,
compact size (~ µm), and fast tuning speed (~ GHz/µs). As a consequence, varactor diodes
have been the state of art for building tunable filters and have been widely used in ESM
receivers [17], [29]. However, the high tunability of a varactor diode often comes at a price of
8
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poor linearity and lower quality factor [8]. Furthermore, as the Q of a varactor diode is
inversely proportional with frequency, the Q of a varactor diode degrades significantly with
frequency and results a poor Q at frequencies above 10 GHz [30]. For instance, the GaAs
varactor MV30009 from MDT Ltd. has a Q of 2000 specified at 50 MHz and this is reduced
to only 10 at 10 GHz [31]. In addition, varactor diodes suffer from junction noise and poor
power handling as a result of the tiny capacitor area.

Fig.1- 3

Typical capacitance-voltage curves of GaAs hyperabrupt junction varactor diodes

with a tuning slope of 1.0 from MDT Ltd. (picture taken from [31]).
Another promising candidate for tunable filters in future generations of communication
systems is radio frequency micro-electro-mechanical systems (RF MEMS). These emerged in
the 1990s [32-34]. The first RF MEMS switch demonstrated an ON state insertion loss less
than 0.5 dB and an OFF state isolation greater than 35 dB up to 45 GHz; the first RF MEMS
varactor demonstrated a capacitance ratio of 2.9 by altering the overlap between the
interdigital fingers [32]. RF MEMS based filters can be divided into two general types: digital
or analogue. MEMS switches are used for the digital type and large tuning range (20 % 60 %) can be obtained [15], [35]. The switching function is accomplished by the physical
movement of a component actuated by electrostatic [33], [36], [37], electrostictive,
piezoelectric [38] or electrothermal [39] forces. Tunable filters based on MEMS varactors can
be tuned continuously, although the tunability is limited to less than 15 % [40]. The MEMS
varactor is typically implemented in a metal-air-metal bridge configuration and the capacitance
is tuned by changing the distance between the two plates [40], [41].

9
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The electrostatic force actuated MEMS switches and varactors have the merit of small size (~
102 µm), low loss in the microwave region (less than 0.5 dB up to 100 GHz for switches [6]),
high linearity, and can handle higher RF power levels than a varactor diode [42]. Although an
actuation voltage of 20 - 100 V is often required, the power consumption is low, as no DC
current flowing through the device [6]. Moreover, the micro-machining process to fabricate
MEMS is compatible with the state of art MMIC technology, which enables batch fabrication
for cost reduction and provides potentials to produce a system-on-a-chip. Because of these
advantages there has arisen tremendous interest in the RF MEMS devices during the past two
decades. However, the requirements of hermetic packaging and reliability issues have
hindered their widespread use in industry. In addition, the MEMS devices exhibit a moderate
tuning speed (2 - 100 µs), which is not adequate for many applications in phase array radar
systems [8].
Ferroelectrics have been widely proposed as an alternative component for tunable circuits
since the 1980s [43]. The dielectric constant of ferroelectric materials decreases substantially
with the applied electric field, which is the key for tuning applications. The most intensively
studied ferroelectric material in this application is Barium Strontium Titanate (BST). The
dielectric constant of BST thin films reported is in the range of 102 - 103 at room temperature.
The high dielectric constant of BST film results in a very high energy density capacitor. BST
thin film varactors in both interdigital and parallel plate configurations have been used to
demonstrate tunable filter, phase shifters [44], [45], tunable matching networks [46] and delay
lines [47]. BST thin film varactors are compact (as a result of high dielectric constant), offer a
good tunability and fast tuning speed (~ ns), and have low power consumption [48]. BST
varactors with interdigital electrodes are easy to fabricate and offer good linearity and BST
parallel plate capacitors exhibit a high capacitance density and high tunability at low bias
voltage. BST capacitors with relative tunability greater than 50 % were obtained at DC bias
voltage less than 5 V [49-51]. In addition, ferroelectric devices can be fabricated on a variety
of substrates including silicon using standard semiconductor manufacturing process, which
provides possibilities to integrate with MMICs. The relatively high loss of room temperature
microwave devices based on BST varactors has been a significant drawback limiting their
microwave applications [52]. However, intensive research effort has been made to improve
the quality factors of BST varactors [53-55]. The best to date is Vorobiev [30] who has
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presented a circular BST parallel plate capacitor with a Q of 100 at 10 GHz.
Some important parameters and technologies for tunable devices are shown in Table 1 - 2.
None of the technologies is perfect and choosing strongly depends on the particular system
requirements, with a trade off between the performance of the suitable technology as well as
cost, ease of integration, size and weight, reliability, and repeatability. In practical cases, two
or more techniques can be implemented in one application. Lugo [56] has reported a bandpass
filter with simultaneous frequency and bandwidth control using both ferroelectric varactors
and cantiliever MEMS switches. The filter centre frequency was tuned continuously from 30
GHz to 35 GHz controlled by ferroelectric varactors. The filter bandwidth was independently
controlled for a ratio of 2:1 by the MEMS switches.

Tuning methods

Mechanical

YIG

GaAs varactor RF MEMS

BST thin film

Tunability

10-20%[57]

multi-octave

3:1

2 - 3:1

very high

20 - 100a

2 - 10

2-8

3 - 10

< 15

20 - 100

5 - 20c

0.5 – 2.0

103

102 [31]

106

unloaded Q

> 1000

> 500

10 - 40

Insertion loss (dB)

0.5 - 2.5

3-8

Tuning voltage (V)

NA

Tuning speed (GHz/ms) very low

< 2:1
a

b

Power handling

very high[58]

2W

~ mW

1-2W

~ mW

Power consumption

high

high

medium

low

low

Linearity (IP3 : dBm)

> 60

< 30

15 - 25

> 65

30 - 55

Size / Weight

large

large

small

small

small

Integration

difficult

difficult

good

good

good

Table 1 - 2 Comparison of competing technologies for building microwave tunable filters. a at
10 GHz. b for MEMS switch. c for BST varactor in parallel plate configuration.

1.5 Thesis organisation
The concern of this thesis is devoted to the ferroelectric tuning technology. Ferroelectric
materials have an electric field dependent permittivity and can be used in frequency agile
microwave devices. This dissertation presents tunable microwave lowpass and bandpass filters
based on BST thin film varactors. The design procedure of the filters is addressed in detail with
full wave electromagnetic simulation performed. The fabrication process of the BST devices is
also described. The measurement results of the filters are analysed and compared with the
11
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simulation. A brief outline of the thesis organisation is given below.
Chapter 2 starts from reviewing the history, fundamental characteristics and various
applications of ferroelectric materials. This is followed by the discussion of the microwave
properties of BST thin films, together with fabrication issues such as deposition methods,
substrate and metallisation choice, and measurement techniques. BST thin film varactors in
the interdigital and parallel plate configurations are discussed. A survey of the BST varactors
reported in the literature is presented and compared with the varactors made in this work.
Recent progress of ferroelectric tunable filters are also reviewed, and a survey of other
people’s work on BST room temperature bandpass filters is provided and compared with our
filters.
Chapter 3 provides theoretical fundamentals for the microwave filters designed in chapters 4,
5 and 6. The filters presented in this work are all based on Chebyshev prototypes in a coplanar
waveguide configuration. In chapter 3, characteristics of single and multilayer substrate
coplanar waveguides are calculated analytically using a conformal mapping technique.
General filter synthesis procedure for Chebyshev lowpass and bandpass filters is outlined. The
design method for coupled resonator filters using a coupling matrix concept is also addressed
here. In addition, lumped elements such as meander line inductors and ferroelectric varactors
are modelled and discussed as well.
In chapter 4 a seventh order lumped element tunable lowpass filter incorparating integrated
BST varactors is presented. The filter was implemented in a coplanar waveguide
configuration on a high resistivity silicon substrate. The filter size was 1.8 mm × 0.9 mm and
had a multilayer structure. The tuning elements, Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 thin film parallel plate
varactors, were 5 µm × 5 µm or 10 µm × 10 µm in size and 500 nm thick. A lowpass filter
incorporating 5 µm square BST varactors demonstrated a - 10 dB cut-off frequency of 18.52
GHz at zero bias, and tuned to 24.47 GHz upon 15 V bias voltage, showing 32.1 % tuning.
Several lowpass filters were fabricated and tested in house, with meander line inductors and
BST varactors of different sizes. The filters with 5 µm square BST varactors covered a cut-off
frequency range from 11 GHz to 25 GHz, and the filters with 10 µm square varactors covered
from 4 GHz to 8 GHz.
In chapter 5 two pole and three pole combline bandpass filters incorporating integrated BST
12
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varactors are presented. These filters were implemented in a coplanar waveguide
configuration on MgO substrates. The filters consisted of coupled resonators which were
comprised of line elements shorted to ground at one end and loaded with 5 µm × 5 µm BST
parallel plate capacitors at the other end. Each resonator could be independently biased.
Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 thin film was used in this design. The filters were designed and analysed by full
wave electromagnetic simulation. The fabrication procedure of the multilayer filters and the
problems encountered during the process of etching BST film were addressed. The two pole
filter is 1.6 mm × 4 mm and the three pole filter 2.3 mm × 4 mm. A two pole filter
measurement demonstrated a reasonable tuning of only one resonator from 8 GHz to 12 GHz
with 10 V bias, whereas the other resonator showed no tuning with bias as a result of short
circuit between the top and bottom metal layers. The bandpass filters showed a zero bias
insertion loss above 8 dB. The losses contributed from the metal and BST films were analysed
and separated.
Two pole and four pole combline tunable bandpass filters incorporating discrete BST
varactors are presented in chapter 6. The filter circuits were implemented in a coplanar
waveguide configuration on duroid 5870 laminate. Discrete BST intergidital capacitors (IDCs)
or BST parallel plate capacitors were fabricated in house, characterised using an impedance
analyser, and assembled into the filter circuits in a hybrid manner. The same filters were also
made using commercially available GaAs varactors to give a direct comparison between the
BST and semiconductor tuning techniques in an application environment. These varactors
performed as tuning elements in the filters. The two pole BST IDC filter was tuned from a
centre frequency of 1.55 GHz and an insertion loss of 3.7 dB at zero bias, to 2.02 GHz and 1.1
dB with 65 V bias, which made a figure of merit (FoM) of 0.87 dB-1. The two pole BST
parallel plate filter was tuned from 2.32 GHz at zero bias to 2.52 GHz at 45 V bias, with an
insertion loss of 1.4 dB to 1.3 dB correspondingly. The filter showed a FoM of 0.41 dB-1. The
two pole GaAs filter showed the largest tuning range from 0.94 GHz to 2.44 GHz with 14 V
bias and a FoM of 3.84 dB-1, as a result of the high tunability of the GaAs varactors. The four
pole filters showed a tuning range close to that of the two pole ones with the same kind of
varactors. The BST filters demonstrated a loss performance in line with the GaAs filters in the
gigahertz range.
Finally, the thesis is concluded in the last chapter and direction for future work is also
13
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presented.

1.6 Summary
In this chapter the motivation to developing microwave tunable filters was described and
some characteristic parameters of tunable filters were introduced. The current and promising
technologies for frequency agile devices were discussed and compared. At the end, the thesis
organisation was introduced and the following chapters were overviewed.
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CHAPTER 2
FERROELECTRIC MATERIALS AND
DEVICES
This chapter covers the history, fundamental properties, fabrication issues, measurement
techniques and applications of ferroelectric materials, with emphasis on ferroelectric thin
films for microwave applications. Ferroelectric microwave devices are reviewed and surveys
of BST varactors and bandpass filters are presented.

2.1 History and applications
Ferroelectric materials, which are a subset of piezoelectric and pyroelectric materials, exhibit
an electric field re-orientable spontaneous polarisation in a certain temperature range. The
spontaneous polarisation is highly temperature dependent and disappears above a phase
transition temperature Tph, where the material is said to be in the paraelectric phase. When the
temperature decreases below Tph, the crystal structure exhibits a slight deformation, the centre
of positive charge and negative charge does not coincide, thus electric dipoles are formed and
spontaneous polarisation appears in the ferroelectric phase [1].
In the paraelectric phase, the polarisation is proportional to the external electric field. In the
ferroelectric phase, the polarisation does not return back to zero when the external field is
zero and exhibits remanent polarisation Pr. A coercive field Ec is needed to bring the
polarisation back to zero [1]. Hence a polarisation-electric field (P-E) hysteresis loop is
observed in ferroelectric phase. The polarisation as a function of electric field of the
ferroelectric material in ferroelectric and paraelectric phases is shown in Fig.2- 1.
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Fig.2- 1 Polarisation versus electric field of the ferroelectrics in the ferroelectric phase (a) and
the paraelectric phase (b)
Ferroelectricity was first discovered by Joseph Valasek in 1921 (40 years after Pierre Curie
and Jacques Curie discovered piezoelectricity in 1880 [2]) during an investigation of the
dielectric properties of Rochelle salt (NaKC4H4O6·4H2O) [3]. He demonstrated the
polarisation hysteresis with electric field in Rochelle salt and the dependence of the hysteresis
loop on temperature. The term “ferroelectricity” (instead of “Seignette-electricity” or
“Rochelle-electricity” in the early literature) was used to describe the spontaneous electric
polarisation of Rochelle salt in analogy to the spontaneous magnetic polarisation of
ferromagnetics, although most ferroelectrics did not have iron in their lattice. Other
ferroelectric materials, potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) and its isomorphs, were not
found until 1935. This was followed by the discovery of barium titanate (BaTiO3) as a new
class of ferroelectric material by Von Hippel (America), and Wul and Goldman (Russia), in
the 1940s [4], [5]. Since then the number of known ferroelectric materials has rapidly
proliferated, and there are about 600 known ferroelectric materials according to Landoldt and
Börnstein [6].
Most of the useful ferroelectric materials belong to the perovskite family [1], which is
characterised by the chemical formula ABO3, for instance, barium titanate (BaTiO3),
strontium titanate (SrTiO3), lead titanate (PbTiO3), lead zirconate (PbZrO3) and their solid
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solutions. Fig.2- 2 shows the cubic cell structure of ABO3 type materials, with A2+ ions (green)
at the apices, B4+ (blue) ions at the centre, and O2- (red) ions at the face centres of the cube. It
is well known that the ABO3 structure permits variable compositions by substitution on A- or
B- sites by radius compatible ions [7], [8]. When applying an electric field, both B4+ cations
and O2- anions shift from their equilibrium positions and form electric dipoles as shown in
Fig.2- 3. In the paraelectric phase, the ions return to their initial equilibrium positions after the
electric field is removed. When T < Tph, a ferroelectric phase is exhibited, the ions undergo a
spontaneous displacement in the absence of an electric field and remain permanently
displaced [9].

Fig.2- 2 Cubic Cell of ABO3 type material (taken from [7])

-

Dipole

+
E≠0

E= 0

Fig.2- 3 Rearrangement of unit cell in response to an external electric field and formation of a
dipole (taken from [10])
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Bulk ferroelectrics have found a wide spread usage as dielectrics, piezoelectrics, pyroelectrics
and ferroelectrics in the electronic industry for more than 50 years. Prominent examples
include the widely used multilayer ceramic capacitors, which use barium titanate as dielectrics,
and the positive temperature coefficient resistors (PTCRs) using appropriately doped barium
titanate in thermistors and self-regulating heating systems [11]. Piezoelectric/pyroelectric
ceramics are widely used in various sensing and actuating applications [1]. For instance,
ultrasonic transducers, which use the piezoelectricity of lead zirconium titanate ceramics, are
used in many sonar and depth sounding systems.
Applications of ferroelectrics in the form of thin films did not emerge until the 1980s [12].
The initial interest of developing ferroelectric thin films started in the late sixties, with the
non-volatile memory as the main driving application [13-15], however, this attempt was
frustrated due to the limitations of both material fabrication technology and device electronics
at that time. The interest in ferroelectric thin films was renewed due to both the advance in
thin film deposition techniques in the mid-eighties and the increasing requirement for
miniaturised systems [16], [17]. The current and potential application domains of thin film
ferroelectrics include memories, microsystems with pyroelectric and piezoelectric
microsensors/actuators, and microwave tunable devices [15].
Non-volatile ferroelectric memory (FeRAM) might be one of the most attractive applications
of ferroelectrics. FeRAM has a similar construction to conventional dynamic random access
memory (DRAM), but uses a ferroelectric layer to achieve non-volatility. An electric field is
used to switch, or “write”, each ferroelectric cell into either a positive or negative polarisation
state, representing either “0” or “1” in binary encoding. FeRAM shows attractive features
such as low power consumption compared with conventional DRAM and fast write speed
over flash memory. FeRAMs have now become a commercially viable option as low density
memories in smart cards [18]. Another important memory application is ferroelectric dynamic
random access memory. The cell size and capacitor size can be progressively reduced by the
use of high dielectric constant ferroelectrics as a replacement of SiO2/Si3N4 in conventional
DRAMs.
Ferroelectric thin films have also found applications in the recently emerged area of
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) due to their strong piezoelectric and pyroelectric
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effect [19]. Ferroelectric films, typically PZT, can be deposited on the substrate prior to the
microfabrication to add sensing and actuating functionalities to microdevices [15]. Various
devices have been intensively researched during the past decade, such as accelerometers [20],
micromotors [21], ultrasonic transducers for medical imaging [22] and sensors and actuators
in atomic force microscopy (AFM) [23].
Ferroelectric thin film based microwave tunable devices have received intensive attention in
recent years, and are the focus of this thesis. The material property that makes ferroelectric
tuning possible is the electric field controlled dielectric constant. The basic concept was not
new; being first proposed back in the 1960s [24], [25]. However, the difficulties of matching
the reactance of the bulk ferroelectric varactors to the impedance of the rest of the circuit and
the requirement for high tuning voltage impeded its development [26]. The interest was then
moved to the development of thin film ferroelectrics on dielectric substrates, which provided
suitable capacitance values and could be tuned at modest voltage levels. However, such
samples suffered from a prohibitively high loss tangent [27]. The applications of ferroelectric
thin films were only beginning to emerge from the late eighties [12]. This was in large part
due to the advances in ferroelectric thin film deposition techniques [16], [17] and the ability to
integrate ferroelectrics with semiconductor technologies [15], and perhaps also encouraged by
the discovery of high-temperature superconducting oxides (i.e. YBCO), which had similar
crystal structure (perovskite type) to ferroelectrics [28] and enabled further miniaturisation.
Since then various ferroelectric varactors, tunable filters and resonators, phase shifters,
tunable matching networks and delay lines have been demonstrated with high performance in
the past decades.
SrTiO3 (STO) and BaxSr1-xTiO3 (BST) thin films are two of the most popular ferroelectrics for
electric tuning applications. The paraelectric phase is often preferred for microwave tuning
applications because of the absence of hysteresis and lower dielectric loss [29]. STO, which is
an incipient ferroelectric, is in the paraelectric phase at the boiling temperature of liquid
nitrogen. The structure and processing compatibility of STO and high-temperature
superconductors (HTS) has enabled a variety of cryogenic microwave devices since the 1990s
[30-40]. However, STO has little tunability at room temperature. Application of such devices
is limited as they need to be cooled down to cryogenic temperature. BaxSr1-xTiO3, which has
good tunability and reasonable loss at room temperature, can overcome this problem. The
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Curie temperature Tc of BaxSr1-xTiO3 can be continuously shifted from about 40 K to 385 K
by tailoring the Ba to Sr ratio in the composition (see Fig.2- 4). Examples of the published
BST thin film varactors and tunable filters will be summarised in sections 2.7 and 2.8.
An overview of the main application areas of ferroelectrics and the underlying behaviour
exploited is given in Fig.2- 5. The microwave dielectric properties of ferroelectric materials
will be discussed in the next section with emphasis on BST thin films.
400
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Fig.2- 4

Curie temperature (Tc) as a function of Ba concentration (x) for BaxSr1-xTiO3 [10]
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Overview of major application areas for ferroelectric materials
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2.2 Properties for microwave applications
The dielectric properties of ferroelectrics have been extensively studied since the 1950s [41].
Phenomenological models of the dielectric constant and loss tangent of ferroelectrics as
functions of temperature, electric field and frequency were developed by Vendik [42]. These
models have shown good agreement with experimental data and are valuable for
understanding the dielectric properties of bulk ferroelectrics [27]. However, the dielectric
properties of thin film ferroelectrics can differ from the single crystal of the same chemical
composition in some substantial ways. Generally, the dielectric constant for thin films can be
more than one order of magnitude lower and the loss tangent can be one order higher
compared to the single crystal with the same composition [29]. An example of the temperature
dependence of the permittivity of bulk and thin film BST is shown in Fig.2- 6 [43]. It should
be noted that for the BST thin film the permittivity is substantially lower than the bulk and the
sharp peak at the phase transition temperature is not observed. The size effect, or the presence
of dead layers, the misfit strain and defects in thin films are considered as the sources of the
deviation of properties from the bulk behaviour [29]. However, the theory of this deviation is

Dielectric constant

not yet well understood.

Operating temperature (K)
Fig.2- 6 Variation of the dielectric constant of a BST ceramic and thin film as a function of
operating temperature (taken from [43])
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The dielectric constant, tunability and loss performance of ferroelectric materials are the most
important properties for microwave applications. It is clear that a high tunability and a low
dielectric loss are favourable for high performance devices. The dielectric constant ε of
ferroelectrics varies in response to an applied electric field, which is the basis of microwave
applications. Tunability is a criterion to evaluate the electric field dependence of permittivity.
There are two ways to define the tunability of a ferroelectric material, which are the tunability
n defined as the ratio of the dielectric permittivity of the material at zero electric field to its
permittivity under bias

n=

ε(0)
ε(E)

(2.1)

and the relative tunability nr defined as the relative change of the permittivity between zero
bias and an electric field E with respect to its permittivity at zero bias

nr =

ε(0) − ε(E)
1
= 1−
n
ε(0)

(2.2)

An example of a Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 thin film interdigital capacitor made at Birmingham 1 is given
in Fig.2- 7. The capacitance and relative tunability as a function of the applied electric field is
shown in the figure. A relative tunability of 60 % (a tunability of 2.5) is achieved at 9 V/µm,
measured at room temperature, 10 GHz. Recently Pervez [44] reported a BST thin film varactor
in a parallel plate configuration with a tunability of 13.7 (90 %) at 400 V/µm, 100 MHz, which
is the best tunability ever reported for BST varactors.
In the ferroelectric phase (or polar phase), the polarisation hysteresis results in hysteresis in
the ε(V) curve, and the maximum ε may occur when the applied field E = ± Ec (the coercive
field), not zero. This is called a butterfly shaped ε(V) curve in the ferroelectric phase [45] (see
Fig.2- 8 (a)). The bi-valued capacitance at the same bias field in Fig.2- 7 indicates the material
is in a ferroelectric phase. Clearly the paraelectric phase is preferred in microwave tunable
applications as no hysteresis exhibited in the C(V) curve, whereas ferroelectrics in

1

refers to the Emerging Device Technology Research Centre at the University of Birmingham
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ferroelectric phase are primarily used in non-volatile FeRAMs.
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Fig.2- 7 Capacitance and relative tunability of a Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 thin film interdigital capacitor
(made at Birmingham) as a function of the applied electric field measured at room temperature
and 10 GHz.
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(b)
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Fig.2- 8 Schematic curves of permittivity ε as a function of the electric field E in ferroelectric
phase (a) and paraelectric phase (b) (taken from [9])
The permittivity ε of ferroelectric materials also changes with temperature as shown in Fig.227
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6. The temperature dependence of permittivity for temperature above the Curie temperature Tc
can be modelled with the Curie-Weiss law [46]
=
ε(T)

C
+ εL
T − TC

(2.3)

where C is the Curie constant, εL is about 30 and therefore negligible in most cases. It is
obvious that the maximum ε occurs at around the Curie temperature Tc. Above this
temperature, the permittivity decreases rapidly with the temperature increasing. The phase
transition temperature Tph, the Curie temperature Tc and maximum permittivity temperature
Tm are not in principle the same and discussion of their relations can be found in [47].
The permittivity is actually complex, and can be written as
ε = ε′ + iε′′

(2.4).

The loss tangent tanδ of a ferroelectric material can be written as

tan δ=

ε′′
1
=
ε′ Q FE

(2.5)

where QFE is the quality factor of the material. The dielectric loss in ferroelectrics is also a
crucial issue which should be taken into account in the device design. The measured or
modelled dependence of loss tangent on electric field, temperature and composition has been
reviewed in [41], [27], [48]. The sources of the ferroelectric loss are either intrinsic,
associated with the interaction of the microwave field with the phonons, or extrinsic, due to
the interaction between the microwave field and the defects [29]. The extrinsic loss often
dominates the loss of ferroelectric thin films in practical conditions [45]. The reported
measured loss tangent of room temperature BST thin films is in the range of 0.02 - 0.2 at
microwave frequencies and usually decreases with electric field [49-53]. This is consistent
with the theoretical predictions as most loss mechanisms suggest the loss tangent to be
proportional to the permittivity, although not linearly proportional [29].
The frequency dependence of tanδ, differs from that of the permittivity, which is usually
independent with frequency. The loss tangent is often found to be directly proportional to the
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frequency in the microwave region. This is because the charged defects under an ac electric
field will convert part of the electromagnetic energy into acoustic energy [48]. However, the
exact relation between tanδ and frequency is not yet well established. Some reports claim tanδ
~ ω1/3 [45], [54] and other reports a linear [55] or ω1/2 [56] dependence.
Generally, a high tunability is often accompanied by a high dielectric loss for many dielectrics
[29]. This indicates that a design trade off between tunability and loss tangent of ferroelectric
thin films is often required for microwave applications. A commutation quality factor (CQF or
K) is defined to characterise the tuning and loss performance of ferroelectric material. It is
convenient from a microwave engineering point of view and is indicative for choosing
material with the optimal tradeoff between tunability and loss tangent. K is defined as follows

K=

(n − 1) 2
n tan δ(U1 ) tan δ(U 2 )

(2.6)

where U1 and U2 are the applied bias voltages in two states and n is the tunability. K is thus a
function of the bias voltage.
The (Ba+Sr)/Ti ratio in BST should be as close to 1 as possible for optimal electrical
properties at room temperature [57]. It is also found that, at room temperature, for Ba
concentration from 0 % to 50 %, the tunability, loss tangent and CQF increases with the
increasing of Ba content according to a model calculation [48]. Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 has the
maximum tunability and CQF, as well as the maximum loss tangent at room temperature.
However, it should be noted that real films may exhibit quite different properties as a result of
strains and defects.
The dependence of dielectric constant on film thickness is observed by many groups [58-60].
The measured dielectric constant decreases significantly with the thickness as shown in Fig.29 (a) [58]. The decrease in dielectric constant can be effectively modelled by assuming the
presence of a “dead layer” at the electrode/ferroelectric interface. The dead layer is considered
as a thin dielectric layer with severely depressed dielectric constant and tunability. The dead
layer is modelled as in series with the bulk like ferroelectrics as shown in Fig.2- 9 (b) so the
decrease in dielectric constant follows the “series capacitor model” [59]. It is also observed
from Fig.2- 9 (a) that the dielectric constant becomes less dependent on thickness at higher
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electric field [58].
d
di

electrode
ferroelectrics

dead layer

Ci

(a)

Cb

(b)

Fig.2- 9 Thickness dependence of the relative permittivity versus nominal electric field (a)
(taken from [58]) and modelling of the dead layer in a ferroelectric varactor (b). Nominal dc
field is calculated using the maximal capacitance voltage as an offset (not zero bias).
In the series capacitor model, the effective capacitance of a ferroelectric varactor Ceff is given
by
1
1
1
=
+
Ceff Cb Ci

(2.7)

where the subscripts i and b refer to the interface dead layer and the bulk like ferroelectrics
parameters respectively. If the dead layer thickness di is independent of the total thickness d,
then

1 1
d d
d
d
= b + i = + di  − 
εeff ε b εi ε b
 εi ε b 

(2.8)

where εeff is the effective dielectric constant, d = db + di, ε b  εi . The term d/εeff is a linear
function of d with gradient of 1/εb and y-axis intercept of di/εi [59]. This model is valid as
long as the film is thicker than the presumed dead layer. As the film thickness increases the
effect of the dead layer is smaller.
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One problem that impedes the microwave applications of ferroelectrics is the temperature
dependence of the dielectric constant. The dependence is especially strong for temperatures
close to the phase transition temperature. One possible solution for this problem is
incorporating a temperature stabilisation bias network [15]. The bias network consists of a
voltage divider (a fixed capacitor in series with temperature sensitive capacitor usually using
similar ferroelectrics) and a DC decoupling network. The capacitance changing with
temperature can be compensated by the changing of the distributed voltage. However, this
temperature stabilisation is obtained at the cost of requiring a higher tuning voltage.
Lifetime and reliability are also crucial issues in practical applications of ferroelectric devices.
The most important failure mechanism is resistance degradation, which is characterised by a
steady but pronounced increase of leakage current under a constant DC bias after a specific
time. Detailed analysis and models of resistance degradation and other reliability issues can
be found in [61].
In summary, the quality and dielectric property of BST thin films are complex functions of
electric field, temperature, frequency, composition and film thickness. In addition, they also
depend on the processing, e.g. deposition method, growth conditions, defect density, substrate
and metallisation choices. A good understanding of these relationships is essential prior to the
microwave applications of ferroelectrics becoming commercial.

2.3 BST deposition methods
There are various ways to grow BST films and each one has its merits and drawbacks. The
method of choice is usually determined by the application, system requirement and cost.
Generally, the deposition methods can be divided into three main categories, which are (i)
physical vapor deposition (PVD) including electron beam evaporation, magnetron sputtering
and pulsed laser deposition (PLD); (ii) chemical vapor deposition (CVD) including metallic
organic CVD (MOCVD) and atomic layer deposition (ALD); (iii) chemical solution
deposition (CSD) like sol-gel. The most popular deposition methods for BST thin films such
as sol-gel, MOCVD, magnetron sputtering and PLD will be discussed as follows.
The Sol-gel process offers the advantages of low cost, good composition control and it does
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not require vacuum infrastructure. The precursor solution with the right concentration of
cations should be prepared and deposited on the substrate by spin-coating, and this is repeated
to reach the desired thickness. Then a low temperature heat treatment (300 - 400 °C) is
performed to dehydrate the organic species and form an amorphous film. Finally, high
temperature heat treatment (600 - 1100 °C) for densification and crystallization of the film is
performed. The Sol-gel process has been investigated for preparation of high quality
ferroelectric materials by many research groups [62-65]. A phase shifter made with a sol-gel
BST thin film deposited on LAO is demonstrated in [66]. It has a 40.9 °/ dB figure of merit at
14.2 GHz, which is comparable to the BST thin film phase shifter of the same design grown
using the PLD process.
Metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) is a technique to grow epitaxial films on
a substrate surface based on chemical reaction of metal organic gaseous precursors at high
temperature. MOCVD offers the potential for large scale deposition, good composition
control, highly uniform and highly conformal films on planar and high aspect ratio substrates
[67], [68]. However, MOCVD process is limited by the availability of suitable precursors and
process control difficulties [69]. A parallel plate capacitor with 71 % tuning at 9 V (which is
30 V/µm electric field) was reported using a Ba0.7Sr0.3TiO3 film deposited by MOCVD
technique [70]. The loss tangent of the film was in the range of 0.003 - 0.009 up to 500 MHz.
Magnetron sputtering is a versatile technique which can deposit conductive and insulating
thin films onto metal or ceramic substrates. It is a vacuum process which physically removes
portions of target material and deposits a thin layer onto the substrate surface. Sputtering can
be either DC or RF depending on the nature of the target. DC power is used when the target is
conducting, while RF can be used for both conducting and insulating targets. The principle of
DC sputtering is shown in Fig.2- 10. The chamber is filled with argon gas at low pressure.
When the target is connected to a negative high voltage, a glowing plasma forms just above
the target surface, the plasma consists of electrons and positive argon ions in a high energy
state. The ions are accelerated towards the negatively charged target and strike it. This causes
the atoms of the target material to be ejected, and some of the atoms land on and bond with
the substrate which is mounted in front of the target, building a thin film. The word
“magnetron” refers to placing of a magnet behind the target, resulting a very high density of
ions, which in turn increases the sputtering rate. At Birmingham, metal films of several
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hundred nanometres thick were deposited using the DC and RF magnetron sputtering system
shown in Fig.2- 11.
Oxide materials such as BST can be only successfully grown by sputtering when the reactive
sputtering technique is used. In reactive sputtering, a gas (e.g. O2) is added to the argon
introduced into the sputtering system. The quality and properties of BST thin films deposited
by reactive sputtering depends on the substrate temperature, power and composition of target,
pressure, ratio of partial pressure of Ar and O2 [69].
The pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique has been widely used to grow high quality
ferroelectric films for microwave application. As shown in Fig.2- 12, a high power pulsed
laser beam is focused on a spot of the target surface to strike the target. The high energy
density vaporises the target material and a plume of material is transported towards and
deposited on the heated substrate facing the target. This process can occur in vacuum or in the
presence of a reactive background gas, such as oxygen, which is commonly used in oxide
deposition to fully oxygenate the deposited films, as in reactive sputtering. The background
gas pressure, the substrate to target distance, laser energy and frequency, and substrate
temperature have important effects on the BST thin film composition, microstructure and
properties. To produce high quality BST thin films for microwave applications, intensive
research effort has been made to clarify the correlation between the deposition conditions and
film properties, and to optimise the growth conditions [71-73]. Compared with vacuum
evaporation and sputtering, PLD has a higher maximum deposition rate although slowing
down of the deposition rate from the maximum is often required to obtain high quality films.
The deposition temperature is relatively low as a result of high ionic content in laser plumes
and high particle velocity [71]. PLD is appropriate for deposition of complex oxide materials
as a result of stoichiometric transfer of the complex materials to thin films [74]. The PLD
process is also best suited to deposition on small (1 cm2) substrate. Deposition over large
areas is possible but technically challenging. So for commercial processes or larger area
devices the previously discussed deposition processes are more suitable. One major drawback
PLD process suffers is the formation of droplet or particulate production due to the melting or
fracture of the target surface. This problem may be tackled by a careful control of the laser
energy just above the ablation threshold [71]. All the BST thin films used in this work were
deposited by PLD process. A photo of the PLD system at Birmingham is shown in Fig.2- 13.
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Fig.2- 10

Fig.2- 11

Principle of DC magnetron sputtering (taken from [75])

DC and RF magnetron sputtering equipment at Birmingham
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Fig.2- 12

Schematic of PLD deposition chamber (taken from [76])

Fig.2- 13

Pulsed laser deposition chamber at Birmingham
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2.4 Microwave characterisation techniques of ferroelectric thin
films
The properties (real and imaginary parts of permittivity and tunability) of ferroelectric thin
films at microwave frequencies can be extracted by several methods, characterised as varactor
methods, transmission line methods and resonance methods. At microwave frequencies,
usually the devices cannot be modelled as lumped elements due to the presence of various
parasitic effects, hence distributed models are often required. A good calibration prior to the
measurement is also essential for accurate extraction of the dielectric properties of
ferroelectric thin films.
In the resonance method, where a transmission line resonator is patterned on the BST thin
film [77] or interrupted by a BST gap capacitor [78], the permittivity and loss tangent of the
BST thin film are calculated from the measured resonant frequency and unloaded quality
factor. This method can give a precise extraction of the loss tangent especially for low loss
material [48]. However, the resonance method can only give information at one frequency
point and the frequency dependent dielectric properties of the BST thin film are not available.
Parallel plate or planar varactors are commonly used structures to characterise the dielectric
properties of BST thin film as functions of frequency and electric field. One port reflection
data or two port S-parameters are often measured using a vector network analyser. The
extraction of dielectric properties of BST film is complicated at microwave frequencies
because the loss from electrodes and lead strips is also important and parasitic inductance and
capacitance will affect the apparent capacitance. The parasitic and peripheral circuit effect can
be removed either by additional structures [79], [80] or by evaluation of electric models [49],
[81], [82].
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Fig.2- 14

capacitor (a), through line 1 (b), and through line 2 (c) (taken from [79])

(c)

(a)

(d)
(b)
Fig.2- 15 Top view (a), cross sectional view (b), physics based equivalent circuit (c) and its
representation circuit (d) of a circular parallel plate varactor (taken from [81])
For a parallel plate capacitor, an electrode size as small as several microns is often required as
a result of the high dielectric constant of ferroelectrics and small film thickness. Otherwise, a
large capacitance will lead to an equivalent short circuit at microwave frequency. A simple
two port measurement technique has been reported in reference [79]. The BST parallel plate
capacitor was embedded in a transmission line and two “through lines” were used to
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de-embed the effect of the transmission line as shown in Fig.2- 14. The capacitance and loss
tangent were extracted from the measured responses for up to 12 GHz. The extracted
capacitance showed little dispersion with frequency and a tunability of 2.4 was achieved at 15
V. The extracted loss tangent was less than 0.012 up to 10 GHz.
For a relatively simple structure, circuit modelling methods can be used to remove the
parasitic inductance and series resistance in the test structure. An example of using a circuit
model to characterise the BST thin film in a circular parallel plate capacitor was given by
Vorobiev [81]. The capacitor had a simple layout as shown in Fig.2- 15 (a) and (b) and its
circuit model and simplified model were shown in Fig.2- 15 (c) and (d). The test structure
offered minimised losses and parasitic inductance from the electrodes which helped to
determine the loss from BST thin film. The large capacitance between the outer circular top
plate and the bottom plate was equivalent to a short circuit in the microwave region and
allowed a DC bias to be applied. The parasitic inductance and negative calibration inductance
was removed. The extracted capacitance showed little dispersion up to 25 GHz. The loss of
the BST thin film was separated from the electrode loss and the BST loss tangent was
reported to be around 0.02 up to 25 GHz.
The extraction of dielectric properties in the microwave region using interdigital capacitor
(IDC) structures is more difficult because of the presence of various parasitic effects.
Conformal mapping based models are often used to extract the permittivity [83]. Knowledge
of the geometry of interdigital fingers, the thickness of the BST thin film and substrate, and
the permittivity of the substrate is required to calculate the dielectric constant of BST film.
The permittivity can also be determined by comparing the experimental results with a set of
full wave electromagnetic simulation results [84].
Transmission line structures, particularly the coplanar waveguide (CPW), can be also used to
determine the properties of BST thin film. The impedance of the transmission line should be
close to 50 Ω to reduce the signal reflection. The transmission line can be modelled using full
wave simulation, or, it can be analysed using an equivalent circuit model [77]. The
propagation constant γ (γ = α + іβ where α is the attenuation constant and β is the phase
constant) and the line impedance Z0 are determined from the ABCD-parameters calculated
from the measured S-parameters. The permittivity of BST thin film is calculated from the
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effective permittivity using the conformal mapping method.
It should be noted that the characterisation methods discussed above are not complete but
emphasis is placed on BST thin films in the microwave region. Examples of simple
characterisation methods based on BST parallel plate capacitors are given. More detailed
discussions and comparisons of different extraction methods can be found in [29], [41], [48],
[77].

2.5 Substrate choice
BST thin films have been deposited on oxide single crystal substrate such as sapphire (Al2O3)
[85-87], magnesium oxide (MgO) [88], lanthanum aluminate (LaAlO3) [89] and strontium
titanate (SrTiO3) [90], as well as silicon wafers [51], [91] and metallised substrates [70], [92].
The dielectric properties and crystal structure of BST films may change greatly when grown on
different substrates due to different internal stress and interface conditions. The dielectric
constant, loss tangent, coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and lattice parameter are the
most important parameters defining the substrate properties. These parameters, together with
the cost, size and availability should be judiciously considered to choose the substrate material.
Substrates with dielectric constant of low temperature dependence and low loss tangent are
favourable for fabrication of high performance microwave devices. Single crystal substrates
with a lattice parameter matched to that of the BST film, enable epitaxial growth and high
quality films [48]. The CTE of the substrate should be as close to the film’s CTE as possible
[69]. The BST thin film is typically deposited at a temperature of several hundred degrees
centigrade [51], [84], [93]. During the cooling or annealing process, a large difference
between CTE of substrate and BST film will cause compressive or tensile strain at the
film/substrate interface and result in roughening or cracking of the BST film [48], [69].
However, single crystal substrates are expensive and not available in large scale, which
impedes development into the commercial markets.
High resistivity silicon (> 5000 Ω·cm) is a promising alternative substrate which overcomes the
loss problems of conventional silicon at microwave and millimetre wave range. The integration
of BST thin films with silicon substrates provides the possibility to integrate with the popular
monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) and hence reduces the cost from a
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manufacturing point of view. However, the high resistivity may be degraded due to the high
temperature required for BST deposition. The surface charge accumulation at the Si/SiO2
interface can form a thin conductive layer which also reduces the effective resistivity of the
substrate. One possible solution is micromachining or etching away the substrate beneath the
transmission line. Alternatively, surface passivation methods can be used to minimise the
substrate loss [94], [95]. Several groups have demonstrated BST varactors on silicon substrates
successfully [45], [51], [70], [91].
BST thin films deposited on metallised substrates will be discussed in the following section.

2.6 Metallisation choice
The choice of metallisation should be carefully considered during the design of ferroelectric
devices. The device performance strongly depends on the quality of the electrode, not only for
reducing the ohmic loss, but also for initiating high quality BST thin films for devices in the
parallel plate configuration.
At microwave/millimetre frequencies, the metal loss from the electrodes often contributes
significantly to the total loss. This is because at high frequency, the electric current is confined
within a ‘skin’ at the surface of a conductor. The decrease in current density versus depth is
known as the skin effect. The skin depth is a measure of the distance over which the current falls
to 1/e of its original value beneath the surface of a semi-infinite planar conductor. The skin
depth is defined as [96]

δ=

1
π f µσ

(2.9)

where μ is the permeability and σ is the conductivity of the metal, and f is the frequency of
interest. The conductivity and skin depth at 20 GHz of several common metal materials are
listed in Table 2- 1. It is clear that metals with a high conductivity will have a small skin depth.
Fig.2- 16 shows the skin depth of these metals in the microwave frequency range. The skin
depth falls with increasing frequency, indicating a greater current concentration near the surface
at higher frequency and potentially higher loss from the metal. The current density J in an
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infinitely thick, semi-infinite planar conductor decreases exponentially with the depth (d) from
the surface, as follows
J = J 0 e( − d / δ )

(2.10)

where δ is the skin depth and J0 is the current density at the surface. At a depth d = 3δ the
current is 1/e3 (about 0.05) times the current at the surface, which means 95 % of current
flows through the top three skin depths of the metal. This is why a metal thickness of three
times the skin depth at operating frequency is often used to avoid aggravating the current
crowding. It can be seen from Table 2- 1 that at 20 GHz, three times the skin depth means a
thickness of 1.4 µm for silver, 3.5 µm for platinum and 8.1 µm for titanium.
It is clear that a thick metal layer with a high conductivity is desired to reduce metal loss.
However, in the microfabrication, a metal layer of several microns thickness might be difficult
to pattern because of the high aspect ratio of narrow, closely spaced stripes. The cost,
availability and ease of patterning issues should be considered for metallisation choice.
Platinum, gold and silver are the most commonly used electrodes in thin film oxides based
devices because they are in most cases non-reactive in contact with oxides and their large work
functions provide Schottky contacts hence have small leakage [67], [92]. BST devices with
copper metallisation have also been successfully demonstrated [97], [98].
For devices based on ferroelectric parallel plate capacitors, deposition of the BST film onto a
metallised substrate is required and this is more challenging. The choice of bottom metallisation
must meet two requirements; one is to enable growth of high quality BST films while the other
is having a high conductivity at microwave frequencies. However, it is difficult to find a
material which fulfils these two criteria. High conductivity metals which provide good
microwave loss performance usually can’t support BST films of high quality. Electrodes such
as platinum and strontium ruthenate (SrRuO3) which are compatible with BST films have a
poor conductivity [99]. In addition, the bottom electrodes have to endure a high temperature
(typically above 650 °C) and oxidizing atmosphere during the BST deposition, and remain
stable, smooth and adherent to the substrate [100].
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Material

Skin depth (µm)

at 20°C

at 20 GHz

6.173×10

7

0.453

Gold

4.098×10

7

0.556

Platnium

0.952×107

1.153

3.816×10

7

0.576

Chromium

3.846×10

7

0.574

Copper

5.813×107

0.467

Nickel

1.449×10

7

0.935

Titanium

0.175×107

2.690

Silver

Aluminum

Table 2- 1

Conductivity (S/m)

The conductivity and skin depth at 20 GHz of several common metals [101]
5

Skin depth (um)

4

3

2

1
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Chromium
Nickel

Fig.2- 16 Skin depth of several common metals versus frequency
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Pt [70], [102], Ir [103], Ru [103], Cu [97], Au [92] and SrRuO3 [104] are the electrodes that
have been tried as bottom electrode of BST devices. Pt is the most popular bottom electrode
material because of its stability against oxidisation and relatively high conductivity compared
with oxide electrodes [48]. Pt also has a lattice parameter (a = 0.3924 nm) close to that of BST
with 25 % Ba concentration and initiates quasi-epitaxial growth of BST film [9]. In addition,
the high work function of Pt (5.65 eV) results in a low leakage current [80]. However, careful
treatment is required during the deposition, annealing and cooling process. The difference in
CTE between Pt and the substrate can cause strain at the electrode/substrate interface and
roughen the electrode. A slow cooling procedure can help to resolve this problem [48].
Another problem is that the step near the edge of the patterned bottom electrode may cause a
short circuit in the parallel plate structure [48]. Thicker BST films or a ramp at the electrode
edge can help to prevent such problems. In addition, beneath the Pt layer, a thin adhesion layer
such as Ti, TiO2, Cr, SiO2 and IrO2 is often used to enhance adhesion to substrate. In the case of
devices on silicon substrate, a thin SiO2 layer is often used as a barrier against oxygen
diffusion.
The thickness of the Pt bottom electrode is usually in the range of 50 - 200 nm which is much
smaller than its skin depth in gigahertz range. This inevitably leads to high current
concentration in the electrode and inferior the total loss performance of the device. One
possible solution is to deposit a thicker gold layer between two platinum layers as both larger
thickness and better conductivity result in lower loss [51].

2.7 Ferroelectric varactors
Interdigital electrodes

Top electrode

BST film

Substrate
(a)

Fig.2- 17

Bottom electrode
(b)

Schematics of a BST interdigital (a) and parallel plate (b) capacitor
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Ferroelectric varactors are the core elements of ferroelectric tunable filters, phase shifters and
tunable matching networks. Interdigital and parallel plate are two common configurations of
ferroelectric varactors, both utilizing the property that the dielectric constant of the BST thin
film can be altered by applying a DC voltage, thus tuning the capacitance. The schematic
layouts of the two types of varactors are shown in Fig.2- 17.
Interdigital capacitors (IDCs) have a simple fabrication process because only single step
photolithography is required. The BST thin film is deposited directly on the substrate and the
top metal layer is then defined on the film surface. A capacitance range of 0.1 - 10 pF can be
obtained by simply changing the number of fingers, the length of fingers and the gap between
the fingers. However, IDCs typically require a bias voltage as high as 40 - 400 V depending of
the space between the fingers. The tunability of interdigital capacitor is usually smaller than
that in the parallel plate configuration for a given bias voltage because part of the electric field
is in air thus is not effectively tuned and the electrodes of IDC are at least a factor of 10 further
apart than that of the parallel plate capacitor. In addition, it is difficult to extract the material
properties directly and empirical formula and full wave electromagnetic simulation are often
required.
Although the IDC is popular due to its relatively simple fabrication, the high bias voltage
requirement impedes the application of IDC in all but specific systems. In practical applications,
the parallel plate capacitor is more attractive because it is compact and requires a low bias
voltage. BST parallel plate capacitors have a very high energy density as a result of the high
dielectric constant of the BST thin film. A capacitance of 1 pF can be comprised of an parallel
plate area of 25 - 100 µm2 corresponding to a capacitance density of 40 -10 fF/µm2. The tuning
voltage for a parallel plate capacitor is usually below 30 V, which is much smaller than that of
interdigital ones. For example, a bandpass filter using BST parallel plate capacitors shows
57 % tuning of the centre frequency with the application of 6 V bias [100]. The low bias
voltage not only eliminates the need for a DC transformer but also provides possibility to
integrate with semiconductor technologies. However, the processing of BST parallel plate
capacitors is more complicated. In the parallel plate configuration, the BST thin film is typically
grown on metallised substrate with adhesion layers. One key problem in the multilayer
structure is the difference in thermal expansion coefficient and lattice parameter of different
layer, as discussed in previous section. This difference can lead to substantial misfit strain on
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the BST/electrode or electrode/substrate interface and can roughen or cause hillocks in the
BST film or electrodes [48]. In addition, two or more steps of photolithography are required to
define the top and bottom electrodes and micron-level lithography is often required for
capacitances less than 1 pF. These fabrication issues make the production of high Q varactor
challenging.
Despite the fabrication difficulties, BST IDC with a Q of 30 at 20 GHz [67] and BST parallel
plate capacitor with a Q of 50 at 40 GHz [51] have been reported. These values are
comparable or better than semiconductor analogs at the same frequency range. Tunability and
Q are often tradeoffs in BST varactor design. The optimal tradeoff between the tunability and
Q can be characterised by the commutation quality factor defined in equation (2.6) [27].
RF power handling capability, which is the ability to transmit high microwave power levels
without unacceptable degradation of signals due to intermodulation distortion, is another
important feature of tunable devices. The amount of intermodulation distortion (IMD) is
related to the DC bias voltage required as follows [99]
IMD ∝

VRF
VDC

(2.11)

where VRF is the amplitude of the RF signal and VDC is bias voltage required for tuning. High
power handling capability can be achieved at a cost of higher tuning voltage. For example,
interdigital capacitors typically have higher power handling capability and better linearity
than parallel plate capacitors [67]. Optimal tradeoff between power handling and DC bias
required (or tunability) can be made by simply adjusting the gap between fingers in the
interdigital configuration. A ferroelectric gap capacitor with improved IMD and simultaneous
high tunability at low bias voltage was presented in [52]. Separate high resistance DC bias
electrodes were fabricated in the gap to enhance the DC electric field. The IMD performance
of the gap capacitor with this bias structure was improved by 6 dB over a conventional
structure with the same tunability.
The substrate material, BST composition and deposition method, electric field, tunability, Q
and CQF of several published BST capacitors in both interdigital and parallel plate
configuration are summarised in Table 2- 2. The BST capacitor made in this work (discussed
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in appendix A) is also included in Table 2- 2, having a CQF of 235 at 2 GHz, which is
comparable to or better than other published results. It should be noted that the CQF of a
ferroelectric varactor depends on both the electric field and operating frequency. A higher
electric field leads to higher tunability thus higher CQF. Q will be considerably degraded in
the high gigahertz region and so will the CQF.

Capacitor Ba/Sr ratio Bias(V)/
Capacitance
Relative
Reference configuration /Deposition Electric
Permittivity
(pF)
tunability
/Substrate
method field(V/µm)
Kirchoefer
et al. 1998
[53]

interdigital
/LaAlO3

Nash
et al. 2005
[105]

0~40
0~8

3.4~1.0

25:75
interdigital
magnetron
/Sapphire
sputtering

0~35
0~7

0.63~0.55

Ouaddari
et al. 2005
[49]

interdigital
/Alumina

50:50
PLD

0~35
0~4.4

NA

Kenney
et al. 2006
[106]

interdigital
/Sapphire

57:43
CCVD 2

0~80
0~40

NA

Vendi k
Microstrip
et al. 2003
gap/Alumina
[107]

NA

0~150
0~15

0.35~0.19

Marsan
Parallel plate
et al. 2005
/Alumina
[102]

50:50
PLD

0~19
0~34

2.9~0.9

Tombak
Parallel plate 70:30
et al. 2002
MOCVD
/Silicon
[70]

0~9
0~130

65.0~19.2

Vorobiev
Parallel plate
et al. 2003
/HR silicon
[51]

25:75
PLD

0~25
0~83.3

2.2~1.4

Parallel plate
/HR silicon

25:75
PLD

0~13
0~32.5

1.63~1.14

this work

50:50
PLD

2700~700

70.6%

Q

CQF

13~17

374.4

at 2 GHz
NA

21%

100~250 461.8
at 1 MHz

620~520

15%

14.3

5.4

at 6 GHz
NA

61%

74~27

1906

at 2.4 GHz
NA

45.7%

22.7~58.8 514.7
at 4 GHz

NA

71%

14~13

309

at 1 GHz
200~60

71%

20

677.6

at 300 MHz
150~75

40%

180~240 8977
at 1MHZ

738~514

30%

45.5~40.0 235
at 2GHz

Table 2- 2 A comparison between several published BST varactors and the BST varactor made
in this work.

2

CCVD stands for combustion chemical vapor-phase deposition.
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2.8 Ferroelectric tunable filters
Various ferroelectric thin film (BST or STO) tunable filters have been reported by several
research groups and companies. These filters can be classified as many different types: they
are based on a lumped element or distributed line approach or a combination; they are
implemented in a coplanar waveguide or a microstrip configuration; they have single or multi
metal layer structure; and they use ferroelectric varactors in integrated or discrete form.
For a tunable filter, the tuning range, bandwidth and filter insertion loss are the important
parameters describing the filter performance. These parameters can be characterised as the
figure of merit (FoM) and different tunable filters can be compared in terms of FoM. The
FoM of a tunable filter is defined as [108]

F=

ω2 − ω1
∆ω1∆ω2

1
IL1IL 2

dB−1

(2.12)

where ω1, ω2 are the centre frequency of two states, Δω1, Δω2 are the bandwidth and IL1, IL2
are the insertion loss at the pass band in two states. The FoM of some reported BST filters
will be given in Table 2- 3 and the FoM of our BST filters will be given in chapter 6. The
maximum available FoM of a tunable filter based on ferroelectric varactors is related to the
filter order N and the commutation quality factor K of the ferroelectric capacitor and is
determined as [109]
F=

1
K
8.68N

dB−1

(2.13)

The FoM is electric field dependent. At higher electric field, the tunability is larger and so is
the FoM. FoM is also frequency dependent. At higher frequency, the loss from both BST and
metal is increased and leads to a lower FoM. When comparing FoM of different filters, the
operating frequency and electric field must be taken into account.
Keis [110] reported a 20 GHz tunable filter using a BST thick film (5 mm thick) gap
capacitors on a MgO substrate. The filter was based on a symmetrical fin-line topology in a
rectangular waveguide. The width and length of the capacitor gap was 0.05 mm and 0.5 mm
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respectively, which gave a capacitance of 0.4 pF at zero bias, tuned to 0.15 pF with 400 V bias
(which is 8 V/µm electric field), at 20 GHz. The centre frequency could be tuned 1.8 GHz
(which is 9 %) from 20 GHz with a 3.5 % 3dB fractional bandwidth. The filter had an
insertion loss better than 3.5 dB and reflection loss better than 20 dB in the tuning range. This
was one of the first reported BST thick film tunable filters at room temperature.
Pleskachev [109] reported tunable microstrip filters using ferroelectric thin film capacitors.
The filters were based on short circuit or open circuit resonators with BST or STO thin films
on an alumina substrate. The ferroelectric capacitors were formed by 10 µm wide gaps in the
microstrip lines. 4 µm thick copper metallisation was used. The 3-pole bandpass filter based
on a short circuit resonator and BST gap capacitors was measured at room temperature. The
centre frequency tuned from 4.4 GHz to 4.7 GHz at 150 V (which is 15 V/µm electric field),
with a 15 - 8 dB insertion loss at passband. The figure of merit of the measured filter was 0.34
dB-1. The 2-pole bandpass filter based on open circuit resonator and STO film was measured
at 77 K. The figure of merit was 0.17 dB-1.
Tan [38] reported a planar tunable HTS filter with a patterned Ba0.1Sr0.9TiO3 thin film on a
LaAlO3 substrate. The YBCO thin film was first patterned to form a negative image for BST
thin film deposition. After the BST film deposition, the remaining YBCO and unwanted BST
film were removed, leaving the BST thin film with desired pattern. A YBCO conducting layer
was then deposited and patterned using conventional photolithography and wet etching. The
3-pole microstrip filter was comprised of open loop resonators with BST gap capacitors
between the two ends. At 77 K, the filter was measured to have a centre frequency of 11.74
GHz when in the unbiased state and the centre frequency increased to 11.93 GHz (tuned
1.6 %) under 200 V (which corresponds to an electric field of 2 V/µm). The insertion loss of
the filter was 1.6 dB at zero bias and 0.35 dB at 200 V. The low insertion loss demonstrated
the potential of achieving low loss microwave tunable devices using ferroelectric materials.
The filter had a figure of merit of 0.51 dB-1.
Subramanyam [111] presented a novel ferroelectric varactor shunt switch in coplanar
waveguide configuration on a high resistivity silicon substrate. The switch consisted of a
CPW line loaded by a shunt varactor. The ferroelectric varactor had the highest capacitance at
zero bias, resulting in signals shunted to the ground and the output port isolated from the input
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port (i.e. off-state). Applying a bias voltage drove the capacitance of the varactor to its lowest
value and allowed signals to pass through from the input to output ports (on-state). The
capacitor area was 5 × 15 µm2. The switch had an isolation (difference in insertion loss of
on-state and off-state) of 16.6 dB at 45 GHz and the on-state insertion loss is 7.1 dB at 9.5 V
bias (which corresponds to an electric field of 23.75 V/µm). The switching speed of the
varactor shunt switch was tested. The rise and fall times for the device were estimated to be
approximately 43 ns.
Tombak [100] reported third order and fifth order lumped element lowpass filters. The filters
consisted of BST parallel plate capacitors and coil inductors connected by bond wires. The
quality factor of a 65 pF BST varactor was 63 at 45 MHz, which was comparable to the
commercially available varactor diode of similar capacitance and frequency. The third order
lowpass filter had an insertion loss of 0.8 dB and the 3 dB cut-off frequency was tuned 30 %
from 120 to 170 MHz with 0 - 9 V DC bias (which is 30 V/µm electric field). The reflection
was better than 10 dB for all biasing conditions. The fifth order lowpass filter had about 2 dB
insertion loss and a return loss better than 7 dB with a 40 % tunability by application of 0 - 9
V bias. The IP3 point of the third order and fifth order filter was 24 dBm and 22 dBm at 0 V
respectively. A similar tunable bandpass filter was reported as well and the results are
included in the summary in Table 2- 3.
Various BST bandpass filters at room temperature have been reported recently and some of
the best results are summarised in Table 2- 3 in terms of electric field required, centre
frequency, bandwidth, tunability, passband insertion loss and reflection, and figure of merit.
Interdigital or parallel plate capacitors are used in integrated or discrete manner.
Intermodulation distortion (IMD) is compared as well in terms of the IP3 points. Filters using
interdigital capacitors exhibit higher IP3 than those using parallel plate capacitors. This is in
large part because the interdigital configuration enables RF field to spread over large volumes
[99]. The electrode gap is typically 3 - 20 µm and length of finger 0.1 - 0.4 mm, whereas the
dimensions of parallel plate capacitors are of the order of microns. Another reason is that IMD
is inversely related to DC bias voltage as shown in equation (2.11). Interdigital capacitors
which require higher bias result in lower IMD compared with parallel plate capacitors.
It should be noted that filters using discrete BST varactors have lower insertion loss. At
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microwave frequencies, the metal loss becomes pronounced in ferroelectric thin film devices
as a result of the small metal thickness. The filters using discrete BST varactors usually have
much thicker transmission lines and the metal loss is considerably reduced. Discrete BST
varactors are assembled on the circuit using silver epoxy or bond wires.
A tunable bandpass filter using discrete BST varactors demonstrated in this work is also
included in Table 2- 3. It has a FoM of 0.87 dB-1 at an electric field of 6.5 V/µm, which is
much higher than other published filters.

Reference

Bias
voltage
Capacitor
(V)/
configuration/
Electric
Integration
field
(V/µm)

Tombak,
parallel plate/
et al. 2003[100] discrete
Pleskachev,
gap/
et al. 2004[109] integrated

0~6/
0~20
0~150/
0~15

Kuylenstierna, parallel plate/ 0~13/
et al. 2006[112] integrated 0~43.3

Insertion
Centre
Band loss(dB)/
Top
frequency width minimum IP3 metal/
(GHz)/ (before return (dBm) Filter
Tunablility bias)
order
loss
(dB)
0.176~0.276/
40%
56.8%

FoM
(dB-1)

3/
7

19

Pt/
3

0.35

15~8/
NA

NA

Cu/
3

0.34

4.40~4.65/
5.7%

3%

40~50/
25 %

25%

9.5~9.0/
NA
4.5

Au/Pt/
1

0.097

11.5~14/
22%

14%

5.4~3.3/
10

Cu/Pt/
2

0.322

Au/
2

0.22

Papapolymerou, planar/
et al. 2006[113] integrated

0~30/
NA

Subramanyam,
gap/
et al. 2001[114] integrated

0~100/ 16.69~17.17/
2%
0~4
3%

8.1~5.3/
NA
NA

Lugo,
planar/
et al. 2007[115] integrated

1~40/
NA

34.0~37.5/
10.3%

9.0~2.7/
Ti/Au/Pt/
NA
0.207
4
2

Nath,
interdigital/
et al. 2005[105] integrated

0~200/
0~40

2.44~2.88/
5.1~3.3/
24.6%
18%
13

41

Cu/
3

0.155

Nath,
interdigital/
et al. 2006[98]
discrete

0~130/
43.3

2.14~2.61/
22%

32

Cu/
2

0.292

interdigital/
discrete

0~65/
0~6.5

3.7~1.1/
1.55~2.02/
NA
15.5%
15
30.3%

Ag/
2

0.87

this work

Table 2- 3

9.6%

18%

4.9~2.9/
11

31

A comparison of published BST thin film bandpass filters at room temperature
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2.9 Other ferroelectric devices
The phase shifter is one of the simplest microwave components using ferroelectrics. A
continuously variable phase shifter is the most critical component of phased array antennas.
Phase shifters can be implemented in different ways, such as a switched line phase shifter, a
lowpass/highpass phase shifter, a reflection type or a loaded line phase shifter. The first two
types typically use switches whereas the latter two can produce continuous phase tuning using
variable capacitors. The most desirable features of a phase shifter are large phase shift ΔΦ and
low insertion loss. Subsequently, the figure of merit of a phase shifter is defined as the phase
shift divided by loss
FoM =

∆Φ
IL dB

(2.14).

FoM is related to the commutation quality factor K of the loaded varactor as follows [116]

FoM = 6.6 K

(2.15).

Coplanar waveguide transmission lines on top of Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin film/MgO substrate were
made at Birmingham and functioned as phase shifters [117]. The correlation between the
microwave performance of the device and the operating temperature, the microstructure of
BST thin film were investigated. A FoM of 12.5 °/dB was obtained with optimised grown
conditions. Acikel [118] reported a phase shifter comprised of a CPW line periodically loaded
with ST parallel plate capacitors. The circuit provided 240° of phase shift with an insertion
loss of 3 dB at 10 GHz under 17.5 V DC bias. A figure of merit of 93 °/dB was achieved at
6.3 GHz, which is the best reported figure of merit for a BST phase shifter.
In addition, voltage controlled oscillators [119], tunable matching networks [120] and delay
lines [121] utilizing the electric field dependent dielectric constant of ferroelectric materials
have been also reported by many research groups.
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2.10 Summary
The fundamentals of ferroelectric thin films were presented in this chapter and fabrication
issues such as deposition methods, choice of substrate and metallisation were discussed.
Understanding of these fundamentals was essential for the designing and optimising of
ferroelectric tunable devices. Published results of ferroelectric varactors and tunable filters
were reviewed and compared in detail. In addition, recent progress on BST thin film varactors
for room temperature microwave applications is reviewed [48]. In the next chapter models of
the coplanar waveguide transmission line will be presented and the general microwave filter
synthesis procedure will be introduced.
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CHAPTER 3
MICROWAVE FILTER THEORY
In this chapter the characteristics of single and multilayer substrate coplanar waveguides are
presented. The general microwave filter synthesis procedure is outlined and in particular, the
design method for coupled resonator filters is reviewed. These analyses provide the theoretical
basis for the lowpass and bandpass filters based on the coplanar waveguide configuration
presented in chapters 4, 5 and 6.

3.1 Coplanar waveguide
Coplanar waveguide (CPW), microstrip and stripline are the most commonly used planar
transmission lines for microwave integrated circuits (MICs) and monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICs) [1]. Coplanar waveguide was invented by C. P. Wen in 1969 [2].
CPW consists of a conductor strip separated from a pair of ground planes, lying on the same
plane, on top of a dielectric substrate, as shown in Fig.3- 1.

Fig.3- 1

Sketch of coplanar waveguide structure

CPW has several advantages over other planar transmission lines. Unlike microstrip and
stripline, in which, for a certain characteristic impedance, the line width is often determined
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by a fixed substrate thickness, the characteristic impedance of CPW is mainly determined by
the slot-to-strip width ratio and is less dependent on the substrate thickness. Hence different
line widths can be chosen by keeping appropriate slot-to-strip width ratio for a given line
impedance. This offers the potential to make a very compact circuit [3]. However, in practical
conditions, the circuit size has to be traded off with the line loss, as narrow lines can be quite
lossy. In addition, CPW has great isolation or low cross coupling because of the screening
effect of the in-plane grounds. CPW also eliminates the need for via holes and backside
plating as the ground is in the same plane as the signal line and this lends itself to surface
mounting of devices.
However, CPW suffers from parasitic wave modes such as the slotline mode and surface wave
leakage [4-6]. Such parasitic modes can be detrimental if the circuit is not properly designed.
Crossover bonding wires or air bridges between the two ground planes may be used to
balance the unequal potentials of the ground planes and suppress the unwanted modes.

3.1.1 Characteristic impedance and effective permittivity
Although CPW is a non-TEM structure, the quasi-TEM approximation has proved a good
representation of its characteristic properties. The lateral configuration of a CPW is shown in
Fig.3- 2. The strip width is 2s and the slot width is g. t and h represents the thickness of the
conductor and substrate respectively. εr denotes the relative permittivity of the substrate. The
transverse dimension of CPW 2(s+g), should be small compared to the wavelength and
substrate thickness. In this case, the slots can be modelled as magnetic walls. Conformal
mapping techniques can be used to give the close formed analytical expressions of effective
permittivity and characteristic impedance [1]. In the analysis, the conductor strips are also
assumed to have zero thickness. The quasi-TEM approximation is applicable only when the
conductor and dielectric (substrate) are homogeneous and have low loss.
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2s

g

g

t
εr

h

Fig.3- 2 Coplanar waveguide configuration
The analysis is based on the partial capacitance technique and the validity of this approach is
well established for CPW [7]. The effective permittivity εe and characteristic impedance Z0 of
the unshielded CPW shown in Fig.3- 2 can be expressed as [8]
εe = 1 +

ε r − 1 K(k1 ) K(k ′0 )
2 K(k1′ ) K(k 0 )

Z0 =

30π K(k ′0 )
εe K(k 0 )

(3.1)

(3.2)

where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and is defined as
K(k) = ∫

dθ

π/ 2

1 − k 2 sin 2 θ

0

and K′(k) = K(k ′) , k=′

(3.3)

1 − k 2 . The factors k0 and k1 are given by

k0 =

k1 =

s
s+g

sinh(πs / 2h)
sinh(π(s + g) / 2h) .

Fig.3- 3 shows the characteristic impedance Z0 as functions of strip width 2s and slot width g
for a duroid 5870 substrate of εr = 2.33, h = 0.787 mm, calculated using the above equations.
The squares represent the characteristic impedance Z0 as a function of the strip width 2s from
0.2 mm to 6 mm for a fixed slot width of g = 0.1 mm. The dots represent Z0 as a function of g
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from 0.01 mm to 0.3 mm for a fixed 2s = 4 mm. As observed from the figure, Z0 increases
with the decreasing of the strip width or with the increasing of the gap. This is expected as
more field is confined between the central strip and ground plane for a wider strip or smaller
gap, which results in a smaller impedance.
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Fig.3- 3 Characteristic impedance of CPW lines on Rogers RT/duroid 5870 laminate (εr = 2.33,
h = 0.787 mm) as functions of strip width 2s ( ─■─) for a fixed gap g = 0.1 mm and slot width g
(─●─) for a fixed strip width 2s = 4 mm.

3.1.2 Multilayer substrate coplanar waveguide

g

2s

g

h1

ε1

h2

ε2

Fig.3- 4 Multilayer coplanar waveguide configuration
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Most work in this thesis uses a multilayer coplanar waveguide configuration, where the
conductor is on top of a ferroelectric thin film and substrate. The lateral dimensions of a
multilayer CPW are shown in Fig.3- 4. The ferroelectric layer has a permittivity of ε1 and
thickness of h1, and the substrate has a permittivity of ε2 and thickness of h2. The effective
permittivity is a combination of the permittivity of the air above, the ferroelectric layer and the
substrate, and is dependent on the CPW geometry.
The effective permittivity εe and characteristic impedance Z0 of the multilayer CPW shown in
Fig.3- 4 can be expressed as [8]
εe = 1 +

q1 (ε1 − ε 2 ) q 2 (ε 2 − 1)
+
2
2

(3.4)

and

Z0 =

30π K(k ′0 )
εe K(k 0 )

(3.5)

where filling factor qi for ferroelectric layer (i = 1) and substrate (i = 2) are given by
qi =

K(k i ) K(K′0 )
K(K′i ) K(k 0 )

(3.6).

K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind as defined in equation (3.3), and
k0 =

ki =

s
s+g

sinh(πs / 2h i )
sinh(π(s + g) / 2h i ) .

When the ferroelectric layer thickness (h1) is extremely small compared with the line
dimensions (s or g), some computational difficulties may be encountered when trying to
evaluate the dielectric filling factor of ferroelectric layer. In this case, the limiting form [9]
qi =

K(k ′0 )
π
ln(16) + πg / h i K(k 0 )
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can be employed. It is accurate to better than 1 % for 2s/hi > 1.
Using the above equations, the slot width g as a function of the strip width 2s can be found for
the 50 Ω CPW lines on ferroelectric/silicon substrate, with ε1 = 400 or 600, ε2 = 11.7, h1 = 400
nm, h2 = 0.5 mm, as shown in Fig.3- 5. As mentioned previously, a narrower strip can be used as
long as a smaller slot is chosen appropriately to achieve 50 Ω impedance. The impedance is also
affected by the permittivity of the ferroelectric. For a given strip width, a smaller gap would be
required for a lower permittivity of the ferroelectric to keep the impedance 50 Ω. This is
because the field is less concentrated in the ferroelectrics when a smaller permittivity is
exhibited.
200

ε1＝600

g (µm)

150

ε1＝400
100

50

0
0

50

100

150

200

2s (µm)
Fig.3- 5 The slot width g versus strip width 2s curve for a 50 Ω CPW on a ferroelectric/silicon
substrate for ferroelectric films of permittivity ε1 = 600 (--○--) or 400 (─■─).The thickness of
the ferroelectric layer is 400 nm.
CPW lines used in the ferroelectric lowpass filters presented in chapter 4 are calculated and
listed in Table 3- 1. In the calculation, the thickness of the ferroelectric layer and silicon
substrate is 400 nm and 0.5 mm, the permittivity of the ferroelectric and silicon is 400 and 11.7
respectively. The simulated results using Sonnet [10] are also included in Table 3- 1 for
comparison. In the simulation, the conductors are assumed to have zero thickness and infinite
conductivity, the length of the CPW line is 1 mm and the cell size is 5 µm. The simulated results
are obtained at 10 GHz. It can be seen that the results calculated using the equations (3.4) to (3.7)
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agree well with the simulated data with an average difference of 4 %. The finite width of the
ground plane in the simulation might be one reason for the discrepancy.
In some applications it is necessary to provide shielding of a microwave circuit. The effect of
shielding on CPW line characteristics is negligible when the shield dimensions are large [1].
The analytical calculations of CPWs with different shield arrangements can be found in [8] and
will not be presented here for clarity.
2s (µm)
120
200

Zc (Ω)
Calculation
51.35
51.67

g (µm)
100
150

Zc (Ω)
Sonnet simulation
49.99
48.93

Table 3- 1 The characteristic impedance of CPW lines obtained from conformal mapping
calculation and electromagnetic full wave simulation using Sonnet

3.1.3 Guided wavelength, phase velocity and electrical length
The phase velocity νp of the wave propagating on a lossless TEM transmission line, including
a coplanar transmission line, is obtained from

=
νp

1
=
ε e ε 0µ

c0
εe

(3.8)

where c0 = 3×108 m/s is the velocity of light in vacuum and εe is the effective dielectric
constant of the coplanar waveguide.
The guided wavelength of the quasi-TEM mode of CPW is

λ=
g

λ0
c 1
= 0
f εe
εe

(3.9)

where λ0 is the free space wavelength and f is the frequency of interest. The propagation
constant β can be expressed as
β=

2π
λg
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The electrical length θ, in radians, for a given physical length l of transmission line is defined
by
θ =βl

(3.11).

3.2 Microwave filter design
A filter is typically a two port network which rejects unwanted signal frequencies and permits
good transmission of wanted frequencies [11]. Typical frequency responses of filters include
lowpass, highpass, bandpass and bandstop characteristics.
The majority of filters are designed using the insertion loss method, whereby the amplitude
response of the filter is approximated by the network synthesis methods. Filters can be
classified into categories by the terms of locations of transmission zeros and poles of the
transfer functions, e.g. Butterworth, Chebyshev, or Elliptic function. Both Butterworth and
Chebyshev type filters have no finite frequency transmission zeros, sometimes referred as
all-pole filters [12]. The Butterworth filter has a maximally flat passband. The Chebyshev
filter has steeper attenuation over the Butterworth filter beyond the cut-off frequency by
allowing ripples in passband. The Elliptic function filter has ripples in both passband and
stopband. Although the Elliptic function filter has the steepest cut-off, such a filter is complex
in practical realisation and is not widely used. All the filters in this thesis are based on
Chebyshev prototype filters. A typical Chebyshev response filter, which has equal-ripple
passband and maximally flat stopband, is depicted in Fig.3- 6.

S21

ripple

Frequency

Fig.3- 6

A typical Chebyshev lowpass filter response.
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3.2.1 Lowpass prototype filter
(n even)
gn

g2

g0

g1

g3

(n odd)

gn+1

or

gn

gn+1

(a)
g3

g1

g0

(n even)

gn

g2

(n odd)

gn+1

gn

or

gn+1

(b)

Fig.3- 7

A lowpass prototype filter (a) and its dual (b)

The general synthesis procedure usually commences from a lumped element lowpass
prototype filter. A lowpass prototype filter and its dual are shown in Fig.3- 7. A Chebyshev
response lowpass prototype filter is chosen in this work. For an n-order lossless passive filter
network, the amplitude-squared transfer function can be expressed as
1
2
S21( jΩ) = 2 2
1 + ε Tn (Ω)

(3.12)

where Ω represents an angular frequency variable of a lowpass prototype filter which has a
cut-off frequency at Ω = Ωc for Ωc =1 (rad/s), ε is the ripple constant and is related to a given
passband ripple LAr in dB by

=
ε

L Ar

10 10 − 1

Tn(Ω) is a Chebyshev function of the first kind of order n, which is defined as
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cos(n cos −1 Ω)
Tn (Ω) =
−1
cosh(n cosh Ω)

Ω ≤1
Ω ≥1

(3.14).

The element values of the prototype filters shown in Fig.3- 7 are normalised to make the
source resistance or conductance equal to one (g0 = 1) and the cut-off angular frequency to be
unity (Ωc = 1 rad/s). The normalised element values (g-values) for an n-order Chebyshev
lowpass prototype filter with a passband ripple LAr (dB) can be calculated as follows

g0 = 1
2a1
γ
4a i −1a i
gi =
i 2,3, n
=
bi −1g i −1
g1 =

(3.15)

for n odd
1

g n +1 = 
2 β
coth ( 4 ) for n even
where

L 

β =ln  coth Ar 
17.37 

 β 
γ =sinh  
 2n 
( 2i − 1) π
=
a i sin
=
i 1, 2, n
2n
 iπ 
bi =γ 2 + sin 2  
i =1, 2, n
n
.

3.2.2 Frequency and element transformations
The normalised lowpass prototype filter can be mapped to a practical frequency domain ω
where lowpass, highpass, bandpass or bandstop response can be exhibited. In addition to the
frequency transformation, impedance scaling is required to shift the source impedance from
the g0 = 1 normalisation to a desired impedance Z0. The frequency transformation from a
lowpass prototype to a practical lowpass filter with a cut-off frequency ωc is given by
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Ω 
Ω＝ c  ω
 ωc 

(3.16).

The element transformation is accomplished by applying (3.16) together with the impedance
scaling to a desired source impedance Z0, which can be expressed by
Ω 
L =  c  Z0 g with g representing the inductance
 ωc 
Ω  g
C= c 
 ωc  Z0

(3.17).

with g representing the capacitance

The lowpass prototype can be transformed to a bandpass response with a passband (ω2-ω1) by

=
Ω

Ωc  ω ω0 
 − 
FBW  ω0 ω 

(3.18)

with

FBW =
ω0 =

ω2 − ω1
ω0

ω1ω2

where ω1 and ω2 indicate the lower and upper passband edge angular frequency, ω0 denotes
the centre angular frequency and FBW is the fractional bandwidth. The inductive or
capacitive element g in the lowpass prototype will transform to a series or parallel LC
resonant circuit respectively in the bandpass filter as shown in Fig.3- 8.
The elements for the series LC resonator circuit are expressed by

 Ωc 
 Ls = 
 Z0 g

 FBW ω0 

C =  FBW  1
 s ω Ω Z g
 0 c 0


with g representing the inductance

The parallel LC resonator circuit are expressed by
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 Ωc  g
C p = 


 FBW ω0  Z0

L =  FBW  Z0
 p ω Ω  g
 0 c


with g representing the capacitance

(3.20).

It should be noted that ω0Ls = 1/ω0Cs and ω0Lp = 1/ω0Cp.
Ls

gi

gi

Fig.3- 8

Lp

Cs

Cp

Basic element transformation from a lowpass prototype to a bandpass filter

3.2.3 Immittance inverters
The lowpass or bandpass filters generated above have both series and shunt elements and may
be difficult to realise in practice [11]. Immittance inverters can be used to transform these
elements to equivalent forms which use only series or shunt elements. Immittance inverters
are either impedance (K) or admittance (J) inverters. The K inverters can be used to transform
shunt connected elements to series connected elements, whereas the J inverters transform
series connected elements to shunt elements [12]. The symbolised K and J inverter are shown
in Fig.3- 9.
An idealised impedance inverter is a two port network which has a unique property at all
frequencies. If an impedance inverter is terminated in an impedance ZL at one end, the
impedance Zin seen looking in at the other end is
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Zin =

K2
ZL

(3.21)

where K is the characteristic impedance of the inverter and is real. Therefore the inverter has a
phase shift of ±90° or an odd multiple of it. Likewise, if an admittance inverter is terminated
in an admittance YL at one end, the admittance Yin seen looking in at the other end is

Yin =

J2
YL

(3.22)

where J is real and is the characteristic admittance of the inverter.
A quarter wavelength transmission line with appropriate characteristic impedance is a
simplest form of K or J inverter. Besides, other implementations which can produce a phase
shift of some odd multiple of ±90° can be also used as immittance inverters. Examples of
practical implementations of inverters can be found in [12].
Impedance Inverter
K
±90°

Zin=K2/ZL

Admittance Inverter
J
±90°

ZL

Yin=J2/YL

(a)

YL

(b)

Fig.3- 9 Symbolised impedance (a) and admittance inverter (b) [13]

3.2.4 Filters using immittance inverters
By making use of the immittance inverters, the prototype circuits in Fig.3- 7 can be converted
to either of the equivalent form in Fig.3- 10. The new element values such as Z0, Y0, Zn+1, Yn+1,
Lai, Cai can be chosen arbitrarily and remain identical in response to the original prototypes,
providing that the immittance inverter parameters Ki,i+1 and Ji,i+1 are specified following the
relations
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Z0 L a1
Y0 Ca1
=
K 0,1 =
J 0,1
g 0 g1
g 0 g1




Lai La (i +1)
Cai Ca (i +1)


=
=
K i,i +1 i 1 to n-1 =
J i,i +1 i 1 to n-1
=
g i g i +1
g i g i +1




Lan Zn +1
Can Yn +1
K n,n +1 =
J n,n +1
=


g n g n +1
g n g n +1

(3.23)

where the gi values are defined as for the lowpass prototype filter discussed earlier.
La2

La1
Z0

Lan

K1,2

K0,1

K2,3

Kn,n+1

Zn+1

(a)

Y0

J0,1

Ca1

J1,2

J2,3

Ca2

Can

Jn,n+1

Yn+1

(b)

Fig.3- 10 Lowpass filter using impedance (a) or admittance (b) inverters
By applying the element transformation defined in equation (3.19) and (3.20) to equation
(3.23), the lowpass prototype filters can be easily transformed to bandpass filters with
immittance inverters. Fig.3- 11 (a) illustrates a bandpass filter with K inverters and only series
resonators, whereas the filter in Fig.3- 11 (b) consists of J inverters and only shunt parallel
resonators. The K/J inverters can be expressed as
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Y0 FBWω0 Cp1
J 0,1 =
Ωc g 0 g1


FBWω0 Cpi Cp(i +1)
J
1 to n-1 =
 i,i +1 i =
Ωc
g i g i +1


FBWω0 Cpn Yn +1
J n,n +1 =
Ωc g n g n +1


1
L pi i =1 to n = 2
ω0 Cpi



Z0 FBWω0 Ls1
K 0,1 =
Ωc g 0 g1


FBWω0 Lsi Ls(i +1)
K
i,i +1 i =
1 to n-1 =

Ωc
g i g i +1


FBWω0 Lsn Zn +1
K n,n +1 =
Ωc g n g n +1


1
Csi i =1 to n = 2
ω0 Lsi


(3.24)

In this way identical resonators can be cascaded together with appropriate K/J inverters to
realise practical filters.
Ls1
Z0

Ls2

Cs1

Lsn

Cs2

K1,2

K0,1

Csn

K2,3

Kn,n+1

Zn+1

(a)

Y0

J0,1

Lp1

Cp1

J1,2

Lp2

Cp2

J2,3

Lpn

Cpn

Jn,n+1

Yn+1

(b)

Fig.3- 11 Bandpass filters with series resonators only using impedance inverters (a) and shunt
resonators only using admittance inverters (b)
The lumped LC resonators can be replaced by distributed resonators as long as they have an
equal reactance/susceptance slope parameter [12]. The reactance slope parameter, χ, of a
resonator regardless its form can be defined as [12]
χ=

ω0 dΧ(ω)
ω
2

ω=ω0

(3.25)

where Х(ω) is the reactance of the resonator. The susceptance slope parameter, b, is defined as
[12]
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b=

ω0 dΒ ( ω)
2 dω

(3.26)

ω=ω0

where В(ω) is the susceptance of the resonator. Ideally the reactance/susceptance of the
distributed resonator should be equal to that of the lumped LC resonator at all frequencies.
However, in practice, this is normally only valid near resonance, which is sufficient for
narrow band filters. For a LC series resonator,
χ=

ω0 d 
1 
 ωL −

2 ω
ωC 

ω0

1
ω0 C

(3.27).

1
=ω0 C =
ω0 L

(3.28).

= ω0 L =

For a LC parallel resonator, the dual of the series resonator,
ω d
1 
b = 0  ωC −

2 ω
ωL 

ω0

Hence, by replacing ω0Lsi and ω0Cpi in equation (3.24) with the general terms χi and bi as
defined by (3.27) and (3.28), the J/K inverters can be generated by


Y0 FBWb1
J 0,1 =
Ωc g 0 g1


FBW bi bi +1
J i,i +1 i =
1 to n-1 =

Ωc
g i g i +1


FBWb n Yn +1
J n,n +1 =
Ωc g n g n +1


ω dΒi ( ω)
 bi = 0
ω=ω0
2 dω



Z0 FBWχ1
K 0,1 =
Ωc g 0 g1


FBW χi χi +1
K i,i +1 i =
1 to n-1 =

Ωc
g i g i +1


FBWχ n Zn +1
K n,n +1 =
Ωc g n g n +1


ω dΧ i (ω)
χ i = 0
ω=ω0
ω
2
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X1(ω)

Z0

K0,1

K1,2

X2(ω)

K2,3

Xn(ω)

Kn,n+1

Zn+1

(a)

Y0

J0,1

B1(ω)

J1,2

J2,3

B2(ω)

Bn(ω)

Jn,n+1

Yn+1

(b)
Fig.3- 12

Generalised bandpass filter circuits using impedance (a) and admittance (b)

inverters

3.2.5 Coupled resonator filter
Coupled resonator filters can be also represented by the circuits shown in Fig.3- 12 and the
J/K inverters represent the coupling. A general technique to design the coupled resonator
circuit is briefly outlined as follows. A more detailed analysis of the theory of the coupled
resonator circuits can be found in [12].
An n-coupled resonator filter topology can be represented by terms of coupling coefficients Mij
and external quality factors Qe despite the physical structure of the resonator or the type of
coupling. Coupling coefficient Mij defines the coupling strength between the i-th and j-th
resonators. mij is the so-called normalised coupling coefficient, defined as
mij =

M ij
FBW

where FBW is the fractional bandwidth of the filter. A general coupling matrix [m] is comprised
of the normalised coupling coefficients and is an n×n reciprocal matrix (i.e., mij=mji). For a
synchronously tuned filter (i.e. all the resonators have the same resonant frequency), the
diagonal entries mii of the coupling matrix is zero.
The external quality factor Qei (i = 1, n) denotes the coupling strength of the input/output
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resonators to the ports. qei is the scaled external quality factor, defined as
q ei = Qei FBW for i = 1, n.
The frequency response of the filter can be synthesised from the general coupling matrix and
the scaled external quality factors as follows
S21 =

2
−1
[ A ]n1
q e1q en

(3.30)


2
−1 
S11 =
± 1 −
[ A ]11 
 q e1


with

A=
[ q ] + p [ U ] − j[ m ]
=
p j

1  ω ω0 
− 

FBW  ω0 ω 

where p is the complex frequency transformation from the lowpass prototype to bandpass filter,
[U] is the n×n unit or identity matrix, [q] is an n×n matrix with all entries zero, except for
q11=1/qe1 and qnn=1/qen, qe1, [m] is the general coupling matrix. The above formulation applies
to coupled resonator filters regardless the type of coupling is electric, magnetic, or mixed.
The first step of designing a coupled resonator filter is to find the appropriate coupling
coefficients Mij and external quality factors Qe for the desired filter characteristics. For an
n-pole bandpass filter, the required Mij and Qe filter can be derived from its lowpass prototype
filter as follows
Qe1 =

g 0 g1
FBW

(3.31)

Qen =

g n g n +1
FBW

(3.32)

M i,i +1 =
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(3.33)
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where Qe1 and Qen are the external quality factors of the resonators at the input and output ports,
and Mi,i+1 are the coupling coefficients between the adjacent resonators. gi is the element value
of the lowpass filter prototype. n is the filter order and FBW is the fractional bandwidth of the
passband.
After determining the required coupling coefficients and external quality factors, the next step
for the filter design is to characterise the coupling coefficients and external quality factors in
terms of physical structures.
In general, the coupling coefficient can be defined as the ratio of coupled energy to stored
energy [12]

=
M

∫∫∫ εE E dν
∫∫∫ ε E dν × ∫∫∫ ε E
1

2

2

1

2
2

dν

+

∫∫∫ µH H dν
∫∫∫ µ H dν × ∫∫∫ µ H
1

2

2

1

2
2

dν

(3.34)

where E and H represent the electric and magnetic field vectors, and subscript 1 and 2 denote
resonators 1 and 2 respectively. The first term on the right hand side represents the electric
coupling and the second term the magnetic coupling. It should be noted that the interaction of
the coupled resonators is mathematically described by the dot product of their space vector
fields, which gives either positive or negative sign of the coupling. A positive sign indicates the
stored energy of the uncoupled resonators is enhanced by the coupling, whereas a negative sign
indicates a reduction. The electric and magnetic coupling can therefore have the same or
opposite effect depending whether they have the same sign or not. Obviously, it is difficult to
identify the coupling coefficient using equation (3.34), which requires full knowledge of field
distribution and space integral performance. Instead, the coupling coefficient can be found by
the frequency response of two coupled resonators from the full wave electromagnetic
simulation or experiment as follows.
The typical frequency response of two coupled resonators is shown in Fig.3- 13, irrespective of
the type of coupling. Normally, the stronger the coupling between the resonators (the bigger the
coupling coefficient), the larger the separation of the two split resonances and the deeper the
trough in the middle. The coupling coefficient can be extracted from frequency response of the
coupled resonators regardless of the type of coupling as [12]
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M ij = ±

f 2 2 − f12
f 2 2 + f12

(3.35)

S21 (dB)

where f1 is the lower resonance frequency and f2 is the upper resonance frequency.

ƒ1

Frequency (GHz)

ƒ2

Fig.3- 13 Typical frequency response of two coupled resonators
The external Qe can be also found from the frequency response of an external coupled
resonator from simulation or measurement. The external input/output coupling are mainly
realised by tapped line or coupled line structures. It should be noted that when extracting the
external Qe, the resonator is properly coupled to one port only. The other port should be very
weakly coupled to the resonator, for instance, without using tapped line or a big gap for the
coupled line structure at the other port, to reduce its effect on the extracting of the external Qe.
The typical frequency response of an input/output coupled resonator is shown in Fig.3- 14 and
the external quality factor can be extracted as [12]
=
Qe

ω0
=
∆ω3dB

f0
fb − fa

(3.36)

where Δω3dB is the bandwidth for which the attenuation of S21 is 3 dB from that at resonance.
The wider, or larger the bandwidth of the response is, the smaller the Qe is, which also means
a stronger external coupling to the input/output ports.
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3dB

ƒa

ƒ0
ƒb
Frequency (GHz)

Fig.3- 14 Typical frequency response of an externally coupled resonator
These foregoing formulations will be used in chapter 5 and 6 to predict the performance of the
coupled resonator bandpass filters.

3.2.6 Dissipation effect
Practical microwave filters are lossy and have finite quality factors. The unloaded quality
factor Q of a component is defined as [14]
Qu = ω

average energy stored
average energy dissipated

(3.37).

For lumped elements, if the loss resistance is modelled in series with the reactance, the
unloaded Q is [14]
Q
=
u

ωL
1
=
R s ωCR s

(3.38)

and if the loss resistance is in parallel with the reactance,
Qu =

Rp
ωL

= ωCR p
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In the case of a resonator is comprised of a transmission line loaded a ferroelectric varactor,
the energy is dissipated in the conductors, in the ferroelectric material, in the substrate
dielectric, and by radiation. The total unloaded quality factor can be expressed as
1 1
1
1
1
+
+
+
=
Q Qc Q FE Qd Q r

(3.40)

where Qc, QFE, Qd and Qr stands for the conductor resistive loss, the ferroelectric loss, the
dielectric loss of the substrate, and loss from the radiation respectively. The ferroelectric loss
and dielectric loss are determined by the loss tangent of the ferroelectric material and the
substrate dielectric respectively.
The unloaded quality factor Qu denotes the intrinsic component quality and is different from
the measured quality factor, or the loaded quality factor QL, which also includes the loss
associated with the external coupling Qe. The QL is expressed as [14]
1
1
1
=
+
QL Qu Qe

(3.41).

The QL is assumed to be equal to Qu in case of a very low external coupling [15]. The QL can
be found by simulation or experimentally in terms of resonant frequency f0 and 3 dB
bandwidth BW3dB of the resonator circuit, as stated below [14]
QL =

f0
BW3dB

(3.42)

The Qu can be related to the QL by the transmission coefficient S21 at the centre frequency as
follows if the resonator is equally coupled at both the input and output ports [15]

=
Qu

QL
QL
=
1 − S21 ( f 0 ) 1 − 10− IL/20

(3.43)

where IL is the transmission loss in dB at the centre frequency. Usually when the IL is more
than 20 dB, the resonator can be regarded as weakly coupled [16].
The dissipation of a bandpass filter can be estimated from the quality factor of the resonators
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as follows [12]
n

IL f0 = 4.343∑
i =1

Ωc
g i dB
FBW Qi

(3.44)

where ILf0 is the insertion loss in dB at the centre frequency of the filter, Ωc = 1, FBW is the
fractional bandwidth of the filter and the Qi are the unloaded quality factors of the resonators
corresponding to element gi.

3.3 Lumped element modelling
Lumped inductors and capacitors are analysed and modelled in this section. Both ferroelectric
parallel plate and interdigital capacitors are used as the tuning elements of the filters discussed
in chapters 4, 5 and 6. They are used in both integrated and discrete forms. The schematic
layout of ferroelectric parallel plate and interdigital capacitors have been shown in Fig.2-17 in
chapter 2. Meander line inductors are used in the ferroelectric lowpass filters discussed in
chapter 4.

3.3.1 Parallel plate capacitor
In chapters 4 and 5, 5 × 5 µm2 and 10 × 10 µm2 square parallel plate capacitors are integrated in
the ferroelectric lowpass and bandpass filters. For parallel plate capacitors, the calculation of
the capacitance is quite straight forward. The capacitance of a square parallel plate capacitor
is defined as
ε0εr l 2
C=
t

(3.45)

In equation (3.45) the fringe effect has not been considered and ε0, εr, l and t are the permittivity
of free space, the relative permittivity of the ferroelectric thin film, the side of the square
capacitor and the thickness of the ferroelectric thin film respectively. Examples of the
capacitance as a function of the ferroelectric permittivity for capacitor sizes of l = 5 µm or 10
µm and t = 100 nm, 500 nm, 1000 nm are shown in Fig.3- 15. The solid lines and dashed lines
represent 5 × 5 µm2 and 10 × 10 µm2 capacitors respectively. As can be seen, for capacitors size
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of 5 × 5 µm2 and 10 × 10 µm2, a capacitance range of 0.01 - 10 pF can be achieved for the
ferroelectric permittivity in the range of 100 - 1000 and thickness between 100 nm and 1000 nm.
For given capacitors size of 5 × 5 µm2 or 10 × 10 µm2, a fixed capacitance of 0.2 pF or 1 pF can
be realised by different combination of permittivity and thickness, as shown in Fig.3- 16.
10
l=10um t=100nm

Capacitance (pF)

l=5um t=100nm

l=10um t=500nm

1
l=10um t=1000nm

l=5um t=500nm
l=5um t=1000nm

0.1

0.01
100

200

400

300

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Permittivity

Fig.3- 15 Capacitance versus permittivity for 5 × 5 µm2 (solid lines) and 10 × 10 µm2 (dashed
lines) capacitors with the ferroelectric thickness t = 100 nm, 500 nm and 1000 nm.
10000
C= 1 pF l=5 um

C=1 pF l=10 um

1000

Permittivity
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Fig.3- 16 Different ways to realise 0.2 pF (solid lines) and 1 pF (dashed lines) parallel plate
capacitors
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3.3.2 Interdigital capacitor
In chapter 6, interdigital capacitors (IDCs) are fabricated and mounted on duroid laminate
bandpass filters in a hybrid manner. The capacitance of an IDC patterned on a ferroelectric thin
film/substrate can be estimated from the following expression [17]

C
=

ε ( ε − ε )( n − 1) l
ε0
εε
(n − ∆)l + 0 2 (n − ∆)l + 0 1 2 g
2
2
0.882 +
h1

(3.46)

where ε1, ε2 are the relative permittivity of ferroelectric layer and substrate respectively, l is the
finger length, g is the gap between fingers and h1 is the thickness of ferroelectric thin film. Δ =
0.5 is a limiting value for n large [18]. The three terms on the right side of the equation refer to
the capacitance contributed by the air, substrate and ferroelectric thin film respectively. 0.882 in
the denominator of the third term accounts for the electric field at edges of the fingers and is
derived by the conformal mapping technique [17], [18].
Alternatively, ferroelectric IDCs can be simulated by Sonnet and the lumped element SPICE
model can be synthesised automatically from the electromagnetic analysis of the circuits as
long as the circuit is small with respect to the wavelength [10]. The schematic layout of an IDC
in Sonnet is shown in Fig.3- 17 (a) and a Π-model circuit is obtained from SPICE as shown in
Fig.3- 17 (b). C12 represents the series capacitance between port 1 and 2, which is the
capacitance of the IDC, and C10, C20 represent the capacitance shunt to ground, which is
parasitic.
IDCs with different finger number, finger length and gap are calculated analytically using
equation (3.46) and also simulated by Sonnet for comparison. In the calculation, the
permittivity of the ferroelectric layer and substrate are 500 and 9.8 respectively and the
thickness of the ferroelectric is 500 nm. In the simulation the substrate is assumed to be 0.5 mm
thick MgO. The calculated capacitance compares very well with the capacitance obtained by
simulation as shown in Fig.3- 18.
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Fig.3- 17 A representative IDC layout in Sonnet (a) and its circuit model (b)
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Fig.3- 18 Capacitance versus finger length for an IDC with 5 µm or 10 µm gap and 20 fingers
(a) and capacitance versus finger number for an IDC with 10 µm gap, 100 µm finger length (b).
The open circles represent results from simulation obtained at 1 GHz and the solid squares
represent results calculated from equation (3.46).

3.3.3 Meander line inductor
l
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g
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w
(a)
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Fig.3- 19 A typical meander line inductor in Sonnet (a) and its equivalent circuit (b)
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The meander and spiral are two common forms for making miniaturised thin film planar
inductors. Although meander line inductors often exhibit larger size and lower quality factor
compared with spiral inductors of the same inductance, they have the advantage of a simple
process of fabrication as no vias are required [19]. Parameters defining a meander inductor are
the length of the leg l, the distance between adjacent conductors g, the width of the conductor
strip w and the number of turns as shown in Fig.3- 19 (a). A Π-model SPICE circuit (see Fig.319 (b)) can be obtained easily from Sonnet simulation, where the inductance of the meander
line is represented by the series inductance L12, and C10, C20 refer to the parasitic capacitance
shunt to ground. For example, a meander inductor with n = 6, l = 0.2 mm, w = 0.02 mm and g
= 0.04 mm has been simulated and a series inductance of 0.98 nH is obtained at 1 GHz.
Obviously, the inductance is proportional to the leg length l, the number of turns n and a
closer gap will reduce the inductance as the mutual inductance between adjacent lines has a
minus sign.

3.4 Summary
In this chapter single and multilayer coplanar waveguides were analysed using the quasi-TEM
approximation and the conformal mapping technique. The general Chebyshev lowpass and
bandpass filter synthesis procedure was reviewed. The general design method for coupled
resonator filters was presented. The analytical calculation of the characteristics of CPW lines
and filters will be used in chapters 4, 5 and 6 to predict the performance of the lowpass and
bandpass tunable filters based on ferroelectric varactors. In addition, lumped capacitors and
inductors were modelled and analysed. The next chapter will present a seventh order
Chebyshev lowpass filter incorporating integrated ferroelectric varactors as tuning elements.
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CHAPTER 4
FERROELECTRIC LOWPASS FILTERS
INCORPORATING INTEGRATED
BST THIN FILM VARACTORS
This chapter describes a K-band tunable lowpass filter incorporating integrated thin film
Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) varactors. The filter was implemented in a coplanar
waveguide (CPW) configuration on a high resistivity silicon substrate using a seventh order
Chebyshev lowpass filter prototype. Parallel plate BST capacitors as small as 5 µm × 5 µm
were incorporated, and formed the tuning elements. The design procedure is addressed in
detail with full wave electromagnetic (EM) simulation performed. The fabrication process
including BST thin film deposition and two metal layers photolithography is described step by
step. The measured results of the lowpass filter are presented, discussed and compared with
simulations. In addition, several lowpass filters covering a wide frequency range, using
different size inductors or capacitors, are presented as well. An improved layout aiming at
reducing the loss of the bottom electrodes is also presented.

4.1 Filter design
Although no particular filter specification is given in this project, the project aims at
developing advanced frequency agile microwave/millimetre-wave devices with miniaturised
size, taking advantages of ferroelectric thin films. A tunable low pass filter is chosen as an
example and discussed in this chapter.
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Fig.4- 1 The schematic circuit of a seventh order lowpass filter
The lowpass filter consists of inductors in series and variable capacitors shunted to ground as
shown in Fig.4- 1. BST parallel plate capacitors were used as the shunt varactor, which were
the tuning elements of the filter. The capacitance of a BST parallel plate capacitor changes
with the application of an electric field. Hence, the cut-off frequency of the lowpass filter can
be tuned by applying a DC bias. The capacitors use a parallel plate configuration, as discussed
in chapter 2, which can benefit the circuit in terms of a very compact size, high tunability and
low bias voltage requirement compared with interdigital structure. To have a useful
capacitance in the microwave region, the size of the capacitors needs to be extremely small
(dimension from several microns to tens of microns) due to the high dielectric constant of
BST thin film, which substantially miniaturised the device size. Due to the small thickness of
the film (< 1 µm) the capacitor can be approximated as parallel plate capacitor and its
capacitance can be estimated without considering the fringe field effect, giving a capacitance
of
C=

ε0εr A
t

(4.1)

where ε0, εr, A and t are permittivity of free space, the relative permittivity of the ferroelectric
thin film, the over-lapping area of the electrodes and the thickness of ferroelectric thin film
respectively. In practice, the area of the capacitor A is limited by the precision of
photolithography which is in the microns range. 5 µm is almost the smallest line width that can
be achieved with acceptable tolerance in the group at Birmingham. The thickness of the
ferroelectric thin film is usually less than 1 µm. Typical values for the dielectric constant of
BST thin films are usually in the range of 102 - 103 at room temperature [1-4]. As provided in
the modelling of parallel plate capacitors in chapter 3, the capacitance C cannot be much less
than 0.02 pF considering the above limiting factors.
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Quasi-lumped meander line inductors were used to implement the series inductors. The size
of the meander line inductors are required to be less than λg/20 at the operating frequency in
order to be regarded as lumped elements. The guided wavelength is defined as below [5]

c 1
λg =
f0 εr

(4.2)

where c, εr and f0 are velocity of light in vacuum, the effective relative permittivity and the
frequency of interest respectively. The using of lumped elements reduces the size of the
device compared with a distributed line approach.
The filter was to be implemented in a coplanar waveguide (CPW) configuration. The high
resistivity silicon substrate was chosen to show the potential for integration with monolithic
microwave integrate circuits (MMICs). The proposed lowpass filter layout is shown in Fig.42, where the yellow defines the top metal layer and blue defines the bottom metal and BST
thin film is between these two metal layers. The overlap area of a narrow conductor track on the
top layer and the shunt line in bottom layer forms the BST parallel plate capacitor. In this work
two capacitor sizes were used, one 5 µm × 5 µm and the other 10 µm × 10 µm. The presence of
the same ground plane in both top and bottom metal layers with the BST film between them
provides a large capacitance, which is equivalent to a short circuit in microwave region but
allows a DC bias to be applied between the top and bottom metal layers. When DC bias was
applied to the CPW lines, the large capacitance of the ground planes was connected in series
with the very small capacitance of the BST parallel plate capacitor, therefore shared very little
DC voltage.
The initial filter synthesis was carried out using the design formulas provided in chapter 3. The
appropriate g-values of a seventh order Chebyshev lowpass filter for a desired passband ripple
LAr of 0.01 dB are listed in Table 4- 1.
g0
1

g1

g2

g3

g4

g5

g6

g7

0.797 1.392 1.748 1.633 1.748 1.392 0.797

g8
1

Table 4- 1 Element values for Chebyshev lowpass prototype filter (for n = 7, LAr = 0.01 dB).
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parallel plate capacitor
meander line inductor

Fig.4- 2 The three dimensional view of a seventh order lowpass filter (1.8 mm × 0.9 mm). The
yellow defines the top metal layer and blue defines the bottom metal, and BST thin film is
between these two metal layers.
With these values a normalised source resistance/conductance of g0 = 1 and a cut-off frequency
Ωc = 1 are obtained. Transforming to the desired source impedance Z0 and cut-off frequency ωc
can be accomplished by the following equations

Ω 
L =  c  Z0 g
 ωc 

(4.3)

Ω  g
C= c 
 ωc  Z0

(4.4).

The cut-off frequency fc can be derived from (4.4) as

 Ω  g
ƒ c = c 
 2πC  Z0

(4.5).

As we already have a desired capacitance value C, the cut-off frequency fc is derived from C
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using equation (4.5) and the inductance value L is then determined by fc from equation (4.3).
It can be seen from equation (4.5) that the scalable range of the cut-off frequency fc is limited by
the possible capacitance C. As discussed previously, the capacitance C of a BST parallel plate
capacitor cannot be much less than 0.02 pF. Since the cut-off frequency fc is inversely
proportional to the capacitance C (as shown in (4.5)), the upper scalable range of the cut-off
frequency is limited in this way by the BST capacitor dimensions and available permittivity of
BST film. An upper available limit of fc is also determined by the highest frequency at which
the meander line inductor can be regarded as lumped element. As indicated previously, the size
of the meander lines are required to be less than λg/20 to keep the lumped element
approximation valid. Above a certain frequency, when the guided wavelength is shorter than
several millimetres, the parasitic reactance of the meander lines becomes prominent, which
makes the lumped element assumption inappropriate. In addition, the lower available range of
fc is limited by the practical inductance and capacitance range according to equations (4.3) and
(4.4). Despite all the above limits, the lowpass filter can still be designed for a wide operating
frequency range. Following from the relative permittivity and thickness of the BST thin films
made at Birmingham, the capacitance is around 0.2 pF for a 5 µm × 5 µm BST parallel plate
capacitor. If Z0 = 50, on substituting C2 = C6 = 0.2 pF into formula (4.5) the cut-off frequency is
found to be

f c = 22.16 GHz .
Scaling C4 and the inductance to the cut-off frequency using formula (4.3) and (4.4) yields

C4 = 0.235 pF
L=
L=
0.286 nH
1
7

L=
L=
0.628 nH .
3
5
The schematic circuit containing the above calculated capacitance and inductance was
simulated using Advanced Design Systems 2005A (ADS) [6]. Fig.4- 3 shows the schematic
circuit of an ideal seventh order Chebyshev lowpass filter and its simulated response. The
cut-off frequency of the lowpass filter can be tuned by the varying the capacitance of the
ferroelectric varactor.
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Fig.4- 3 The schematic circuit of an ideal seventh order Chebyshev lowpass filter (a) and its
response simulated using ADS (b).
After the initial synthesis, an electromagnetic full wave simulation of the lowpass filter was
performed using Sonnet em 10 [7]. The three dimensional view of the lowpass filter is already
shown in Fig.4- 2. The line width of the meander line inductors was 20 µm and the space
between two adjacent lines was 40 µm. The dimensions of the inductors were determined by
simulation as discussed in chapter 3. The size of the inductors was smaller than λg/20 at the
operating frequency (the guided wavelength was about 4 mm at 25 GHz). The line width of the
narrow central conductor track in both top and bottom layers was 5 µm for 5 µm × 5 µm
capacitor and 10 µm for 10 µm × 10 µm capacitor. The three shunt varactors were made the
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same size as the capacitance value of C4 was close to that of C2 and C6. The width of the shunt
straight line to ground in the bottom layer was 40 µm.
The CPW input/output lines were designed to have a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω at
around 25 GHz, the impedance being calculated using a conformal mapping technique [8] as
discussed in chapter 3. In order to match the dimensions of the microprobes used to measure the
device, the width of the CPW signal line was tapered from 200 µm to 120 µm at the port
interface and the gap between the signal line and (upper) ground plane was tapered from 150
µm to 100 µm. The area of the whole device was approximately 1.8 mm × 0.9 mm.
Fig.4- 4 shows the performance of the lowpass filter simulated using Sonnet without
considering any loss factors. The thickness of the silicon substrate was 0.5 mm. The size of the
BST parallel plate capacitor was 5 µm × 5 µm. The thickness of BST thin film was assumed to
be 400 nm and the relative dielectric constant was assumed to be 300 at zero bias and 200 after
tuning. The lowpass filter showed a wide tuning range with the changing of permittivity. The
reflection was degraded for the filter with higher permittivity due to the circuit being not
perfectly matched. The resonance at higher frequency was caused by the resonance of the
ground plane.
Loss is an essential problem in BST devices at room temperature. Both dielectric loss and
metal loss contribute significantly to the overall performance. As presented in chapter 2, the
reported loss tangent of BST thin films at room temperature is in the range of 0.02 ~ 0.2 [4],
[9-15] which makes the pursuit of high quality BST thin films crucial. As discussed in chapter
2, the quality of BST thin films is determined by various factors, including Ba concentration,
growth conditions and the substrate. Recently a BST/Pt/Au parallel plate capacitor with a Q
of 100 at 10 GHz was reported using Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 thin film [4]. It is suggested that
Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 thin film has a lattice parameter close to that of Pt, enabling quasi-epitaxial
growth of BST thin film [16]. Besides, Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 has a phase transition temperature of
125 K so it is in paraelectric phase at room temperature [14]. The paraelectric phase is often
preferred for microwave applications because of the absence of hysteresis and lower loss [17].
In this work, a Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 thin film is also used and deposited by pulsed laser deposition
(PLD).
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Fig.4- 4 The simulated performance of the lossless filter shown in Fig.4- 2. The parameters of
the BST capacitor used in the simulation were 5 µm × 5 µm in size, 400 nm thickness, dielectric
constant εr of 200 and 300.
However, the metal loss becomes dominant at higher frequencies. As discussed in chapter 2,
platinum, gold, silver are the most commonly used electrodes in thin film oxide based devices
because they are in most cases non-reactive upon contact with oxides and their large work
functions provide Schottky contacts [16], [18]. For devices based on parallel plate capacitors,
BST film is deposited on a metallised substrate. The bottom metallisation should enable
growth of high quality BST films while having a good conductivity at microwave region.
Platinum is of particular interest as bottom electrode because it is chemically compatible with
the BST material and stable against oxidization [19], [20]. To minimize the loss from the
electrode, a metal thickness of three times the skin depth at the operating frequency is
required. As the skin depth of silver and platinum at 25 GHz is 410 nm and 1030 nm
respectively, a metallisation thickness of several microns is required. However, it is difficult
to pattern such thick, narrow and closely spaced metal strips due to the high aspect ratio. In
addition, the residual stress which exists at the interface of the bottom electrode and the
substrate is aggravated with the increased metal thickness and leads to a mechanically
unstable bottom electrode [1]. In this work, 250 nm Pt/Au/Pt multilayer was chosen as bottom
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metal and a 400 nm thick silver layer was deposited as the top electrode.
The effect of the metal thickness on the filter insertion loss was verified using the full wave
simulation of Sonnet. Sonnet models the metal loss using the concept of surface impedance
[7]. This concept allows Sonnet to model real three-dimensional metal in two dimensions.
This approximation is valid if the metal thickness is small with respect to the width of the line,
the separation between lines, and the thickness of the dielectric. The total loss of the device
consists of the loss from the top metal layer, the bottom metal layer, the BST thin films, the
substrate and radiation loss. To investigate the effect of the metal thickness on the insertion
loss, only the loss from the top metal layer, which is silver, is taken into account in the
simulation. The insertion loss of the lowpass filter for different thickness of silver of 100 nm,
200 nm, 500 nm and 1000nm is shown in Fig.4- 5. The skin depth of silver is 410 nm at 25
GHz. As expected it was found that when the thickness of metal was smaller than the skin
depth its loss performance degraded dramatically. The reflection is also distorted when the
metal layer is too thin. It should be noted that in practical situations the metal loss will be
even greater because the metal is not perfect.
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Fig.4- 5 Simulated insertion loss and reflection of the lowpass filter when top metal silver is
100 nm, 200 nm, 500 nm and 1000 nm thick.
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4.2 Fabrication
A commercial Pt/Au/Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si template was used as the substrate. The total thickness of
Pt/Au/Pt multilayer was about 250 nm measured by DEKTAK surface profiler. 500 nm SiO2
was used as diffusion barrier and about 20 - 30 nm Ti as an adhesion layer. The thickness of
the high resistivity (5000 Ω·cm) silicon substrate was 0.5 mm and the devices were fabricated
on it following the process flow explained in Fig.4- 6. The Pt/Au/Pt multilayer was initially
patterned by ion beam milling to form the bottom electrodes. After that, a Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 thin
film was deposited on the patterned bottom electrodes by pulsed laser deposition (PLD), using a
laser fluence of 1.5 J/cm2 at 5 Hz pulse rate with a substrate temperature of 750 °C. An oxygen
pressure of 10-1 mbar was used in the deposition. After deposition, in-situ annealing was
performed at 650 °C for one hour at about 800 mbar static oxygen pressure. These conditions
had been shown previously to give the best microwave performance [21]. Finally, the top
electrode, 400 nm thick silver, was deposited by RF magnetron sputtering and defined by ion
beam milling to complete the fabrication. Fig.4- 6 (i) shows the cross-sectional view of the
device.
A group of six lowpass filters involving 5 µm × 5 µm capacitors were fabricated on two 10 mm
× 10 mm silicon samples, which were called sample A and sample B. On each sample the filters
are numbered from 1 to 6 to distinguish them. The filters on the same sample differed from each
other by the different inductance of the meander line inductors. Table 4- 2 gives the simulated
inductance of the first and third meander line inductors (L1 and L3) in each filter. The
inductance of the fifth and seventh inductors is equal to that of the third and first inductors as
the circuit is symmetric. The second, fourth and sixth components of the filters are capacitors.
In addition, three lowpass filters involving 10 µm × 10 µm capacitors but different size meander
line inductors on a separate 10 mm × 10 mm sample were also tested.

Inductance (nH)
L1
L3

No.1
0.47
0.83

Filter Number
No.2
No.3
No.5
0.39
0.31
0.39
0.67
0.52
0.95

No.6
0.41
0.95

Table 4- 2 The simulated inductance of the meander lines
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Pt/Au/Pt
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Silver
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(h)
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Silicon
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BST

Pt/Au/Pt
(i)
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Fig.4- 6 The process flow showing the fabrication procedure of the BST lowpass filter on
silicon substrate: silicon substrate with Pt/Au/Pt bottom metal layer (a); photoresist coating (b);
UV exposure (c); patterning of bottom electrode by ion beam milling and removal of
photoresist (d); BST thin film deposition by PLD (e); top metal layer deposition by RF
magnetron sputtering (f); photoresist coating on top metal layer (g); UV exposure (h);
patterning of top electrode by ion beam milling and removal of photoresist (i).
Fig.4- 7 shows a photograph and enlargement of one ferroelectric lowpass filter with 5 µm × 5
µm capacitors. The width of the narrow lines defining the capacitors was measured with an
optical microscope as shown in Fig.4- 7 (b). The intended 5 µm lines were measured as 4.195
µm and 4.362 µm for the line in top and bottom layer respectively; this is a result of
over-etching.
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Ground plane (both top and bottom)

Ag (top metal layer)

Pt/Au/Pt (bottom metal layer)
(a)

(b)

Fig.4- 7 Photograph of a ferroelectric lowpass filter on silicon substrate (a) and enlargement of
the 5 µm × 5 µm parallel plate capacitor area (b).
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4.3 Filter measurement
The ferroelectric lowpass filters were tested on a probe station using an Agilent E8361A PNA
network analyser through ACP40-GSG-250 microprobes at frequencies up to 50 GHz. A
two-port line-reflect-reflect-match (LRRM) calibration was performed using Wincal XE over a
wide frequency range from 0.01 GHz to 50 GHz. The DC bias of up to 15 V was applied to the
probes through external bias tees.
The measurement results of one ferroelectric lowpass filter involving 5 µm × 5 µm parallel
plate capacitors are presented in Fig.4- 8. The 10 dB cut-off frequency shifts 6 GHz from 18.52
GHz at 0 V to 24.47 GHz at 15V (corresponding to an electric field of 37.5 V/µm ), showing
32.1 % tuning. Above 15 V the leakage current increases quickly. The measured results show a
cut-off frequency close to that of the design but have a high insertion loss. The metal loss is
considered to be dominant, which will be discussed in section 4.4.
For frequencies close to 25 GHz, the lowpass filter can be treated as a switch. The bias
determines the state of the switch, with 15 V corresponding to low loss (ON) and 0 V to high
loss (OFF). The switch isolation is defined as the difference in insertion loss with and without
bias. Fig.4- 9 shows the maximum isolation of the switch is 18 dB at 25 GHz with an insertion
loss of 12 dB.
As mentioned previously, several lowpass filters covering a wide frequency range by using
different size inductors and capacitors were also tested. Instead of showing the measured
response of all the devices, Fig.4- 10 shows a summary of the 10 dB cut-off frequencies of the
lowpass filters involving 5 µm × 5 µm and 10 µm × 10 µm capacitors versus bias voltage. In
Fig.4- 10 ‘5umA_3’ means filter No.3 with 5 µm × 5 µm capacitors grown on sample A.
‘5umB_3’ has exactly the same layout as ‘5umA_3’ but on sample B.
Although the filters on silicon samples A and B had the same fabrication procedure, the
measured performance of the same filter on different samples exhibits slightly different cut-off
frequencies. Generally, the -10 dB cut-off frequency of lowpass filters on sample B is 2 - 4 GHz
(about 15 % - 25 %) higher than the corresponding filters on sample A. One possible reason for
this difference might be the different BST film thickness but this is not verified at present.
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Alternatively, it could be that the BST fabrication technique is sensitive to various growth
conditions, i.e. temperature, pressure, composition, crystal quality, thickness and defects
concentration which have not been sufficiently well controlled in the growth process.
The different cut-off frequencies of the filters on the same sample are mainly caused by the
different sized inductors. It can seen from Table 4- 2 that the inductors in lowpass filter No.3
have the smallest inductance values, as a result, the cut-off frequency of the lowpass filter No.3
is highest in both sample A and sample B. Cut-off frequencies of lowpass filters containing 10
µm × 10 µm capacitors are also summarised in Fig.4- 10. The much bigger capacitance of the
10 µm × 10 µm parallel plate capacitors leads to lower cut-off frequencies of the ‘10 um’ filters
compared with the ‘5 um’ ones. The cut-off frequencies of the ‘5 um’ filters cover from 11 GHz
to 25 GHz and the ‘10 um’ filters cover from 4 GHz to 8 GHz.
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Fig.4- 8 Measured transmission and reflection of ferroelectric lowpass filter No.3 on sample B
with 0 - 15 V bias.
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sample B (the same device as shown in Fig.4- 8) working as a switch near 25 GHz.
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capacitors on sample A (triangles) and B (dots), and filters with 10 µm × 10 µm capacitors
(squares) as a function of DC bias voltage.
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4.4 Discussion
The properties of BST and metal films were characterised experimentally using square
varactors as described in appendix A. For the lowpass filter, the EM full wave simulation of
the filter, using Sonnet, was compared with the experimental frequency sweep to extract the
permittivity of the fabricated BST thin film. To compare the device as accurately as possible,
the loss from the metal and BST film was carefully considered in the simulation. The
conductivity of the metal was set to 64.3 % of its ideal case, according to appendix A. The
thickness of top silver layer was chosen as 400 nm and the bottom metal was 250 nm platinum,
which was a little different with the Pt/Au/Pt multilayer in practice. The size of the capacitor
was set to 4 µm × 4 µm as it was closer to its actual size. The loss tangent of BST film was set to
0.1 and thickness to 400 nm. The extracted permittivity of BST thin film varies from 485 to 295
with 0 - 15 V bias. The EM full wave simulation using the above parameters compares well the
experiments results despite small difference in S11 as shown in Fig.4- 11.
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Fig.4- 11 The comparison between simulation and measurement of the lowpass filter. The
dashed lines are the simulation results and the solid lines are the measurement results.
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As discussed in appendix A, the BST loss is dominant in the total loss of a varactor. However,
the situation is different for the lowpass filters, where the metal loss is significantly
aggravated as a result of current crowding in the narrow lines, which also leads to a degraded
power handling capability. A large current density concentrated in the meander lines and the
narrow shunt lines in the bottom layer is shown in Fig.4- 12.

Fig.4- 12 Current crowding in the parallel plate capacitor area of the filter
The losses from different parts of the filter were investigated by full wave EM simulation. The
simulated performance of the lowpass filter considering separated losses from top metal layer,
which was 400 nm silver, bottom metal layer, which was 250 nm platinum, and BST film with
tanδ = 0.1 respectively was shown in Fig.4- 13. The conductivity of metal was set to 64.3 %
of its ideal value. The lossy filter, which considered all the above losses, and the lossless case
were also shown in Fig.4- 13. The loss from silicon substrate and radiation loss was small in
this case and not shown here. It can be seen that either the loss from top or bottom metal layer
is comparable to or even worse than that of BST film, which is a result of the severe current
crowding and the very small thickness (smaller than skin depth). The large current
concentration in this small device (1.8 mm × 0.9 mm) makes metal loss dominant in the total
loss. This also leaves room for improvement - thicker metal will ensure lower insertion loss.
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The transmission zero at 42 GHz is caused by the resonance of the parallel plate capacitor and
the inductance of the 40 µm wide shunt line to ground. The other resonance in lossless
situation is caused by the resonance of ground plane at certain frequency and will not appear
with loss.
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Fig.4- 13 The losses from top metal layer (400 nm thick silver), bottom metal layer (250 nm
thick platinum), BST film (loss tangent of 0.1) compared with lossy (including all the above
losses) and lossless situations. Solid lines represent S21 and dot lines S11.
Except using thicker metals, the insertion loss of the filter can be also improved by modifying
the filter layout. In the new layout, as shown in Fig.4- 14, the shunt lines in the bottom layer
were moved to the upper layer where silver is used instead of platinum and the narrow central
lines (i.e. 5 µm width lines) were removed. As silver has much higher conductivity than
platinum and the top metal can be made thicker, the metal loss was expected to be reduced. In
addition, mitered corners were used in the meander lines in order to reduce current reflection
and hence achieved a much more uniform current distribution. The improvement in the
simulated performance of the lowpass filter is shown in Fig.4- 15. The insertion loss is about
1 dB better at 25 GHz using the new layout. However, experimental verification of the filter
in new layout is not available.
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(b)

(a)

Fig.4- 14 Layout of the modified lowpass filter (a) and enlarged view of the parallel plate
capacitor area (b).
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Fig.4- 15 The insertion loss improvement of the lowpass filter in the new layout. The Solid
lines represent the filter in the modified layout while the dashed lines represent the old layout.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter a K-band BST lowpass filter on a high resistivity silicon substrate was
demonstrated. The 10 dB cut-off frequency of the filter was tuned 32.1 % from 18.52 GHz at
zero bias to 24.47 GHz with 15 V bias. Several lowpass filters covering a wide frequency
operating range from 4 GHz to 25 GHz were demonstrated as well. The loss from metal and
BST film were separated and analysed. Although the BST loss was more important in the
varactors, the metal loss became dominant in the filters as a result of severe current crowding.
A modified layout of the lowpass filter aiming at reducing the conductor loss was also
suggested.
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CHAPTER 5
FERROELECTRIC BANDPASS FILTERS
INCORPORATING INTEGRATED
BST THIN FILM VARACTORS
Following from the ferroelectric lowpass filters based on Barium Strontium Titanate (BST)
thin film varactors described in the previous chapter, a novel implementation of combline
bandpass filters incorporating integrated BST thin film varactors will be presented in this
chapter. Two pole and three pole BST bandpass filters were implemented in a coplanar
waveguide configuration on MgO substrates, incorporating 5 µm × 5 µm BST parallel plate
capacitors as tuning elements. The filter synthesis and full wave electromagnetic (EM)
simulation are described in detail in this chapter. The fabrication procedure of the multilayer
filters and the problems encountered during the etching process of BST film are also
presented. Measurement results of a two pole BST bandpass filter demonstrated reasonable
tuning with bias application.

5.1 Theory of combline filter
As shown in Fig.5- 1, a combline filter is comprised of several coupled resonators. The
resonators consist of line elements which are shorted to ground at one end and terminated with
a variable capacitor at the opposite end. The resonator lines are significantly less than quarter
wavelength long at resonant frequency due to the contribution from the lumped capacitance.
The larger the loaded capacitor, the shorter the transmission line is, hence a more compact filter.
The presence of the loading capacitor also broadens the stopband because the second passband
occurs when the resonator line elements are somewhat over a half wavelength long [1], [2].
Coupling between the resonators can be achieved by the way of fringing fields. The
input/output couplings are realised in two typical structures: the parallel coupled lines as shown
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in Fig.5- 1, and the tapped lines, which will be used in this work.

Fig.5- 1 General structure of combline bandpass filter (taken from [2])

5.2 Design considerations
5.2.1 Filter synthesis
Although no particular specification is set for this project, the project pursues microwave filters
with miniaturised size, wide tuning bandwidth at low bias voltage, and low loss for applications
in future generation of communication systems. Novel combline ferroelectric bandpass filters
incorporating integrated BST varactors were designed and discussed in this chapter.
The filter was designed in a coplanar waveguide (CPW) configuration. CPW eases the
mounting of shunt resonator as the ground is in the same plane as the signal lines and eliminates
the needs for drilling holes compared with microstrip configuration [3]. A proposed 3-pole BST
bandpass filter is shown in Fig.5- 2, where the top metal layer is shown in green and the bottom
metal is in pink. BST thin film is sandwiched between the two metal layers. The resonator
consists of a distributed transmission line element which is shorted to ground at one end and
loaded with a BST parallel plate capacitor at the other end. The resonator line is 200 µm wide
but narrowed to only 5 µm wide to form the top plate of the BST parallel plate capacitor. The
slot in the bottom electrode is designed to tolerate possible mis-alignment between the two
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metal layers, hence keeping the BST capacitors size as designed, which is 5 µm × 5 µm. The
overlap area of the ground in the top metal layer and the bottom electrode forms a large
capacitance as BST film is sandwiched between the two layers. This large capacitance is
equivalent to short circuit in the microwave region and is in parallel with the 5 µm × 5 µm BST
capacitor for DC signals. The DC bias is applied to the top and bottom electrodes. To bias the
bottom electrode, the BST film on top of the bottom electrode (outside the top metal region) is
required to be etched out. Each resonator can be independently biased as the bottom electrodes
are separated from each other. A tapped line input/output coupling structure is used to excite the
resonators, which saves space compared with the parallel coupled structure [4]. The coupling
between the resonators is realised by fringing fields, and in this case, the coupling is reduced to
achieve the appropriate coupling strength using a short.

Tapped line

Shunt stub
BST film etched

Resonator line
(a)

(b)

Fig.5- 2 A 3-pole BST bandpass filter (a) and the enlarged view of the BST parallel plate
capacitor area (b); the top electrode is shown in green and the bottom electrode in pink, BST
thin film is sandwiched between the two metal layers (this figure is not to scale).
The combline filters can be designed directly from the Chebyshev low-pass filter prototype
using the concept of coupling matrix. The element values (gi) for a 2-pole and a 3-pole
Chebyshev filter for 0.02 dB ripple are calculated using the formulas provided in chapter 3 and
given in Table 5- 1. The required coupling coefficients and external quality factors for a n-pole
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bandpass filter can be derived from the following equations [2] as
Qe1 =

g 0 g1
FBW

(5.1)

Qen =

g n g n +1
FBW

(5.2)

M i,i +1 =

FBW
g i g i +1

for i=1 to n-1

(5.3)

where Qe1 and Qen are the external quality factors of the resonators at the input and output, and
Mi,i+1 are the coupling coefficients between the adjacent resonators. n is the filter order and
FBW is the fractional bandwidth of the passband. The desired coupling coefficients and
external quality factors for a 2-pole, 5 % fractional bandwidth (FBW) bandpass filter and a
3-pole, 9 % FBW bandpass filter are calculated and also shown in Table 5- 1.
Filter ripple
Return
FBW
g
order (dB)
loss (dB) 0
2
3

0.02
0.02

5%
9%

23.38
23.38

1
1

g1

g2

g3

0.539 0.471 1.145
0.723 1.039 0.723

g4

1

Qe

M12

M23

10.786 0.099
8.037 0.104 0.104

Table 5- 1 The synthesis parameter values for a 2-pole and a 3-pole bandpass filter.

5.2.2 Investigating the resonant frequency
After determining the required coupling matrix for the desired filtering characteristic, the next
step for the filter design is to characterise the coupling coefficients Mij and external quality
factors Qe in terms of physical structures, which can be done by full wave electromagnetic (EM)
simulation using Sonnet [5]. In the simulations, the metals were assumed to be lossless as a
simplification. The dielectric constant of MgO substrate was 9.7 and the thickness of the
substrate was 0.5 mm. The thickness of BST film was assumed to be 0.5 µm.
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5 µm × 5 µm
capacitor

(b)

(a)

Fig.5- 3 The layout of a single resonator (a) and the enlarged part of the 5 µm × 5 µm capacitor
area (b). The solid lines define the top metal electrodes and the dotted lines define the bottom
electrodes (pictures taken from Sonnet).
Before Mij and Qe characterisation, a single resonator was first simulated in Sonnet as shown in
Fig.5- 3. The length of the resonator line was 1.07 mm. The resonator line was 0.2 mm wide but
narrowed to only 5 µm wide. The overlap area of the BST parallel plate capacitor is 5 µm × 5
µm. The bias line in the bottom metal line is 0.2 mm wide and 1.9 mm long with a 0.1 mm ×
0.015 mm window at one end. The two upper ground planes are 1.2 mm × 1 mm in size.
The simulated resonant frequency of a single resonator as a function of the BST film dielectric
constant was investigated and is shown in Fig.5- 4. The dielectric constant of the BST film was
assumed to change from 100 to 1500 in steps of 100. The resonant frequency of the resonator
decreases steadily from 18.1 GHz to 6.5 GHz with the increasing of BST film dielectric
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constant from 100 to 1500. The electrical length of the resonator line at each resonant
frequency changes correspondingly from 57.3° to 27.2°, which is significantly less than 90°.
The electrical length of a transmission line is defined as follows [6]

θ = βl =

2πf ε r
l
c

(5.4)

where f is the resonant frequency, εr is the effective relative permittivity, c is the velocity of
light in vacuum and l is the length of the resonator line. The electrical length of the resonator
line decreases with the increasing of the loaded capacitance.
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Fig.5- 4 The simulated resonant frequency of a single resonator (circles) and the electrical
length of the resonator line (crosses) as a function of the dielectric constant of BST film in the
range from 100 to 1500.

5.2.3 Investigating the external coupling
To extract the external quality factor Qe, a resonator properly coupled to one port by tapped
line is constructed in Sonnet, as shown in Fig.5- 5. The other port is weakly coupled to avoid
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its effect on the external Qe. The tapped line is 0.2 mm long, 0.05 mm wide and its position is
controlled by the distance d between the tapped line and the virtual ground. The tapped line is
always centred at the port interface signal line. The two upper ground planes are 1.2 mm × 1
mm in size and are not shown in complete in the figure.

Fig.5- 5 The layout of an external coupled resonator (figure taken from Sonnet).
The coupling strength of the tapped lines is controlled by the position of the tapped line and
declines with moving towards to the virtual ground [2]. The smaller the distance d is, the
weaker the input/output coupling is, which is represented by the larger external quality factor.
For a fixed BST film dielectric constant of 500, the simulated transmission of an external
coupled resonator as a function of different tapped line position is shown in Fig.5- 6.
The external quality factor can be extracted from the transmission as [2]
=
Qe

ω0
=
∆ω3dB

f0
f 2 − f1

(5.5)

where ω0 is the resonant frequency, Δω3dB is the bandwidth for which the attenuation for S21 is
3 dB from that at the resonance peak. The larger the bandwidth is, the smaller the external Qe
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value, which also means a stronger coupling. The extracted Qe versus different tapped line
positions for a fixed BST film dielectric constant of 500 is shown in Table 5- 2. The external
coupling strength is reduced considerably (external Qe value from 7.5 to 16.7) with the tapped
line moving close to the ground (d decreasing from 0.4 mm to 0.2 mm). In the filter
simulation which will be given later, a tapped line distance of 0.3 mm is chosen to implement
the 2-pole filter, which gives an external Qe of 10.7 for a BST film dielectric constant of 500.
For the 3-pole filter, a distance of 0.38 mm is chosen and an external Qe of 8.0 is achieved.
The achieved external quality factors are very close to that of specified in Table 5- 1 (a desired
Qe of 10.786 for the 2-pole filter and 8.037 for the 3-pole filter). The resonant frequency shifts
slightly with the tapped line positions.
-18
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d = 0.25 mm

-20
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d = 0.35 mm
d = 0.4 mm
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Fig.5- 6 The simulated S21 of the external coupled resonator for the tapped line to virtual
ground distance d changing from 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm at a step of 0.05 mm. The BST film
dielectric constant is 500.
d

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.38

0.4

Qe

16.7

13.2

10.7

8.9

8.0

7.5

Table 5- 2 The external quality factor (Qe) for different tapped line to ground distance (d)
when the dielectric constant of BST film is fixed to 500.
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In addition, the external coupling is also related to the dielectric constant of the BST film as the
tapped line is directly connected with the resonator and the BST capacitor. The extracted
external Qe as a function of the BST film dielectric constant is shown in Fig.5- 7, for a tapped
line to ground distance d fixed to 0.3 mm. The external Qe value increases from 7.2 to 17.8,
which corresponds to a reduced external coupling strength, with the BST film dielectric
constant increasing from 100 to 1500.

External quality factor

18
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700

900 1100 1300 1500
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Fig.5- 7 The extracted external quality factor versus the dielectric constant of BST film in the
range from 100 to 1500 at a step of 100 for a fixed tapped line position d of 0.3 mm.

5.2.4 Investigating the coupling coefficient
The layout of two coupled resonators is shown in Fig.5- 8, with a shunt short between ground
planes to weaken the coupling between the two resonators. The two upper ground planes are 1.6
mm × 1.2 mm in size and are not shown complete in the figure. The short is 1.1 mm long. The
distance from the resonator line to the short is 0.2 mm.
As mentioned in chapter 3, the coupling coefficient can be extracted from the frequency
response of the coupled resonators as [2]
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Fig.5- 8 The layout of two coupled resonators in the presence of a short (figure taken from
Sonnet).

f 2 2 − f12
M ij = ± 2
f 2 + f12

(5.6)

where f1 is the lower resonant frequency and f2 is the upper resonant frequency. The magnitude
of the coupling coefficient determines the separation between the two split resonance peaks.
Normally the stronger coupling between the resonators is (bigger the coupling coefficient), the
larger the separation of the two split resonances and the deeper the trough in the middle is. A
coupling coefficient of 0.2 was acquired without the presence of the short, which was much
larger than the required coupling coefficients listed in Table 5- 1. This coupling between the
two resonators can be significantly depressed by a short and its strength can be controlled by the
width of the short. The simulated transmission of the coupled resonators as a function of the
short width w is shown in Fig.5- 9, with a BST permittivity of 500. A wider short leads to a
smaller coupling, which corresponds to a transmission response with closer peaks in Fig.5- 9.
The extracted coupling coefficient decreases from 0.13 to 0.06 with the short width increasing
from 0.005 mm to 0.1 mm, as shown in Fig.5- 10. A short width of 0.03 mm is chosen to
implement both the 2-pole and 3-pole BST filters, which gives a coupling coefficient of 0.1 and
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this is very close to that of the required coupling coefficients listed in Table 5- 1. The coupling
coefficient does not change with the dielectric constant of the BST film.
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Fig.5- 9 The simulated S21 of the coupled resonators shown in Fig.5- 8 for a short width of
0.005 mm, 0.02 mm, 0.03 mm, 0.05 mm and 0.1mm respectively. The BST film dielectric
constant is 500.
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Fig.5- 10 The coupling coefficient as a function of the width of the short for a BST film
dielectric constant of 500.
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5.3 Completed filter design
A 2-pole filter with the tapped line to ground distance of 0.3 mm and a short of 0.03 mm wide
was constructed and simulated in Sonnet. The CPW input/output lines were designed to have a
characteristic impedance of around 50 Ω. The width of the signal line was 0.14 mm and the
gap between the signal line and the ground was 0.12 mm, which also matched the dimensions
of the microprobes used in the measurement. The size of the 2-pole filter was approximately
1.6 mm × 4 mm. The simulated response of the 2-pole filter in a lossless assumption is shown
Fig.5- 11 for the BST film dielectric constant changing from 200 to 1200. The filter is tuned
from about 7.2 GHz for a BST film dielectric constant of 1200 to 15.4 GHz for a dielectric
constant of 200. As can be seen in Fig.5- 11, the external coupling is too strong for the filters
with BST dielectric constant of 200 and 300, and the external coupling is too weak for BST
dielectric constant of 800 and 1200. This is because the filter is designed at a BST dielectric
constant of 500 and the external coupling strength declines with the increasing of BST
dielectric constant. The resonances outside the passband are caused by the resonance of the bias
line in the bottom metal layer. The bottom electrode line behaves as a half wavelength resonator
at 5.7 GHz, a full wavelength resonator at 11.95 GHz, and a 3/2 wavelength resonator at 18.45
GHz for a BST dielectric constant of 500. The current distribution of the 2-pole filter at 11.95
GHz and 18.45 GHz is shown in Fig.5- 12 and Fig.5- 13 respectively. As can be seen from
Fig.5- 12, at 11.95 GHz, the bias line performs as an open circuited wavelength resonator which
is equivalent to a parallel LC resonator circuit and it is connected in shunt configuration to the
ports. These sharp peaks have a very high Q and are non-existent when loss factors are
considered.
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Fig.5- 11 The simulated transmission (a) and reflection (b) of a lossless 2-pole filter with BST
film dielectric constant changing from 200 and 1200.
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Fig.5- 12 The current distribution of the top metal layer (a) and bottom metal layer (b) of the
2-pole BST filter at 11.85 GHz, for a BST dielectric constant of 500.

Fig.5- 13 The current distribution of the top metal layer (a) and bottom metal layer (b) of the
2-pole BST filter at 18.45 GHz, for a BST dielectric constant of 500.
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A 3-pole filter was also designed with a tapped line to ground distance of 0.38 mm and shorts of
0.03 mm wide. The 3-pole filter has a size of approximately 2.3 mm × 4 mm. The simulated
response of the 3-pole filter as a function of BST dielectric constant of 300, 500 and 800 is
shown in Fig.5- 15. However, as the resonant frequency of the second resonator is slightly
different from the first and third resonator, the 3-pole filter is not well matched and the return
loss is worse than 5 dB. In practice, the poor matching could be improved by independently
tuning each resonator since the bias lines are separated from each other. In the simulation, the
independent tuning could be simulated using a dielectric brick having a dielectric constant
different to the rest of the BST film. A dielectric brick, which is a solid volume of dielectric
material embedded within a circuit layer, is used in Sonnet as an approximation of dielectric
discontinuities [5]. For the 3-pole filter with a BST dielectric constant of 500, a dielectric brick
with a size of 10 µm × 10 µm and a dielectric constant of 440 was embedded at the BST
capacitor area of second resonator. The return loss can be improved to better than 19 dB in this
way as shown in Fig.5- 14. For the 3-pole filter with a BST dielectric constant of 300 and 800,
dielectric bricks can be used in a similar way to have good return loss.
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Fig.5- 14 A 3-pole BST filter uses a dielectric brick for good return loss. The dielectric
constant of the BST film spreading the circuit area is 500. The dielectric brick embedded at the
capacitor overlap area of the second resonator uses a dielectric constant of 440.
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Fig.5- 15 The simulated transmission (a) and reflection (b) of a lossless 3-pole filter with BST
dielectric constant of 300, 500 and 800.
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5.4 Investigating quality factor and loss
The discussion above is based on a lossless assumption. However, practical room temperature
integrated BST filters exhibit an insertion loss in the range of 3 - 8 dB at X- or Ku-band [7-9].
To evaluate the contribution of metal loss and dielectric loss separately, resonators with only
loss from the top metal layer, or the bottom metal layer, or the BST film were simulated using
Sonnet. The top and bottom electrode was assumed to be gold and platinum respectively. Metal
with different thickness and BST film with different loss tangent were assumed in the resonator
simulation. As discussed in chapter 3, the loaded quality factor of a resonator can be derived
from the simulated transmission response as [6]
QL =

ω0
∆ω3dB

(5.7)

where ω0 is the resonant frequency, Δω3dB is the 3 dB attenuation bandwidth. The loaded Q
includes the loss from the resonator as well as the effect of the external loading as [10]
1
1
1
=
+
QL Qe Qu

(5.8)

where Qu is the unloaded quality factor of the resonator, and Qe represents the effect from the
external loading. When the resonator is weakly coupled, the loaded Q extracted from the
simulation or measurement can be regarded as the unloaded Q [11]. The loaded quality factors
of the resonators with different loss assumptions for a fixed BST dielectric constant of 500 are
extracted from the simulations. As the resonators are weakly coupled (insertion loss is more
than 25 dB), these QL can be used as unloaded Q of the resonators, as concluded in Table 5- 3.

Resonator

Top electrode
Au thickness (nm)

Bottom electrode
Pt thickness (nm)

BST
loss tangent

300 500 1000 2000 300 1000 2000 3000 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1
Qu

20.2 32.8 56.1 55.3 31.1 94.6 138 148.8 112.7 58.7 23.2 10.7

Table 5- 3 A summary of the quality factors of the simulated resonators for different metal
thickness or different BST film loss tangent, for a fixed BST dielectric constant of 500.
The metal loss can to be severe at microwave frequencies especially when the metal layer is
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thin and narrow lines are involved in the circuit. At high frequencies, the electric current in a
conductor is not uniformly distributed but reinforced into the surface of the conductor, which is
known as the skin effect. The skin effect increases the effective resistance of conductors at high
frequency and degrades the loss performance of the circuits. The skin depth is a measure of the
distance over which the current falls 1/e of its original value [6]. As discussed in chapter 2, most
of the current (95 %) flows within the top three skin depth from the conductor surface.
Therefore, a metal layer thickness less than about three times the skin depth at the operating
frequency will aggravate the current crowding and lead to inferior loss performance. The skin
depth of gold and platinum at 10 GHz is 780 nm and 1630 nm respectively. A resonator quality
factor of 20.2 was extracted when the top electrode was assumed to be 300 nm thick gold. This
can be increased to 56.1 by increasing the gold thickness to 1000 nm. Paper [12], [13] also
presented BST capacitors with increased quality factors using thicker metallisation.
The loss mechanisms of BST thin films have been studied in [14], [15]. However, the
conclusion is not straightforward, especially in the microwave region. As discussed in chapter 2,
the loss tangent of BST film is electric field, frequency and temperature dependent, and also
depends on lots of fabrication issues such as substrate choice, misfit strain, growth temperature,
surface roughness and so on. For the state of art of BST thin film technology, BST capacitors
with Q better than 100 at 1 MHz can be readily obtained [13], [16]. However, this is usually
degraded at higher frequencies as the loss tangent of BST film is directly proportional to
frequency in microwave region [17]. Intensive research has been made to improve the Q of BST
capacitor in the microwave region. Paper [18] reported an BST interdigital capacitor having a
zero bias Q of 50 at 30 GHz. A circular BST parallel plate capacitor revealed a Q of 100 at 10
GHz and better than 40 up to 45 GHz, which is the best ever reported Q of BST capacitors in the
microwave region [13].
The total unloaded quality factor of a lossy resonator considering losses from all parts can be
derived as
1
1
1
1
1
= +
+
+
Q u Qc Q BST Qsub Q rad

(5.9)

where Qc, QBST, Qsub and Qrad stand for the loss contribution from the conductors, BST film,
substrate dielectric loss and radiation respectively. For a resonator with 500 nm thick gold as
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top electrode, 300 nm platinum as bottom electrode, and BST loss tangent of 0.05, the total Qu
of the resonator is 9.5 derived from equation (5.9) for a fixed BST dielectric constant of 500.
The loss from the MgO substrate and radiation loss is small and negligible in this case (Q >
1000). The dissipation of a bandpass filter can be estimated from the resonator Q as follows
n

IL f0 = 4.343∑
i =1

Ωc
g i (dB)
FBW Qi

(5.10)

where ILf0 is the insertion loss in dB at the centre frequency of the filter, Ωc = 1, FBW is the
fractional bandwidth of the filter, gi is the normalised element value of the Chebysev lowpass
prototype filter and Qi is the unloaded quality factor of the resonator corresponding to element
gi. Substituting the unloaded resonator Q of 9.5 into the equation (5.10), the insertion loss of
the 5 % FBW, 0.02 ripple 2-pole filter is estimated to be 9.2 dB at the centre frequency of the
filter (for a BST dielectric constant of 500). For the 9 % FBW, 0.02 ripple 3-pole filter, the
insertion loss at the centre frequency of the filter is estimated to be 12.6 dB (for a BST
dielectric constant of 500).
However, the resonator Q also changes with the dielectric constant of the BST film. For
instance, when only the loss from the top electrode is considered in the resonator simulation
and the top electrode is assumed to be 500 nm thick gold, the resonator quality factors
decreases with the dielectric constant of the BST film as summarised in Table 5- 4. This can
be explained by an aggravating electric field concentration in the conductors with the
increased effective dielectric constant, hence an inferior loss performance.

BST film
permittivity
εr = 200
εr = 500
εr = 1200

Top electrode Au
t = 500 nm
44.3
32.8
23.2

Resonator Q
Bottom electrode Pt
BST
t = 300 nm
tanδ = 0.05
65.7
30.0
31.1
23.2
16.9
21.6

Table 5- 4 A summary of resonator Q for BST film dielectric constant (εr) of 200, 500 and
1200 for a fixed metal thickness (t) or a fixed BST loss tangent (tanδ).
Lossy 2-pole and 3-pole filters are simulated and the simulated results as a function of BST
dielectric constant are shown in Fig.5- 16 and Fig.5- 17 respectively. In the simulation, the top
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metal layer is set as 500 nm thick gold and the bottom metal layer is 300 nm platinum. The loss
tangent of BST thin film is set as 0.05. For the 2-pole and 3-pole filters, the simulated passband
insertion loss is 8.6 dB and 11.4 dB respectively for a BST dielectric constant of 500, which are
close to the estimation using equation (5.10). The simulated filters with higher dielectric
constant have an inferior insertion loss as a result of fading Q and matching. It should be noted
that the increasing in insertion loss with the increasing of dielectric constant is consistent with
the change of Q in Table 5- 4.
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Fig.5- 16 The simulated transmission (a) and reflection (b) of the lossy 2-pole filter with BST
film dielectric constant changing from 200 and 1200.
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Fig.5- 17 The simulated transmission (solid lines) and reflection (dashed lines) of the lossy
3-pole filter with BST film dielectric constant of 300, 500 and 800.

5.5 Fabrication
The fabrication process of the BST bandpass filters is shown in the process flow diagram with
corresponding sectional schematics in Fig.5- 18. A thin layer of platinum was deposited on 0.5
mm thick MgO substrate as bottom electrode of the filters by RF magnetron sputtering. The
bottom electrode was defined by ion beam milling with positive imaging photoresist, Shipley
1813. Pulsed laser deposition was then used to deposit 500 nm of Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 film on the
metallised MgO substrate, with a laser repetition rate of 50 Hz, 50000 pulses. The deposition
temperature was maintained at 650 °C. The O2 pressure in chamber was 0.3 mbar and O2 flow
rate was 10 sccm. The sample was cooled down to room temperature at a rate of - 4 °C/min in
800 mbar static oxygen ambient. After the BST deposition, the top metal, which was gold
(with a chromium buffer layer not shown in the figure), was deposited by RF magnetron
sputtering on top of the BST film and patterned by UV photolithography and ion beam
milling. In the final step, part of the BST film was removed by ion beam milling to uncover
the bottom electrode. A photo of the enlarged area of the BST parallel plate capacitor taken
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with an optical microscope is shown in Fig.5- 19.

Deposition of platinum on MgO substrate
by RF magnetron sputtering
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Fig.5- 18 The fabrication process of the BST bandpass filters shown in flow diagrams with
corresponding sectional schematics.
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Top electrode

Bottom electrode
Top electrode

Fig.5- 19 Photo of the BST parallel plate capacitor area of a filter, taken with an optical
microscope.

Fig.5- 20 A 2-pole BST filter under test, BST film in the area surrounded by the red box was
removed. DC probes were located on the ground in the top metal layer and the bias lines in the
bottom metal layer.
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The 2-pole and 3-pole BST filters were designed to have a tapped line to ground distance of
0.3 mm and 0.38 mm respectively for a BST film dielectric constant of 500. However, in the
practical fabrication, as the permittivity of BST film is not likely to be precisely controlled,
three filters with different tapped line positions were fabricated on the same sample to adapt to
possible BST film permittivity.
Compared with the BST lowpass filters discussed in chapter 4, an extra step of etching BST
film is required in the fabrication of BST bandpass filters, which increases the fabrication
complexity substantially. As indicated in Fig.5- 20, BST film in the enclosed area was
removed by ion beam milling whereas the rest part of the circuit was protected by photoresist.
However, etching of BST film by either ion beam milling or chemical etching can cause
damage to the electrodes and substrate underneath and leads to a poor quality of the device
[19]. Besides, the large capacitance between the upper ground and bottom bias line is
connected in parallel with the BST parallel plate capacitor for DC signals. As shown in Fig.520, any hillock, hole or imperfection of the BST film on top of the bias line area may leads to
breakdown with bias and DC short circuit between the bias line and the top electrode. The
BST capacitor can not be biased and the filter can not be properly tuned in this case. The
problems above make the fabrication of BST filters very difficult.

5.6 Measurement
The BST integrated capacitors based bandpass filters were tested on a probe station using an
Agilent 8722ES S-parameter Network Analyser. The devices were probed by microprobes in a
ground-signal-ground (GSG) configuration, as shown in Fig.5- 20, via 3.5 mm coaxial cables
and bias tees to protect the network analyser. The DC bias was applied to the top electrode
and the bias lines respectively, via DC probes using a voltage source. Although the resonators
can be independently biased, the same bias voltage was applied to the resonators in a filter. A
full two port calibration was performed using Cascade 101-190B Impedance Standard
Substrate over 0.05 GHz to 20 GHz.
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Fig.5- 21 The measured S11 (a), S22 (b) and S21 (c) of a two pole BST filter versus frequency at
bias voltages of 0 V, 7 V and 10 V.
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Fig.5- 22 The measured insertion loss (a) and return loss (b) of a 2-pole BST bandpass filter at
0V
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Fig.5- 23 The measured insertion loss (a) and return loss (b) of a 3-pole BST bandpass filter at
0V
Unfortunately, most of the bandpass filters fabricated have the problem of no tuning with bias,
which is the result of short circuit between the two metal layers discussed in the previous
section. The measured results of a 2-pole BST bandpass filter were shown in Fig.5- 21. The
non-reciprocal behaviour in S11 and S22 with bias indicates that only one resonator is tunable.
The first resonator is not tunable, which indicates a short circuit between the bias line of the
first resonator and the top electrode. The second resonator showed reasonable tuning from
about 8 GHz to 12 GHz with 10 V bias. The dielectric constant of the BST film was estimated
by comparing the measured results with the simulated resonant frequency of a resonator given
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in Fig.5- 4. The BST film dielectric constant was approximately 1000 at zero bias and tuned to
400 with 10 V bias. The insertion loss at 0 V was 11.6 dB. The high insertion loss of the
measured filter is partly due to the loss of BST film and the conductor loss, and partly due to
the high reflection in the passband. As the top and bottom metal layers are very thin (several
hundred nanometres, smaller than its skin depth at the operating frequency) and the current
concentration in the narrow lines is severe, the conductor loss can be serious. The quality of
metal film might also be degraded during the etching process of BST film. The filter also
exhibits a high reflection as only one resonator is tunable with bias hence the filter is not
matched.
The measured results of some BST filters at zero bias are given in Fig.5- 22 and Fig.5- 23.
The 2-pole BST bandpass filter shown in Fig.5- 22 has a zero bias insertion loss of 8.5 dB at a
centre frequency of 12.5 GHz. The 3-pole BST bandpass filter shown in Fig.5- 23 has a zero
bias insertion loss of 8.1 dB at a centre frequency of 13.3 GHz. These filters are not tunable
with bias due to the short circuit between the two metal layers.

5.7 Summary
In this chapter X-band or Ku-band combline bandpass filters based on integrated BST parallel
plate capacitors were designed and fabricated on MgO substrate. The filters were in a
multilayer structure: the BST thin film was sandwiched between two metal films and part of
the BST film was required to be etched out. However, most of the filters fabricated failed to
be tuned with bias as a consequence of short circuit between the two metal layers. A 2-pole
filter with only one resonator tunable demonstrated a good tuning range from about 8 GHz to
12 GHz with 10 V bias. Given time to re-fabricate the device, filters with good tuning
performance should be demonstrated.
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CHAPTER 6
TUNABLE BANDPASS FILTERS USING
DISCRETE BST AND GaAs VARACTORS
The previous chapters focus on miniaturised tunable lowpass and bandpass filters
monolithically integrated with BST parallel plate varactors. Such integrated BST filters may
suffer from a high insertion loss of more than 5 dB [1-3], partly due to the severe current
crowding in the conductors. In this chapter, discrete BST interdigital and parallel plate
varactors were fabricated and integrated into microwave laminate circuits in a hybrid manner
to form two pole and four pole bandpass filters. The same filters were also made using
commercially available GaAs varactors to give a direct comparison between semiconductor
and BST tuning technologies in an application environment.

6.1 Filter design
6.1.1 Filter synthesis

J0,1

J1,2

C

θ

J2,3

C

θ

... C

Jn,n+1

θ

Fig.6- 1 Circuit diagram of coupled resonator filter
A tunable bandpass filter comprised of coupled resonators is shown in Fig.6- 1, where the
J-inverters represent the couplings to input/output ports and between resonators. These
couplings were implemented by tapped lines as shown in Fig.6- 2. This eased the application
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of DC bias as all resonators were connected directly to the measurement ports which
eliminated the need for extra bias networks. The required coupling could be achieved by
carefully adjusting the position, the length and width of the tapped line.
DC Block capacitors
Tapped lines

GaAs or BST varactors

Fig.6- 2 The schematic layout of a two pole bandpass filter (size of 84.6 mm × 20.4 mm)
As shown in Fig.6- 2, the circuit was designed in coplanar waveguide (CPW) configuration
with coupled resonators and the discrete elements were assembled onto the circuit in a hybrid
manner. The shunt resonators were implemented by quarter-wavelength transmission lines
loaded with variable capacitors. The resonator lines were meandered to minimise the size.
Each resonator line was grounded via a DC block capacitor at one end while loaded by a
varactor between the other end and the ground plane. The DC block capacitors separated the
signal line from the ground plane for DC bias. The lumped varactors were the tuning elements
of the filter. Three types of varactors, BST interdigital capacitors (IDCs), BST parallel plate
capacitors, or GaAs varactors were used in this work to compare the BST tuning technology
with the semiconductors in an application environment. The capacitance of the BST and GaAs
varactors decreases with the applied bias, hence the filter is tuned to higher frequency with the
increasing of bias.
The filters were simulated using Netlist Project Analysis in Sonnet [4]. Netlist project enables
modelled elements, such as resistors, capacitors, inductors and transmission lines, or S-, Y-,
Z-parameter data files to be combined with geometry subprojects [4]. Netlist project provides
a convenient way to combine subprojects and saves the simulation time. The circuits were
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analysed by geometry full wave electromagnetic (EM) simulation, in which the DC block
capacitors and varactors were combined with the circuits as modelled elements or
S-parameter data files.
The filter synthesis commences by calculating the element values of the prototype filter as
described in chapter 3. The g-values for second order and fourth order Chebyshev lowpass
prototype filters with a passband ripple of 0.1 are listed in Table 6- 1. A two pole bandpass
filter with a fractional bandwidth (FBW) of 9 % and a four pole filter with a FBW of 24 % are
designed in this work. The desired coupling coefficient Mij and external Qe for the two filters
are calculated and given in Table 6- 2. As discussed in the design of coupled resonator filters in
chapter 3, the desired coupling coefficients and external quality factors can be determined
against the physical dimensions of the filter by EM simulation.
Filter order
two pole
four pole

ripple
(dB)
0.1
0.1

Reflection
(dB)
16.428
16.428

g0

g1

g2

g3

g4

g5

1
1

0.843
1.109

0.622
1.306

1.355
1.770

0.818

1.355

Table 6- 1 The element values of Chebyshev lowpass prototype filters
Filter order

FBW

Qe

M12

M23

M34

two pole
four pole

9%
24 %

9.367
4.62

0.124
0.199

0.158

0.199

Table 6- 2 The required coupling coefficients and external quality factors

6.1.2 Determining the resonant frequency
Before determining the coupling coefficients, the capacitance dependence of the resonant
frequency was first investigated by simulation. The schematic layout of a meandered
resonator is shown in Fig.6- 3. The total length of the resonator line was about 19.7 mm. The
width of the line was 0.4 mm and the space between adjacent lines was 0.6 mm. The same
dimensions of the resonator lines are used in all the simulations and implements. In practice,
there were gaps between the resonator line and ground planes for lumped elements assembly.
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DC block capacitor

Varactor

Fig.6- 3 The schematic layout of a meandered resonator (this figure is not to scale).
The resonator was simulated by Sonnet Netlist Project Analysis with different loaded
capacitance. In the simulation, the DC block was modelled as a 120 pF capacitance, and the
varactor was modelled by capacitance from 0.1 pF to 3 pF at a step of 0.1 pF. The dots in
Fig.6- 4 show that the resonant frequency decreases dramatically from about 3.3 GHz to 0.8
GHz with the loaded capacitance increasing from 0.1 pF to 3 pF, especially when the
capacitance is less than 1 pF. The electrical length of the resonator line as a function of the
loaded capacitance is also shown in Fig.6- 4: the larger the loaded capacitance, the smaller the
electrical length of the resonator line. The electrical length of a transmission line is defined as
follows [5]

θ = βl =

2π f ε r
l
c

(6.1)

where f is the resonant frequency, εr is the effective relative permittivity, c is the velocity of
light in vacuum and l the length of the line.
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Fig.6- 4 The resonant frequency of a single resonator and the electrical length of the
resonator line versus the loaded capacitance.

6.1.3 Investigating the coupling coefficient

d

w
la

l

(b)

(a)

Fig.6- 5

Parameters (d, l, w) defining the position of the tapped line for coupled resonators

(a) and la defining the overlap length of the tapped line and resonator (b). (this figure is not to
scale)
The schematic layout of the coupled resonators is shown in Fig.6- 5. The coupling between
the two resonators was implemented by a tapped line. Physical dimensions defining the
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tapped line were the distance from the tapped line to the virtual ground d, the length of the
tapped line l and the width of the tapped line w, as denoted in Fig.6- 5 (a). When the tapped
line was inserted into the resonator, la defined the overlap length as shown in Fig.6- 5 (b).
To find the desired coupling coefficient, coupled resonators loaded by 0.3 pF capacitors but
with different positions of the tapped lines were simulated. The coupling coefficient M12 can
be extracted from the simulated frequency response of the coupled resonators as given in
chapter 3 as [6]

M12 = ±

f 22 − f12
f12 + f 22

(6.2)

where f1 and f2 are the two split resonances. The relations between the coupling coefficient
and the position parameters were studied. Among them, the relationship between the coupling
coefficient M12 and the distance d for a tapped line length of 13 mm and 0.2 mm wide is
investigated and shown in Fig.6- 6. The coupling coefficient is proportionally related to the
distance d, which means that the coupling is increased with the tapped line moving far away
from the virtual ground. However, the coupling between the resonators not only affects the
coupling coefficient but also shifts the centre frequency (defined as the mathematical mean of
the two resonance peaks). The centre frequency shift is defined as the frequency difference
between the centre frequency of the coupled resonators and the resonant frequency of a single
resonator loaded by the same value capacitance. The resonant frequency of a single resonator
loaded by a 0.3 pF capacitor is 2.25 GHz. As shown in Fig.6- 6, the coupled resonators have a
centre frequency shift up to 0.18 GHz, which is 8 % shift. The data in Fig.6- 6 is not complete
because the resonator is meandered and some of the positions are not available.
The length l and width w of the tapped line also affect the coupling coefficient and centre
frequency, which should be considered as well. The position parameters d, l, w and la are
determined for the desired coupling coefficients of the two pole and four pole filters, and are
given in Table 6- 3. The achieved coupling coefficients are very close to the desired ones.
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0.2
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f0 shift
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0.28
0.1
0.26
0.24
0.0
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0.20
0.18

-0.1
0.16

Centre frequency shift (GHz)

0.30

0.14
0.12

-0.2
2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.2

d (mm)
Fig.6- 6

The coupling coefficient (triangles) and resonance shift (crosses) as a function of

position parameter d when l = 13 mm, w = 0.2 mm and loaded capacitance = 0.3 pF.
Filter order d (mm) l (mm) w (mm) la (mm)
two pole
four pole
four pole

2.0
3.6
3.0

13.0
24.5
20.0

0.2
0.2
0.2

1.0

Mij

f0

Desired Mij

M12=0.124
M12=0.202
M23=0.159

2.25
2.25
2.25

M12=0.124
M12=0.199
M23=0.158

Table 6- 3 Physical dimensions for desired coupling coefficients
The above coupling coefficients Mij were investigated as functions of position parameters
when the loaded capacitance was fixed to 0.3 pF. However, Mij also changed with the loaded
capacitance, as the capacitors were directly connected to the tapped lines. The capacitance
dependence of Mij was studied by simulating coupled resonators with different loaded
capacitance. The dimensions of the resonator were as depicted in the previous section. As
shown in Fig.6- 7, when the position of the tapped line is fixed, i.e. a 13 mm long, 0.2 mm
wide tapped line is used and its distance to virtual ground is fixed to 2 mm, the coupling
coefficient M12 increases with the decreasing of the loaded capacitance. The centre frequency
shift with the loaded capacitance is small.
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Capacitance (pF)
Fig.6- 7

The coupling coefficient (dots) and centre frequency shift (crosses) as a function of

the loaded capacitance for a fixed tapped line dimensions of l = 13 mm, w = 0.2 mm, d = 2
mm.

6.1.4 Investigating the external quality factor

d
w
w

l

ws
ls

(a)
Fig.6- 8

(b)

The schematic layout of an external coupled resonator (a) and an extra wide tapped

line to achieve enhanced coupling (b). (this figure is not to scale).
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The coupling to the input/output ports was implemented by tapped lines as shown in Fig.6- 8.
Physical dimensions defining the tapped line include the length of the tapped line l, the width
w and the distance to virtual ground d. External coupled resonators loaded by a 0.3 pF
capacitance were simulated with different positions of the tapped lines to find appropriate Qe.
Qe can be extracted from the simulated frequency response as discussed in chapter 3 as [6]

Qe =

ω0
∆ω3dB

(6.3)

where ω0 is the resonant frequency, Δω3dB is the 3dB attenuation bandwidth. A smaller Qe
value means a stronger external coupling to the input/output ports. For an input/output
coupling tapped line of 27 mm long and 0.4 mm wide, the dependence of Qe on the distance d
was investigated by simulation. As shown in Fig.6- 9, when moving the tapped line towards
the virtual ground (i.e., d decreasing), the strength of the external coupling decreases
dramatically. The resonance shifts very little with the influence of external coupling. The
resonance shift here is defined as the difference between the centre frequency of an external
coupled resonator and the resonance of a single resonator. The tapped line can be widened
(see Fig.6- 8 (b)) to achieve the very strong external coupling (Qe of 4.62) required by the four
pole filter. The required physical dimensions for the appropriate Qe for the two pole and four
pole filters are listed in Table 6- 4. For the two pole filter, the achieved value of Qe (10.57) is
bigger than the desired Qe (9.367), which results in weaker external coupling. For the four
pole filter, the achieved Qe is 4.51 and is close to that of the requirement, which is 4.62. The
values in Fig.6- 9 and Table 6- 4 are obtained when the loaded capacitance is fixed to 0.3 pF.
Filter order d (mm) l (mm) w (mm) ls×ws(mm2)
two pole
four pole

6.0
5.0

27.0
29.0

0.4
2.0

1.5 × 0.6

Qe

f0

Desired Qe

10.57
4.51

2.25
2.25

9.367
4.620

Table 6- 4 Physical dimensions of the two pole and four pole filters for appropriate Qe
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Fig.6- 9 The external quality factor (squares) and resonant frequency shift (crosses) as a
function of the distance d when the tapped line l = 27 mm, w = 0.4 mm, and loaded
capacitance = 0.3 pF.
The external quality factor Qe strongly depends on the loaded capacitance. This is because the
varactors are directly connected to the meandered resonators and tapped lines. The tuning of
the varactor capacitance will lead to changing of the electromagnetic field distribution on the
resonator line, hence affecting the couplings. As shown in Fig.6- 10, when the physical
dimensions of the tapped line are fixed (i.e. the tapped line is 27 mm long, 0.4 mm wide, and
is 6 mm away from the virtual ground), Qe reaches a peak value of 12.8 at a capacitance of 0.8
pF, which means the weakest external coupling. The external coupling rises significantly
when the loaded capacitance decreases from 0.8 pF to 0.1 pF, which leads to a much stronger
external coupling when tuning to higher frequencies. The resonance shift of the external
coupled resonator is also shown in Fig.6- 10. When the loaded capacitance is less than 0.3 pF,
the resonance shifts noticeably to lower frequency with the decreasing of the loaded
capacitance. When the capacitance is more than 0.3 pF, the centre frequency of an external
coupled resonator is about 0.1 GHz higher than its original resonance.
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Fig.6- 10 The external Q (squares) and centre frequency shift (crosses) as a function of the
loaded capacitance for a fixed tapped line dimensions of l = 27 mm, w = 0.4 mm, d = 6 mm.

6.1.5 Completed filter design
In the above investigation, the physical dimensions of the tapped lines were determined for
the desired external Qe and coupling coefficients Mij when the loaded capacitance is 0.3 pF.
However, the filter performance (especially the four pole filter) will be degraded when the
loaded BST/GaAs varactor capacitance is tuned far away from 0.3 pF, as both Qe and Mij
change with the loaded capacitance, making the circuit no longer perfectly matched.
The two pole and four pole bandpass filters circuits were designed and implemented in a
coplanar waveguide configuration on Rogers RT/duroid 5870 laminate. The filters were
simulated using Netlist Project Analysis in Sonnet using the following parameters. The
substrate thickness was 0.787 mm and the dielectric constant was 2.33. The width of the CPW
signal line was 4 mm and the gap was 0.1 mm. The simulated characteristic impedance of the
CPW input/output lines was 51.9 Ω at 1 GHz. To obtain an impedance of 50 Ω, a gap less
than 0.1 mm was required which exceeded the precision of fabrication, or, a much wider
signal line was required but this would cause difficulty in final assembly. The filters were
simulated in boxes with 10 mm air below and above the circuit.
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(i) Two pole filter
A two pole filter was implemented and simulated using the tapped line physical dimensions
given in Table 6- 3 and Table 6- 4. The filter layout is shown in Fig.6- 2. The size of the filter
was 84.6 mm × 20.4 mm. The filter circuit was analysed by full wave EM simulation, in
which DC blocks and varactors were combined with the circuit as modelled elements. In the
simulation, the DC blocks were modelled as 120 pF capacitors and the varactors capacitance
was changed from 0.1 pF to 3 pF. The simulated frequency response of a lossless two pole
filter is shown in Fig.6- 11. The filter can be tuned widely from 2.68 GHz to 0.85 GHz with
the loaded capacitance changing from 0.1 pF to 3 pF. The passband reflection is higher than
10 dB for the capacitance less than 1 pF as a result of the weak external coupling of the two
pole filter. It can be seen from Fig.6- 11 that when the capacitance is 0.5 pF the passband
reflection is highest which indicates the weakest external coupling. This is consistent with
what predicted in Fig.6- 10 despite a little shift of the maximum Qe point. When tuning to
higher frequency (i.e., smaller loading capacitance), the bandwidth becomes wider but the 3
dB fractional bandwidth remains about 14 %.
The centre frequency and fractional bandwidth variation of the simulated two pole tunable
filter as a function of the loaded varactor capacitance changing from 0.1 pF to 3 pF is
summarised in Fig.6- 12, compared with the resonant frequency tuning of a single resonator.
When the capacitance is smaller than 0.5 pF, the centre frequency of the two pole filter is
slightly smaller than the resonance of a single resonator. When capacitance is bigger than 0.5
pF, the filter centre frequency is a bit higher than the resonance of a single resonator. Such
frequency shift is mainly caused by the external coupling and is in accordance with Fig.6- 10.
The 3 dB fractional bandwidth of the simulated filter remains about 14 %.
The filter response could be also calculated from the coupling coefficients Mij and external Q
as describe in chapter 3. The Mij and Qe given in Table 6- 2 were used in the calculation to
predict the ideal response of a two pole filter. The calculated response is shown in Fig.6- 13,
and is compared with the simulated response of the two pole filter with 0.3 pF loaded
capacitance. The simulated response compares well with the calculation despite the higher
passband reflection of the simulated filter, which is due to the weak external coupling of the
implemented two pole filter. The difference between simulation and calculation away from
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the passband is because in the calculation the coupling are considered as frequency invariable,
however, this approximation is only valid close to the centre frequency in practical
implementations such as distributed transmission lines.
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Fig.6- 11 Simulated S11 (a) and S21 (b) of a two pole filter with loaded varactor capacitance
being 0.1 pF, 0.3 pF, 0.5 pF, 0.7 pF, 1 pF, 2 pF and 3 pF.
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Fig.6- 12 The simulated centre frequency and 3 dB fractional bandwidth of a two pole filter,
and the resonance of a single resonator with loaded capacitance from 0.1 pF to 3 pF.
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Fig.6- 13 Simulated and calculated response of the two pole bandpass filter with 0.3 pF
loaded capacitance. Solid lines represent the calculation results and dashed lines the
simulation results.
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(ii) Four pole filter

Fig.6- 14 The schematic layout of a four pole bandpass filter (size of 144.2 mm × 20.4 mm)
A four pole filter was also designed and implemented using the physical dimensions listed in
Table 6- 3 and Table 6- 4. Further optimisation was performed by simulation to lower the
passband reflection by adjusting the position of the coupling line between the second and
third resonators. The final dimensions of the tapped line for M23 were l = 22 mm, w = 0.2 mm,
d = 2.6 mm, la = 3 mm. The four pole filter had a similar configuration as the two pole filter
but longer, having a length of 144.2 mm. The four pole filter was simulated by Netlist in
Sonnet with loaded capacitance of 0.2 pF, 0.3 pF and 0.4 pF. The simulated results of a
lossless four pole filter are shown in Fig.6- 15. The filter exhibits degraded return loss
performance when the loaded capacitance is tuned far away from 0.3 pF as the coupling
coefficients M12, M23, M34 and external Qe all change with the loaded capacitance.
The comparison of the calculated and simulated response of the four pole filter is shown in
Fig.6- 16. The calculation is based on the coupling coefficients and external quality factors
given in Table 6- 2 and represents an ideal case. The simulated response compares well with
the calculation except a smaller bandwidth and dispersion at frequencies away from the
passband, which is similar to case of the two pole filter.
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Fig.6- 15 Simulated S21 (a) and S11 (b) of a four pole filter with the loaded capacitance of 0.2
pF, 0.3 pF and 0.4 pF.
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Fig.6- 16 Comparison of the calculated response (represented by solid lines) and simulated
results (dashed lines) of a four pole bandpass filter with 0.3 pF capacitors.

6.2 Fabrication, assembly and packaging
The circuits were designed on Rogers RT/duroid 5870 laminate with a thickness of 0.787 mm.
The thickness of the copper cladding was 17 µm. The gap between one end of the resonator
line and ground plane for DC blocks assembly was 0.4 mm and the gap at the other end for
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varactors was 0.3 mm. The circuits were imaged and etched by photochemical etching at
Advanced Chemical Etching Ltd. The circuits of the two pole and four pole bandpass filters
are shown in Fig.6- 19 (a).
The DC blocks, GaAs varactors and BST varactors were assembled to the circuits in a flip
chip manner using silver epoxy glue. Fig.6- 19 (b) shows a photo of several 120 pF broadband
DC blocking capacitors obtained from Dielectric Laboratories Inc. The size of the capacitors
is about 1 mm × 0.5 mm and 0.6 mm. The capacitors are surface mountable with Ni/Au
termination.
MV39003 flip chip GaAs hyperabrupt junction varactors sourced from Microwave Device
Technology Ltd. are shown in Fig.6- 19 (c). The GaAs varactor diode has a large tuning range
from 2.80 pF at 0 V to 0.11 pF at 15 V and a Q of 3500 specified at 4 V, 50 MHz. The
varactor diodes are in a flip chip package which eases assembling onto the planar circuits. The
size of GaAs varactor is approximately 0.7 mm × 0.4 mm and 0.1 mm. The gold bond pads
are 0.2 mm × 0.1 mm and connect to cathode and anode of the diode respectively. GaAs
varactors were used in the two pole and four pole filter circuits to form GaAs filters.
The BST interdigital capacitors (IDCs) and parallel plate capacitors were made in house on
MgO substrates. The substrate is optically transparent from the back which makes the flip
chip assembly easier. The fabrication methodology of the BST capacitors is shown in the
process flow diagram in Fig.6- 17, and a simplified diagram of the construction of the BST
capacitors is shown in Fig.6- 18.
For the BST IDCs, a Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin film was grown epitaxially on a 0.5 mm thick MgO
substrate by the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method. The BST thin film was grown at
750 °C in a 10 sccm oxygen flow to provide an oxygen pressure of 0.1 mbar. The laser spot
size on the target was 8 mm2 and the laser fluence was 1.5 J/cm2. The repetition rate was 5 Hz.
The target to substrate distance was 6.5 cm. The film was annealed in-situ at 650 °C for 1
hour under an oxygen pressure of 800 mbar immediately after the deposition. The film was
cooled down to room temperature at a rate of - 30 °C/min. The thickness of the BST thin film
was measured in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) to be 400 ± 30 nm. 400 nm silver
was then deposited on the BST thin film by RF magnetron sputtering and the electrode was
defined by UV photolithography and ion beam milling. A photograph of a BST IDC, taken in
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an optical microscope, is shown in Fig.6- 19 (d). The number of fingers is 12. The length of
finger is 0.11 mm, the width of the finger is 0.01 mm and the gap between the fingers is 0.01
mm. The size of the contact pad is 0.6 mm × 0.4 mm. 22 BST IDCs were fabricated on a 10
mm × 10 mm MgO substrate, characterised by an impedance analyser, and then cut into 2 mm
× 1 mm individual chips with a diamond saw. BST IDCs with similar capacitance were
chosen and mounted in the two pole and four pole filter circuits to form BST IDC filters.
For the BST parallel plate capacitors, a 8 nm Ti adhesion layer followed by 200 nm platinum
were deposited onto a 0.5 mm thick MgO substrate as bottom electrode by RF magnetron
sputtering. The bottom electrode was patterned by photolithography and ion beam milling.
PLD was then used to deposit 500 nm of Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 thin film onto the patterned
Pt/Ti/MgO substrate, using a laser fluence of 1.5 J/cm2, at a laser repetition rate of 20 Hz with
a substrate temperature of 650 °C. The lower growth temperature is required to avoid damage
to the bottom electrode. The target to substrate distance was 5.5 cm, and the laser spot size on
the target was 1.5 mm2. The oxygen pressure in the chamber was 0.1 mbar and the oxygen
flow rate was 10 sccm. The film was annealed in-situ at 650 °C for 1 hour under an oxygen
pressure of 800 mbar. The sample was cooled down to room temperature at a rate of 30 °C/min. The thickness of the BST thin film is about 500 nm. After BST deposition, the top
metal, 1400 nm ± 10 nm gold, (which was measured with a DEKTAK surface profiler), was
evaporated onto the BST film and patterned by the ion beam milling. As shown in the
photograph of the overlap area of the parallel plate capacitor in Fig.6- 19 (e), the capacitor is
formed by two 10 µm × 10 µm parallel plate capacitors in series. The size of the contact pad
is about 0.8 mm × 0.5 mm. 24 BST parallel plate capacitors were fabricated on a 10 mm × 10
mm MgO sample, characterised by an impedance analyser, and then cut into 2 mm × 1 mm
single chips by the dicing saw. Capacitors with similar capacitance were chosen and mounted
in the two pole and four pole filters to form BST parallel plate filters.
After the lumped elements assembly, the circuits were mounted into brass box carriers with 10
mm air both below and above them. 3.5mm SMA connectors with tab contact were used to
connect the circuit and the coaxial cable. The connection between the input/output ports and
SMA connector tab was made by silver epoxy. The junctions of the ground planes with the
box side walls were sealed with silver glue to balance the ground planes. It was verified in the
experiments that the ground planes must be grounded along their sides to avoid spurious
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modes. A photograph of the assembled two pole filter in the box is shown in Fig.6- 19 (e).
Deposition of platinum
on MgO substrate
by RF magnetron sputtering

Deposition of Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin film
on MgO substrate
by pulsed laser deposition

Etching bottom electrode
by ion beam milling

Deposition of Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 thin film
on patterned platinum
by pulsed laser deposition

Deposition of silver
by RF magnetron sputtering

Deposition of gold
by thermal evaporation

Etching top electrode
by ion beam milling

Etching top electrode
by ion beam milling
(a)

Fig.6- 17

(b)

Process flow of the fabrication procedure of BST interdigital capacitors (a) and

BST parallel plate capacitors (b).
Interdigital electrode

Top electrode

(a)

Fig.6- 18

MgO substrate

Bottom electrode

(b)

Schematics of a BST IDC (a) and a BST parallel plate capacitor (b)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

0.4 mm
1.27 mm
(d)

(e)

DC blocks

Varactors

(f)
Fig.6- 19

Photo of two pole and four pole filter circuits on duroid 5870 laminate (a); Photo

of DC block capacitors (b) and GaAs flip chip varactor (c); Photo of BST interdigital
capacitor (d) and enlarged overlap area of parallel plate capacitor (e); and an assembled two
pole filter in a brass box (f).
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6.3 Measurement results and comparison with simulation
6.3.1 Measurement set-up and calibration

Fig.6- 20 Measurement set-up of bandpass filters in box
The filters were measured using Agilent 8722ES network analyser with 3.5 mm coaxial cables.
The DC bias was applied to the circuit using a voltage source via external bias tees to protect the
network analyser. A full two port calibration was performed using 3.5 mm 85052D calibration
kit over 0.5 GHz - 4 GHz.

6.3.2 The two pole bandpass filters
Two pole bandpass filters with DC blocks mounted at one end of the resonators, and GaAs
varactors, or BST interdigital capacitors, or BST parallel plate capacitors at the other end of
the resonators were assembled in boxes and measured by network analyser. The measurement
results of the two pole filters are given below and compared with simulation results.
(i) 2-pole GaAs filter
The capacitance tuning curve of GaAs varactor is shown in Fig.6- 21. The GaAs varactor has
a very large tunability of 24 (which is a relative tunability of 96 %) with 14 V bias, where the
tunability is defined as the ratio of zero bias capacitance (which is 2.8 pF) to the capacitance
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with bias (which is 0.12 pF). A two pole bandpass filter with GaAs varactors as tuning
elements was measured with the application of 0 - 14 V bias. The measured S21 and S11 of the
2-pole GaAs filter after calibration are shown in Fig.6- 22. The tuning of the 2-pole GaAs
filter is summarised in Table 6- 5. The filter can be tuned over a frequency range of 1.5 GHz,
from 0.94 GHz at zero bias to 2.44 GHz at 14 V. The passband insertion loss (IL) varies from
4.2 dB at zero bias to 0.8 dB at 14 V. The smaller insertion loss after tuning is due to the
improved of quality factor of the GaAs varactor with bias, which will be discussed later. The
minimal passband return loss (RL) is better than 13.5 dB at all bias states. Although the
bandwidth (BW) became wider with bias, the 3 dB fractional bandwidth (FBW) remains
about 14 % in all bias cases. The measured second harmonic occurs at about 4.5 GHz and is
close to that of the simulation.
3.0

Capacitance (pF)

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Reverse bias voltage (V)

Fig.6- 21 Capacitance versus reverse bias of the GaAs varactor [7]
Bias
(V)
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14

Capacitance
(pF)
2.80
0.82
0.45
0.30
0.22
0.17
0.14
0.12

f0
(GHz)
0.94
1.44
1.78
2.01
2.18
2.29
2.37
2.44

IL
(dB)
4.2
2.6
1.7
1.2
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.8

RL
(dB)
21.2
13.5
15.2
18.9
42.1
29.5
23.0
19.2

3dB BW
(GHz)
0.13
0.20
0.25
0.28
0.32
0.33
0.35
0.35

3dB FBW
(%)
13.88
14.07
13.92
13.82
14.69
14.49
14.73
14.39

Table 6- 5 Summary of the tuning of the 2-pole GaAs filter versus bias
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Fig.6- 22 Measured S21 (a) and S11 (b) of the 2-pole GaAs filter versus frequency as a function
of bias voltages.
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The measured frequency response of the 2-pole GaAs filter at 0 V, 6 V and 14 V are compared
with the simulation in Fig.6- 24. In the simulation, the losses from the circuit and lumped
elements were taken into account. The circuit was simulated in a copper box with 10 mm air
above and below it. The thickness of copper cladding was set as 17 µm. The thickness of the
substrate was 0.787 mm and loss tangent was 0.0012. The lossy circuit was simulated by full
wave EM simulation in Sonnet. The GaAs varactor diode considering parasitic effects of
package, substrate and loss was modelled as shown in Fig.6- 23. In the modelling, the diode
representing the ideal varactor was reverse biased. The diode capacitance was 2.8 pF at 0 V,
0.3 pF at 6 V and 0.12 pF at 14 V (see Table 6- 5). The parasitic inductance Ls was 0.1 nH and
substrate capacitance Cp was 0.02 pF, and the series resistance was 2.05 Ω at all bias
conditions according to its data sheet [7]. The modelling circuit of the GaAs varactor was
simulated using the Advanced Design System (ADS) [8]. The generated S-parameter data file
was combined with the lossy filter circuit instead of the simple element values in the lossless
assumption.
As shown in Fig.6- 24, the centre frequency of the measured response shifts about 0.1 GHz
from the simulated response. This can be explained by the inaccurate estimation of the
parasitic inductance Ls and substrate capacitance Cp in the varactor diode modelling, or other
parasitic reactance caused by the varactor mounting or packaging. The length of the fabricated
resonator line is slightly different with the simulation to leave space for varactor assembling.
The tuning of the measured GaAs filter will be shown later in Fig.6- 41 with comparison with
the BST filters. It can be also seen from the comparison that the fabricated filter exhibits a
stronger external coupling than that of the simulation.

Fig.6- 23 The spice model for GaAs varactor diode (taken from [7])
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Fig.6- 24 Comparison of the simulated (dashed lines) and measured (solid lines) S21 (a) and
S11 (b) of the 2-pole GaAs filter at 0 V, 6 V and 14 V respectively.
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(ii) 2-pole BST IDC filter
Before measuring the 2-pole BST IDC filter, the electrical properties of the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin
film IDCs were characterised on wafer with an Agilent 4294A impedance analyser using a
42941A impedance probe together with a Cascade Microtech ACP40 GS200 microprobe.
Open-short-load calibration and fixture compensation was performed prior to the measurement.
The interdigital fingers were designed to be 10 µm wide with 10 µm gaps between adjacent
fingers. The dimensions of the fabricated fingers were measured with an optical microscope
and were very close to that of the design, as shown in the photo in Fig.6- 25. The measured
capacitance tuning and effective loss tangent curves of a BST IDC as a function of the applied
bias voltage are shown in Fig.6- 26. A tunability of 1.7 (40 %) was recorded for 40 V (4 V/µm)
bias at 1 MHz. The effective loss tangent at zero bias was 0.012 and decreased to 0.005 at 40 V
bias. This indicates an improved filter loss performance with the application of bias. The
frequency dependence of the capacitance and effective loss tangent of the BST IDC up to 110
MHz is shown in Fig.6- 27. The BST IDCs on the same sample have slightly different
capacitance (a range of 0.83 pF - 0.99 pF at zero bias was observed) due to the inhomogeneous
thickness or permittivity of BST thin film.

Fig.6- 25 Enlarged photo of the interdigital fingers (taken with an optical microscope)
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Fig.6- 26

Typical capacitance tuning and effective loss tangent curves of a Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3

thin film IDC as a function of DC bias voltage at 1 MHz.
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Fig.6- 27 Typical capacitance and effective loss tangent curves of a Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin film
IDC as a function of frequency up to 110 MHz.
After on wafer characterisation of the properties of the BST IDCs, the sample was cut into
individual chips by dicing saw and BST IDCs chips were mounted to the circuits in a flip chip
manner. A two pole bandpass filter using BST interdigital varactors as the tuning elements
was measured. The measured response is shown in Fig.6- 28. The tuning of the 2-pole BST
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IDC filter is summarised in Table 6- 6. The filter is tuned 0.47 GHz (23.3 %) from 1.55 GHz
at zero bias to 2.02 GHz at 65 V, which is an electric field of 6.5 V/µm. The passband
insertion loss is 3.7 dB without bias and is improved to 1.1 dB with 6.5 V/µm electric field
due to an improved quality factor of the BST IDC with bias. The return loss is also improved
with bias and is better than 14.4 dB at all bias states. The 3 dB fractional bandwidth of the
filter remains around 14 - 15 %.
Bias
(V)
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
65

Electric field
(V/um)
0.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
6.5

f0
(GHz)
1.55
1.66
1.78
1.87
1.94
1.95
1.99
2.02

IL
(dB)
3.7
2.6
1.8
1.4
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.1

RL
(dB)
14.4
14.9
15.5
16.5
17.2
18.1
18.0
18.3

3dB BW
(GHz)
0.24
0.24
0.25
0.27
0.29
0.30
0.30
0.30

3dB FBW
(%)
15.48
14.50
14.06
14.48
14.73
15.11
15.09
14.71

Table 6- 6 Summary of the tuning of 2-pole BST IDC filter
In the simulation, the BST IDCs were modelled by a parallel capacitance resistance model. The
capacitance can be estimated by comparing the simulation with the measurement results. The
simulated result of the 2-pole BST IDC filter agrees well with the measurement as shown in
Fig.6- 29. The solid lines represent the measurement results and the dashed lines simulation
results. A capacitance of 0.75 pF at zero bias and 0.38 pF with bias was used in the simulation.
The extracted capacitance at zero bias (which is 0.75 pF) is slightly smaller than the measured
capacitance at 1 MHz using the impedance analyser (which is 0.873 pF). This can be explained
by the decreasing frequency dependence of the IDC capacitance as shown in Fig.6- 27. The
permittivity of the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin film was estimated using the IDC capacitance equations
provided in chapter 3, changing from 1680 at zero bias to 780 at 65 V, which was 53.6 %
tuning. The resistance represented the dielectric loss of the BST film and was calculated by R =
1/tanδωC, where ω was the centre angular frequency and tanδ was set as 0.012 at zero bias and
0.005 at maximum bias, the same as the measured effective loss tangent of the BST IDC at 1
MHz. The metal loss was not concluded in the model as the BST film loss was considered to
dominate in the BST IDC. As also shown in Fig.6- 29, the practical filter exhibits a stronger
external Qe compared with the simulation, which is similar to the case of the 2-pole GaAs filter.
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Fig.6- 28 Measured S21 (a) and S11 (b) of the 2-pole BST IDC filter versus frequency as a
function of bias voltage.
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Fig.6- 29 Comparison of simulated (dashed lines) and measured (solid lines) S21 (a) and S11 (b)
of the 2-pole BST IDC filter at two bias ends.
(iii) 2-pole BST parallel plate filter
Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 thin film parallel plate capacitors were characterised on wafer with an Agilent
4294A impedance analyser using 42941A impedance probe together with ACP40 GS200
microprobe. Standard open-short-load calibration and fixture compensation was performed
before the measurement.
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The capacitor was designed as two 10 µm × 10 µm capacitors in series so each capacitor shared
half of the applied DC bias. However, as shown in the photo in Fig.6- 30, the precise fabrication
of the overlap area of the capacitor is difficult due to over-etching or slight mis-alignment of the
mask. This leads to small capacitance difference of each of the parallel plate capacitors. For
example, 24 parallel plate capacitors on a sample measured showed an average value of 0.32 pF
with 7 % standard deviation. These capacitors were measured with about 8 mm air beneath
them (by placing the capacitors on an empty plastic box) to remove the coupling capacitance
between the pads and metal platform of the probe station. This coupling capacitance is about
0.06 pF - 0.07 pF.

Fig.6- 30 Enlarged photo of the overlap area of a Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 parallel plate capacitor
(taken with an optical microscope)
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Fig.6- 31 Typical capacitance tuning and effective loss tangent of a Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 thin film
parallel plate capacitor versus bias at 1 MHz.
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The measured capacitance tuning and effective loss tangent of a BST parallel plate capacitor is
shown in Fig.6- 31. The typical Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 parallel plate capacitor has a tunability of 1.2
(0.25 pF / 0.21 pF) (relative tunability 16.0 %) for 40 V bias, which corresponds to an electric
field of 40 V/µm, measured at 1 MHz. This tunability is small compared with the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3
thin film IDC discussed in the previous section. In theory BST capacitors in the parallel plate
configuration can have a higher tunability than that of in the interdigital configuration as the
tuning capability of the BST films can be more effectively used [9]. However, for this
particular case, the BST film used in the parallel plate capacitor (Ba/Sr ratio of 25/75) has
lower Ba concentration compared with the film in the IDC (Ba/Sr ratio of 50/50). The lower
Ba concentration was chosen in order to reduce the capacitance to a useful value at room
temperature. Another reason might be the growth temperature effect on the BST film
properties. The lower growth temperature might also contribute to the lower permittivity and
tunability [10]. The parallel plate capacitors were found to exhibit a bias independent loss
tangent as shown in Fig.6- 31. This agrees well with the constant insertion loss of the
measured filter with the application of bias (see Fig.6- 32 (a)).
After capacitors characterisation, the sample was cut into individual chips with a dicing saw
and BST parallel plate capacitors were assembled to the filter circuit in a flip chip manner. A
2-pole BST parallel plate filter in a copper box was measured. The measurement result is
shown in Fig.6- 32. The tuning of the two pole filter with BST parallel plate capacitors is
summarised in Table 6- 7. The centre frequency is tuned 7.9 % from 2.32 GHz to 2.52 GHz
with the application of 45 V bias, which is an electric field of 45 V/µm. The passband
insertion loss is about 1.4 dB - 1.3 dB in the whole tuning range, which is the lowest insertion
loss for BST room temperature filters from the author’s knowledge [11-14]. The return loss is
better than 20.2 dB at all bias states. The 3 dB fractional bandwidth of the filter remains about
15 % with tuning.
Bias
Electric
(V) field (V/um)
0
0
20
20
40
40
45
45

f0
(GHz)
2.32
2.40
2.50
2.52

IL
(dB)
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3

RL
(dB)
24.5
27.1
21.9
20.2

3dB BW 3dB FBW
(GHz)
(%)
0.35
15.09
0.36
15.00
0.36
14.40
0.38
15.08

Table 6- 7 Summary of the tuning of the 2-pole BST parallel plate filter
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Fig.6- 32 Measured S21 (a) and S11 (b) of a 2-pole BST parallel plate filter
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Fig.6- 33 Comparison of the simulated (dashed lines) and measured (solid lines) S21 (a) and
S11 (b) of the two pole filter using BST parallel plate varactors.
The capacitance of the parallel plate capacitors used in the filter was estimated by comparing
the simulation with the measurement results. In the simulation, the BST parallel plate varactor
was modelled as a parallel capacitance resistance model and the resistance was calculated by
R = 1/tanδω0C, where ω0 was the centre frequency of the filter and tanδ was assumed to be
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0.01 with and without bias. The simulated response compares well with the measurement as
shown in Fig.6- 33. The estimated capacitance was 0.23 pF at 0 V and 0.15 pF at 45 V. The
practical filter had a stronger external coupling compared with the simulation.

6.3.3 The four pole bandpass filters
Four pole filters with GaAs varactors, or BST interdigital varactors, or BST parallel plate
varactors as tuning elements were assembled in brass boxes as the two pole filters. The BST
IDCs and parallel plate capacitors were fabricated and characterised as described in previous
sections. The measurement results of the four pole filters are shown below and compared with
the simulation.
(i) 4-pole GaAs filter
The measured S21 and S11 of a 4-pole GaAs filter in a plain box (no tuning screws) is shown in
Fig.6- 34. The filter is tuned from about 0.92 GHz at zero bias to 2.49 GHz at 15 V bias. This
tuning range is similar to that of the 2-pole GaAs filter (0.94 GHz - 2.44 GHz).
However, the filter performance can be severely degraded when the tuning range is large. At
zero bias, the filter insertion loss is 18 dB and the minimal return loss is 3 dB. The poor loss
performance is due to the unmatched couplings of the 4-pole filter at zero bias. The GaAs
capacitor has a zero bias capacitance of 2.8 pF. As mentioned in the design of the four pole
filter, the external quality factor and coupling coefficients all change with the loaded
capacitance and the filter performance can be degraded when the loaded capacitance is tuned
far away from 0.3 pF. This can be improved by mounting tuning metal screws on the box lid,
aligned to the top of each resonator and coupling lines, as shown in Fig.6- 35. The passband
reflection can be reduced by carefully adjusting the tuning screws and the insertion loss can
be improved in this way. Appendix B gives the tuning of the four pole GaAs filter with bias
after adjusting the tuning screws for good return loss at 3 V, 6 V, 9 V, 12 V and 15 V
respectively. Once the tuning screws have been set, they are no longer altered; the tuning in
these figures is solely from the varactor. At each bias voltage, the return loss can be tuned to
better than 15 dB by adjusting the metal screws.
The best case is for 6 V, the tuning of the filter with bias after adjusting the tuning screws for
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good S11 at 6 V is shown in Fig.6- 36 and summarised in Table 6- 8. The return loss can be
reduced from 3.7 dB to 21.7 dB and the insertion loss is improved from about 8.5 dB to 2.8
dB at about 1.9 GHz by adjusting the tuning screws. The improvement in insertion loss is due
to an improved matching and passband shape. The return loss is better than 6.3 dB in most
bias range. The 4-pole GaAs filter with tuning screws shows a tuning range of 0.9 GHz - 2.21
GHz with 15 V bias. The 3 dB fractional bandwidth is 19.31 % at 6 V and decreases when
tuning away from 6 V due to degraded matching. The spurious resonances at higher
frequencies are caused by the coupling between the tuning screws and circuits.
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Fig.6- 34 Measured S21 (a) and S11 (b) of a 4-pole GaAs filter without tuning screws.
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Fig.6- 35 A box with tuning screws for the four pole filter
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Fig.6- 36 Measured S21 (a) and S11 (b) of the 4-pole GaAs filter as a function of bias after
adjusting the tuning screws for good S11 at 6 V.
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Bias
(V)
0
3
6
9
12
15

Capacitance
(pF)
2.80
0.58
0.30
0.19
0.14
0.11

f0
(GHz)
0.90
1.56
1.91
2.07
2.17
2.21

IL
(dB)
14.6
4.5
2.8
2.6
2.8
3.0

RL
(dB)
3.8
6.3
21.7
12.9
8.7
6.7

3dB BW
(GHz)
0.12
0.25
0.37
0.39
0.35
0.31

3dB FBW
(%)
13.72
15.78
19.31
18.95
16.21
14.06

Table 6- 8 The tuning of the 4-pole GaAs filter after adjusting the metal screws for good S11 at
6V
The measurement results of the 4-pole GaAs filter with tuning screws at 6 V is compared with
the simulation in Fig.6- 37. In the simulation, the circuit model of the GaAs varactor was
analysed by ADS and the generated S-parameter data file was combined with full wave EM
simulation of the circuit by Netlist. The losses from the duroid substrate and copper cladding
were included in the simulation as well. The measured filter has a smaller centre frequency
and bandwidth than the simulation, which is similar to the case of the 2-pole GaAs filter.
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Fig.6- 37 Comparison of the simulation and measurement of the 4-pole GaAs filter with
tuning screws at 6V
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(ii) 4-pole BST IDC filter
BST IDCs with a zero bias capacitance of 0.94 pF, measured at 1MHz, were used in the
4-pole BST IDC filter. The tuning of the 4-pole BST IDC filter assembled in a plain box is
shown in Fig.6- 38 and is summarised in Table 6- 9. The filter is tuned from 1.49 GHz at 0 V to
1.85 GHz at 25 V, which is 19.5 % tuning. The passband insertion loss at 0 V is 9.2 dB and is
improved to 4.2 dB at 25 V. This is in part due to the improved quality factor of BST IDCs
with bias (see Fig.6- 26) and in part due to the reduced return loss. The 3 dB fractional
bandwidth remains about 17 % at all bias states.
Bias
(V)
0
10
15
25

Electric field
(V/µm)
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.5

f0
(GHz)
1.49
1.62
1.73
1.85

IL
(dB)
9.2
7.0
5.7
4.2

RL
(dB)
5.9
6.6
7.3
8.7

3dB BW
(GHz)
0.25
0.27
0.30
0.33

3dB FBW
(%)
16.40
16.86
17.52
17.86

Table 6- 9 Summary of the 4-pole BST IDC filter
The filter performance at 0 V can be improved by using tuning screws. By changing the plain
box lid to the lid with tuning screws and adjusting the screws at 0 V, the passband reflection of
the 4-pole BST IDC filter at 0 V is improved from 5.9 dB to 17.6 dB, and the insertion loss is
improved from 9.2 dB to 6.3 dB. The comparison of the 4-pole BST IDC filter before and after
the tuning screw adjusting at 0 V is shown in Fig.6- 39 and concluded in Table 6- 10. The
fractional bandwidth is increased to 18.65 % with the tuning screws. However, the tuning with
bias after the tuning screw adjusting is not available because of the breakdown of the BST IDCs
at 30 V in the previous measurement. The BST IDC 4-pole filter will be compared with the
GaAs 4-pole filter directly in section 6.4.

no screws
with screws

f0
(GHz)
1.49
1.54

IL
(dB)
9.2
6.3

RL
(dB)
5.9
17.6

3dB BW
(GHz)
0.25
0.29

3dB FBW
(%)
16.40
18.65

Table 6- 10 The comparison of the 4-pole BST IDC filter at 0 V with and without tuning
screws.
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Fig.6- 38 Measured S21 (a) and S11 (b) of a 4-pole BST IDC filter with no tuning screws.
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Fig.6- 39 The S21 (a) and S11 (b) of the 4-pole BST IDC filter with (dashed lines) and without
(solid lines) tuning screws at 0 V.
(iii) 4-pole BST parallel plate filter
A 4-pole BST parallel plate filter was measured in a plain box and shown in Fig.6- 40. The
tuning of the 4-pole BST parallel plate filter is summarised in Table 6- 11. As the BST parallel
plate capacitors have an average capacitance of 0.32 pF, which is close to that of the design (0.3
pF), the filter shows an acceptable return loss perfermance in the whole tuning range so that
tuning screws are not used. The filter is tuned 9 % from 2.22 GHz at zero bias to 2.44 GHz at 35
V bias (which is an electric field of 35 V/µm). This tuning range is close to that of the 2-pole
BST parallel plate filter (2.32 GHz - 2.52 GHz). The passband insertion loss remains about 2.8
dB in all bias states. The almost constant insertion loss in the tuning range is a result of the bias
independent loss tangent of BST film in the parallel plate capacitors (see Fig.6- 31). The
passband reflection is better than 14.7 dB at zero bias and is better than 9.4 dB in the whole
tuning range. The 3 dB fractional bandwidth is about 20 % in all bias states. This filter will also
be compared with the 4-pole GaAs filter in the following section.
Bias
(V)
0
10
20
30
35

Electric field
(V/µm)
0
10
20
30
35

f0
(GHz)
2.22
2.29
2.37
2.44
2.44

IL
(dB)
2.8
2.9
2.9
2.8
2.8

RL
(dB)
14.7
13.6
11.6
10.4
9.4

3dB BW
(GHz)
0.47
0.46
0.47
0.49
0.50

3dB FBW
(%)
21.04
20.19
19.97
20.22
20.38

Table 6- 11 Tuning of the 4-pole BST parallel plate filter
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Fig.6- 40 Measured S21 (a) and S11 (b) of the 4-pole BST parallel plate filter with no tuning
screws.
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6.4 Comparison of GaAs, BST IDC and BST parallel plate
filters
6.4.1 Tunability
The tuning of the measured centre frequencies of the 2-pole GaAs filter, BST IDC filter and
BST parallel plate filter as a function of the loaded varactor capacitance are shown in Fig.641 and compared with the simulation of a lossless 2-pole filter. The tuning of each filter is
clear in this figure.
The 2-pole GaAs filter has largest tuning range from 0.94 GHz to 2.44 GHz owing to the very
high tunability of GaAs varactors (a tunability of 24 for 0 V - 14 V bias). The 2-pole BST IDC
filter is tuned 0.47 GHz (30.3 %) from 1.55 GHz to 2.02 GHz with an electric field of 6.5
V/µm, which is the highest tunability among the BST filters. Such a tunability is better than or
comparable to other published BST filters in a similar frequency region [2], [12-15]. The BST
IDCs used have been tuned from 0.87 pF at zero bias to 0.38 pF at 65 V, which is 56.3 %
relative tunability. The 2-pole BST parallel plate filter is tuned 0.2 GHz (8.6 %) from 2.32
GHz to 2.52 GHz with the application of 45 V/µm electric field. The BST parallel plate
capacitors used have been tuned 34.8 % from 0.23 pF to 0.15 pF. The 4-pole filters experience
similar tuning range with the 2-pole ones using the same set of varactors and are not plotted in
Fig.6- 41.
As mentioned in a previous section, in theory the BST parallel plate capacitors can have a
higher tunability than that of in the interdigital configuration. However, in this case, the BST
parallel plate capacitors have a smaller tunability compared with the BST IDC due to a lower
Ba concentration of the BST film and a lower growth temperature is used in the BST film
deposition. It should be noted that the tunability of BST filters can be further improved by
reducing the gap of the IDC or using optimised BST parallel plate capacitors. As mentioned in
chapter 2, Pervez [16] reported a BST parallel plate capacitor with a tunability of 13.7
(92.7 %) at 400 V/µm, which was the highest tunability ever reported for BST varactors. BST
parallel plate capacitors with more than 70 % tunability were also reported [17], [18]. The
breakdown field of BST film is 6.5 V/µm in the IDCs and 45 V/µm in the parallel plate
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capacitors. In theory the breakdown field of BST thin film can reach 800 V/µm, which leaves
plenty room for improvement [19]. Therefore, the BST filters demonstrated in this work could
be expected to yield better tuning performance on condition that a high quality BST film is
fabricated and capacitor layout is optimised.
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Fig.6- 41 The tuning range of the measured 2-pole GaAs filter (crosses), BST IDC filter
(squares) and BST parallel plate filter (triangles) versus loaded varactor capacitance. The
simulated tuning range of a lossless 2-pole filter (solid line) is also shown in figure.

6.4.2 Loss
The high loss of room temperature microwave devices based on BST varactors used to be a
significant drawback limiting their microwave applications [20]. Intensive research effort has
been made to improve the quality factor of BST varactors [18], [21], [22]. A comparison of
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the quality factor of BST varactor, Si abrupt junction varactor, and GaAs heterostructure
barrier varactor in the microwave region showed that advantages of BST varactors emerges at
frequencies above 10 GHz [23]. This is because the quality factor of varactor diode is
inversely proportional to the frequency. For instance the Q of the GaAs varactor used in this
work is about 170 at 1 GHz and this is reduced to only 17 at 10 GHz, which will considerably
degrade the loss performance [7].
In this work, the loss contribution from the varactors (GaAs, BST IDC and BST parallel plate
varactors) are separated from the filter circuit losses. Besides, a direct comparison of the loss
performance of the 4-pole GaAs filter and BST filters is given for the first time.
The losses from different parts of the filter were investigated by simulating a resonator with
only the loss from the substrate (which had a dielectric loss tangent of 0.0012), copper
cladding (which was 17 µm copper), or varactors taken into account. The loaded quality factor
can be found from the simulation, expressed as [5]

QL =

f0
BW3dB

(6.4)

where f0 is the resonant frequency and BW3dB is the 3 dB attenuation bandwidth. The total
loaded Qtoal of a lossy resonator loaded with varactors is comprised of the loss contributed
from the substrate, copper cladding and varactors as

1
1
1
1
=
+
+
Q total Qsubstrate Qcopper Q var actor

(6.5).

As discussed in chapter 3, the loaded Q can be used as the unloaded Q as long as the external
coupling is weak [24]. The dissipation of a bandpass filter can be estimated from the unloaded
quality factor of the resonator as [6]
n

IL f0 = 4.343∑
i =1

Ωc
g i dB
FBW Qi

(6.6)

where ILf0 is the insertion loss in dB at centre frequency of the filter, Ωc = 1, FBW is the
ripple fractional bandwidth of the filter and gi is the normalised element value of the
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Chebyshev lowpass prototype filter. Qi is the unloaded quality factor of the resonator
corresponding to gi. Here the loaded Qtotal of the resonator extracted from equations (6.4) and
(6.5) is used instead of the unloaded Q.
For the 2-pole GaAs filter, the resonator with loss from only the varactor diode, the copper
cladding, or the substrate is simulated at 0 V, 6 V and 14 V bias. In the simulation, the
varactor diode is modelled as shown in Fig.6- 23 and the parameters are specified according to
the data sheet [7]. The simulated resonator quality factors corresponding to loss from different
part of the filter are summarised in Table 6- 12. In the table, the total Q of the resonator is
calculated using equation (6.5). The calculated insertion loss is estimated from the Qtotal using
equation (6.6) and is compared with the simulated and measured insertion loss. It can be seen
that the diode loss is dominant, especially when the insertion loss is high. The Qdiode is
improved from 21.4 to 285.0 with the loaded capacitance decreasing from 2.8 pF to 0.12 pF.
This is expected as the unloaded Q is inversely proportional to the capacitance C and
resistance Rs if the loss resistance is modelled in series with the reactance [5]

Qu =

1
ωCR s

(6.7)

where ω is the angular frequency. The Qtotal is improved from 18.0 when the loaded
capacitance is 2.8 pF to 96.5 when the capacitance changes to 0.12 pF. The calculated
insertion loss decreases from 3.9 dB to 0.7 dB with the decreasing of the loaded capacitance,
and is very close to the simulated insertion loss. The measured insertion loss is about 0.3 dB
higher than the estimation as the loss from the DC blocks and silver epoxy is not taken into
account in the estimation and simulation. Both the calculation and measurement show that the
dissipation is reduced when the filter is tuned to higher frequencies (i.e., smaller loading
capacitance) because of the improved Q of the varactor diode.
Bias
(V)
0
6
14

Capacitance
(pF)
2.80
0.30
0.12

Calculated Simulated Measured
IL (dB)
IL (dB)
IL (dB)
21.4 115.2 5161.5 18.0
3.9
3.29
4.2
147.1 185.6 2165.7 79.1
0.9
0.97
1.2
285.0 187.2 661.9 96.5
0.7
0.56
0.8
Qdiode Qcopper Qsubstrate Qtotal

Table 6- 12 The quality factors and insertion loss of the 2-pole GaAs filter
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For the 2-pole BST IDC filter, the BST IDC was represented by a parallel capacitance
resistance model and the resistance was calculated by R = 1/tanδωC, where ω was the centre
angular frequency. The BST thin film loss was predominated in the IDC compared with the
conducting loss, which was not included in the model. Table 6- 13 concludes the simulated
quality factors from different part of the filter at two bias ends. The quality factor of the BST
IDC is 86.3 and is dominant at zero bias when a loss tangent of 0.012 is assumed (according
to the measured properties at 1 MHz, see Fig.6- 26). The QBST is improved to 230.3 at 65 V
when a loss tangent of 0.005 is assumed, and this is comparable to the conducting loss (loss
from copper cladding). The Qcopper is above 150. The Q from substrate loss is high, over 1000.
The total Q increases from 53.0 to 97.2 with the deceasing of BST loss tangent with bias.
The passband insertion loss was also estimated using equation (6.6) from the total Q of a
resonator, changing from 1.3 dB to 0.7 dB with the improved BST loss tangent with bias. The
simulated lossy filter was shown in Fig.6- 29 and the passband insertion loss changed from
1.6 dB to 0.9 dB with bias. The estimated insertion loss is close to that of the simulated
insertion loss but is smaller compared with the measured insertion loss (3.7 dB - 1.1 dB) as
loss from silver epoxy, DC blocks and IDC electrodes are not taken into account in the
simulation. The insertion loss is reduced with bias due to the reduced loss tangent of BST thin
film with bias. The difference between the simulated insertion loss (1.6 dB) and measured IL
(3.7 dB) at 0 V might indicates that the BST loss tangent is under estimated at 0 V. This is
possible as the BST loss tangent is directly proportional with the frequency [25], [26]. The
loss tangent of a BST IDC measured from 0.1 MHz to 110 MHz also shows an increase with
frequency (see Fig.6- 27).
Bias Capacitance
Calculated Simulated Measured
tanδ QBST Qcopper Qsubstrate Qtotal
(V)
(pF)
IL (dB) IL (dB) IL (dB)
0
0.75
0.012 86.3 155.2 1177.1 53.0
1.3
1.6
3.7
65
0.38
0.005 230.3 180.8 2406.9 97.2
0.7
0.9
1.1
Table 6- 13 The quality factors and insertion loss of the 2-pole BST IDC filter
The BST parallel plate capacitor was also modelled as a parallel capacitance resistance model
and the resistance was calculated by R = 1/tanδω0C, where ω0 was the centre angular
frequency of the filter. BST film tanδ was assumed to be 0.01 with and without bias. For the
BST parallel plate filter, the losses from different parts of the resonator were analysed in a
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similar way and concluded in Table 6- 14. The substrate Q is high, over 800. The copper
cladding Q is about 190. The BST capacitor Q is about 150 and is dominant. The total Q is
about 77 with and without bias. The calculated insertion loss is 0.9 dB and this is very close to
the simulated IL. The measured IL is a bit higher as the loss from silver epoxy, DC blocks and
BST varactor electrodes are not included in the simulation.
Bias Capacitance
Calculated Simulated Measured
tanδ QBST Qcopper Qsubstrate Qtotal
(V)
(pF)
IL (dB) IL (dB) IL (dB)
0
0.23
0.01 135.6 190.0 1352.4 74.8
0.9
1.0
1.4
40
0.15
0.01 154.1 190.6 836.0 77.3
0.9
0.8
1.3
Table 6- 14 The quality factors and insertion loss of the 2-pole BST parallel plate filter
The above tables show that BST varactors quality factors over 100 are achieved in this work
and these are comparable with the GaAs diodes. The 2-pole BST filters show a small
passband insertion loss close to that of the GaAs filter. The measured response of the 4-pole
BST filters is compared directly with the 4-pole GaAs filter with a similar centre frequency.
The 4-pole BST IDC filter with tuning screws at 0 V has a centre frequency of 1.54 GHz, and
this is close to that of the 4-pole GaAs filter after adjusting tuning screws for optimal S11 at 3
V, which is 1.56 GHz. The 4-pole BST IDC filter at 0 V is compared with the GaAs filter with
tuning screws at 3 V in Fig.6- 42. The GaAs filter has a smaller insertion loss (3.6 dB) than
the BST IDC filter (6.3 dB). However, as the Q of BST IDC is improved with the application
of bias, the insertion loss difference between the filters using GaAs varactors and BST IDCs
should be decreased when the filters are tuned to higher frequency.
The 4-pole BST parallel plate filter at 0 V is also compared with the 4-pole GaAs filter with
tuning screws at 9 V in Fig.6- 43. The performance of the GaAs filter is tuned by adjusting the
tuning screws for optimal S11 at 9 V. The two filters have a similar centre frequency and
bandwidth. The insertion loss of BST parallel plate filter (2.8 dB) is very close to that of the
GaAs filter (2.3 dB).
The 2-pole BST parallel plate filter has an insertion loss of 1.4 dB - 1.3 dB and the 4-pole
BST parallel plate filter has an insertion loss of 2.8 dB in the full tuning range. Both of these
are lower than insertion loss reported for other published BST room temperature filters [11-14]
and are very close to that of the GaAs filters demonstrated in the same configuration. This
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indicates that high quality BST films (for instance Q > 100) promote the filter loss
perfermance significantly and the BST tuning technology in the low gigahertz range is already
competitive with semiconductors in terms of loss.
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Fig.6- 42 The comparison of the 4-pole BST IDC filter at 0 V (dashed lines) and 4-pole GaAs
filter at 3 V (solid lines), both with tuning screws.
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Fig.6- 43 Comparison of the 4-pole BST parallel plate filter at 0 V (dashed lines) and the
4-pole GaAs filter with tuning screws at 9 V (solid lines)
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6.4.3 Figure of Merit
The figure of merit (FoM) of a tunable bandpass filter is defined as [27]

FoM =

f 2 − f1
∆f1∆f 2

1
IL1IL 2

(dB−1 )

(6.8)

where f1, f2 are the centre frequency of the two states, Δf1, Δf2 are the bandwidth and IL1, IL2
are the passband insertion loss at the two bias states. FoM provides a comprehensive way to
compare tunable filters, taking both tunability and loss into account. The FoM is also related
to filter order. Filters with higher order will have lower FoM [28]. The tuning range, passband
insertion loss and reflection, and figure of merit of 2-pole and 4-pole filters demonstrated in this
chapter are concluded in Table 6- 15.
Filter
order
2
2
2
4
4
4

Bias
/Electric
field
GaAs
14 V
BST IDC
6.5 V/µm
BST parallel plate 45 V/µm
GaAs
15 V
BST IDC
2.5 V/µm
BST parallel plate 35 V/µm
Varactor type

Centre
Insertion Return
frequency Tunability
loss (dB) loss (dB)
(GHz)
0.94~2.44
2.6
4.2~0.8
13.5
1.55~2.02
1.3
3.7~1.1
14.4
2.32~2.52
1.1
1.4~1.3
20.2
0.9~2.21
2.5
14.6~3
3.8
1.49~1.85
1.2
9.2~4.2
5.9
2.22~2.44
1.1
2.8~2.8
9.4

FoM
(dB-1)
3.84
0.87
0.41
1.03
0.20
0.16

Table 6- 15 Summary of the 2- and 4-pole, GaAs, BST IDC and BST parallel plate filters. The
4-pole GaAs filter is measured after adjusting the tuning screws for optimal S11 at 6 V. The other
filters are measured in plain boxes.
As shown in Table 6- 15, the GaAs filters have the highest FoM, which is 3.84 dB-1 for the
2-pole and 1.03 dB-1 for the 4-pole filter. This is mainly due to the large tunability of the
GaAs varactors. Among the BST filters, the 2-pole BST IDC filter has the largest tuning range
and the best FoM of 0.87 dB-1 owing to the good tunability (56.3 %) and low loss tangent
(0.012 at 0 V and 0.005 with bias) of BST IDC. The 2-pole BST parallel plate filter has the
lowest insertion loss (1.4 dB - 1.3 dB) in the BST filters. The 2-pole BST parallel plate filters
has a FoM of 0.41 dB-1 as a result of the high quality BST parallel plate capacitors (Q > 100)
used. Both FoM of the 2-pole BST IDC filter and 2-pole BST parallel plate filter are better
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than other published results of BST room temperature filters in microwave region as
summarised in chapter 1 [1-3], [11-14], [29]. The 4-pole BST IDC filter has a FoM of 0.2 dB-1
and the 4-pole BST parallel plate filter has a FoM of 0.16 dB-1.
The GaAs filters performed better than the BST filters in this work, however, the use of
superior BST films would close the gap. The BST IDC filters demonstrated a good tunability
and the BST parallel plate filters showed a low loss performance in line with the GaAs filters.
The simultaneous high tunability and low loss of BST filters could be demonstrated by the use
of optimised BST varactors as the technology matures.

6.5 Summary
In this chapter, 2-pole and 4-pole coupled resonator bandpass filters were designed on duroid.
BST IDCs and BST parallel plate capacitors were fabricated in house, characterised by an
impedance analyser, and diced into individual chips. GaAs varactor diodes or BST varactors
were integrated into the circuits in a hybrid manner. Full sets of measurement results of the
2-pole and 4-pole filters using GaAs varactors, or BST interdigital capacitors, or BST parallel
plate capacitors as tuning elements were presented and discussed in detail. Direct comparison
of the GaAs filters and BST filters with exactly the same circuit configurations was made for
the first time. The 2-pole GaAs filter showed the largest tuning range (0.94 GHz - 2.44 GHz)
and the best FoM (3.84 dB-1) as a result of the large tunability of the GaAs varactors. The
4-pole GaAs filter was tuned from 0.9 GHz to 2.21 GHz and showed a FoM of 1.03 dB-1.
Among the BST filters, the 2-pole BST IDC filter had the largest tuning range from 1.55 GHz
to 2.02 GHz (which is 30.3 % tuning) and the highest FoM of 0.87 dB-1, which is best FoM of
BST room temperature filter ever reported. The 4-pole BST IDC filter was tuned 24.2 % from
1.49 GHz to 1.85 GHz and had a FoM of 0.2 dB-1. The insertion loss of the BST IDC filters
was improved with bias as a result of the improved loss tangent of BST film with bias. The
2-pole BST parallel plate filter had an insertion loss of 1.4 dB - 1.3 dB in the whole tuning
range, which was comparable to the GaAs filter and was the smallest insertion loss of BST
room temperature filters reported till date. The filter was tuned from 2.32 GHz to 2.52 GHz
and showed a FoM of 0.41 dB-1. The 4-pole BST parallel plate filter showed a constant
insertion loss of 2.8 dB in the whole tuning range from 2.22 GHz to 2.44 GHz, resulting in a
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FoM of 0.2 dB-1. Comparison between BST and GaAs filters showed that in the low gigahertz
range, the BST tuning technology is already comparable with the semiconductors in terms of
loss performance.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusion
This thesis investigated the frequency agile microwave applications of ferroelectric thin films.
Ferroelectric thin films exhibit a high dielectric constant (102 - 103) and the dielectric constant
can be controlled by an external electric field, which is the basis for frequency agile
applications.
The motivations for developing frequency agile devices have been discussed. Several
technologies for frequency agility have been studied and some important parameters of these
technologies have been compared. Fundamental properties of ferroelectric materials have been
reviewed, with emphasis on certain desirable features of BST thin films for microwave tuning
applications. Fabrication issues such as deposition methods, substrate and metallisation choices
have been discussed. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) has been used to deposit the BST thin films
in this work. Most of the main challenges in material and device fabrication have been
overcome successfully, but more work is required to further optimise the materials and
capacitor structures. Two BST varactors topologies, interdigital and parallel plate, have been
compared. Surveys of the development of BST varactors and filters in the literature have been
provided.
In this work, several novel structure ferroelectric thin film filters were designed and
demonstrated in a frequency range between 1 GHz and 25 GHz: (i) ferroelectric lowpass filters
based on integrated BST varactors were implemented on high resistivity silicon substrates
using a lumped element approach; (ii) ferroelectric combline bandpass filters based on
integrated BST varactors were implemented on MgO substrates, using distributed lines loaded
by varactors as resonators; and (iii) tunable bandpass filters using discrete BST varactors as
tuning elements were implemented on microwave laminates and compared with the same filters
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using GaAs varactors.
A miniaturised ferroelectric lumped element lowpass filter based on integrated thin film BST
varactors was demonstrated in the K-band. The filter incorporated integrated meander lines as
series inductors, and 5 µm × 5 µm or 10 µm × 10 µm BST parallel plate varactors as shunt
capacitors and tuning elements. The filter was implemented in a coplanar waveguide (CPW)
configuration on a high resistivity silicon substrate, showing possibility of monolithic
integration of BST devices with silicon based MMICs. The lowpass filter demonstrated 32.1 %
tuning of the 10 dB cut-off frequency, changing from 18.52 GHz at 0 V to 24.47 GHz at 15 V.
Several lowpass filters using different sized inductors or capacitors showed zero bias cut-off
frequencies in a range between 4 GHz and 17 GHz. These ferroelectric lowpass filters have
demonstrated a good tunability at a relatively low bias voltage. The main limitation of these
filters is the relative high insertion loss, in which the metal film loss is dominant, as a
consequence of very thin metal film (thickness smaller than skin depth) and narrow lines which
resulting severe current concentration in the conductors. High conductivity metal and thick
metal electrodes can be used to reduce the conductor loss. A modified layout aiming at reducing
the metal loss was also presented. In future work, effort on making thicker electrodes will lead
to better loss performance of ferroelectric devices based on integrated BST varactors.
Miniaturised combline bandpass filters based on integrated BST capacitors were implemented
in CPW configuration on MgO substrates. The filters consisted of shunt resonators which were
comprised of transmission line elements loaded by 5 µm × 5µm BST parallel plate capacitors.
Each resonator was independently biased. The filter was in a multilayer structure and BST film
was sandwiched between the top and bottom metal layer. Etching of BST film was required to
contact the bottom electrode, however, this increased the fabrication difficulty substantially. A
two pole BST bandpass filter showed a tuning of about 4 GHz with 10 V bias of only one
resonator. The other resonator failed to tune with bias as the top and bottom metal layers were
shorted, which was probably due to damage during the BST film etching. The process of
etching BST film on selected area not only enables contacting the bottom electrodes for bias
application, but also reduces the loss in the BST film. This process is not yet well controlled in
the group at Birmingham and requires more research effort on it.
As the semiconductors suffer from poor Q at frequencies above about 10 GHz, the merits of
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BST devices are expected to emerge there. The BST integrated filters demonstrated in this work
have miniaturised size, large tuning range at a relative low bias voltage, and operate at
frequencies over 10 GHz. These filters developed in this thesis exhibit an insertion loss of 8 - 10
dB. One way to reduce the device loss is to fabricate discrete BST varactors and integrate them
into filter circuit laminates in a hybrid manner. The discrete BST filters can have a much lower
insertion loss as results of thicker transmission line conductors, larger filter size and lower
operating frequency compared with the BST integrated filters.
Therefore, a significant part of this research work focused on tunable bandpass filters based on
discrete BST varactors. The filter circuits consisted coupled resonators loaded with BST or
GaAs varactors, and were implemented on duriod 5870 laminate. BST interdigital and parallel
plate capacitors were fabricated on MgO substrates, characterised by an impedance analyser,
and cut into 2 mm × 1 mm individual chips. These BST varactors and commercially available
GaAs varactors were assembled onto the two pole and four pole filter laminate circuits to form
different filters. Hence, a direct comparison between semiconductor and BST tuning
technologies in an application environment is given for the first time in this work. The GaAs
filters had the largest tunability as a result of the very high tunability (23) of GaAs varactors.
The two pole BST IDC filter showed 30.3 % tuning from 1.55 GHz to 2.02 GHz with 65 V bias,
with an insertion loss from 3.7 dB to 1.1 dB. Such a tunability is better than or comparable with
other published BST filters in a similar frequency range. The four pole BST IDC filter was
tuned from 1.49 GHz to 1.85 GHz with 25 V bias. The two pole BST parallel plate filter was
tuned from 2.32 GHz to 2.52 GHz with an insertion loss of 1.4 dB - 1.3 dB. The four pole BST
parallel plate filter showed an insertion loss of 2.8 dB in the full tuning range. Both of these
insertion losses are lower than other published BST filters and these values are very close to that
of the GaAs filters at the same frequency. It is clear that in the gigahertz range, the GaAs filters
perform better than the BST filters in the term of tunability, but the BST filters are already in
line with the GaAs filters in the term of loss performance. The simultaneous high tunability and
low loss of BST filters could be demonstrated by the use of optimised BST varactors and
superior BST films.
In this work, advanced microwave filters based on integrated or discrete BST varactors have
been successfully demonstrated. The BST tuning technology has showed tremendous potential
for frequency agile application. Some suggestions for future research work will be outlined in
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the next section.

7.2 Future work
Future research effort should be directed toward improving the ferroelectric device quality
factor at frequencies over 10 GHz. A good understanding of the material properties and their
dependence on fabrication parameters is essential for material optimisation for simultaneous
high tunability and low loss. The BST film used in this work has a loss tangent as low as 0.01 at
lower gigahertz range. However, the loss tangent tends to increase with frequency and gets
around 0.1 over 20 GHz (as depicted in appendix A), which results in inferior loss performance
of ferroelectric devices for microwave/millimetre applications. Meanwhile, the conductor loss
can be reduced by making the metal electrodes thicker or using high conductivity metal such as
Cu, Au as base electrodes. In addition, the patterning technique of BST film, by which the BST
film presents on the selected area only instead of on the entire surface, is not well controlled in
the group at Birmingham and requires more research effort and experience on it. Other
problems such as lifetime, failure mechanisms, and temperature dependence property of
ferroelectric materials are out of the scope of this thesis, but they are also important for the
development of ferroelectric devices and need further studies. With the advance in material
fabrication, as well as the optimised device electronic design, advanced system capability could
be created, and ferroelectric devices could come to commercialisation.
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APPENDIX A
BST AND METAL FILM CHARACTERISATION
An experimental method to characterise the properties of BST and metal thin films using
parallel plate capacitor structures is described as follows.

(1) BST thin film characterisation
To extract the properties of BST thin films, several square parallel plate capacitors using a
Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 thin film were grown on a high resistivity silicon substrate, following the same
fabrication procedure as the ferroelectric lowpass filters presented in chapter 4. The layout and
cross sectional view of the varactor is shown in Fig. 1. The dimension of the square central
patch is 10 µm or 20 µm, and the length of the outer electrode is 0.8 mm. As the area of the outer
electrode is much bigger (over 1500 times) than the central patch, the capacitance between the
outer electrode and the uniform bottom electrode is much bigger than that of the central patch.
The large capacitance of the outer top electrode provides effective microwave ‘connection’ to
the bottom metal and allows the DC bias to be applied between the top and bottom layer.

Metal
BST
Metal
Substrate

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1 Top view (a) and cross sectional view (b) of a BST parallel plate capacitor
The complex reflection coefficient S11 of the varactors was measured on a probe station using
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an Agilent E8361A PNA Network Analyser through ACP50-GSG-150 microprobes at
frequencies up to 30 GHz. A two-port line-reflect-reflect-match (LRRM) calibration was
performed before measurement. The varactor can be modelled by a parallel resistance
capacitance at lower frequency end. In this case, the admittance Y of the varactor can be
expressed in term of S11 as

Y = G + j ωC =

1  1 − S11 


Z0  1+S11 

(9)

where G and C are the conductance and capacitance of the varactor and Z0 = 50 Ω. The
effective loss tangent of the device under test can be derived from the following expression as
G
tan δDUT =
ωC

(10).

The capacitance and effective loss tangent of a 10 µm × 10 µm parallel plate capacitor is
derived from the measured reflection coefficient S11 using the above equations and is plotted as
a function of bias at 2 GHz in Fig. 2. A relative tunability of 30 % is achieved at 13 V
(corresponding to an electric field of 32.5 V/µm) and the effective loss tangent is about 0.02,
which is mainly the BST loss. The dielectric constant of the BST thin film can be derived
directly from the capacitance following the expression
Ct
εr =
ε0 A

(11)

The extracted dielectric constant of the BST film at 2 GHz varies from 738 at zero bias to 514
at 13 V.
However, the above modelling is not adequate at higher frequencies, where the parasitic
inductance and resistance from the probe/device contact and series resistance from the
electrode should be taken into account to estimate the properties of BST film accurately. The
calibration procedure may also introduce a negative inductance to calibrate the sliding of the
probe [1]. To solve this problem, series inductance Ls and resistance Rs representing parasitic
effects of the electrode and probe contact are taken into account in the modelling as shown in
Fig. 3. Variable C represents the true capacitance and Rd characterizes the loss from dielectric
A2

material.
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Fig. 2 The measured capacitance and effective loss tangent versus frequency of a 10 µm × 10
µm BST parallel plate capacitor at 2 GHz
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Fig. 3 Modeling of the parallel plate varactor
To extract the true capacitance and separate the BST loss with the metal loss, two different size
capacitors with central patch of 10 µm × 10 µm and 20 µm × 20 µm were measured. Assuming
that the Ls and Rs are the same in the two cases, the characteristic impedance of the two
capacitors is
=
Z1

1
+ jω L s + R s
G1 + jωC1

(12)

=
Z2

1
+ j ωL s + R s
G 2 + j ωC 2

(13)
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where subscript 1 and 2 denote the capacitor 1 which is 10 µm × 10 µm and capacitor 2 which is
20 µm × 20 µm respectively. Subtracting (5) from (4) yields
Z=
1 − Z2

1
1
−
G1 + jωC1 G 2 + jωC2

(14)

G=
ωC tan δ

(15)

As we know from (2),

By substituting (7) into equation (6), it can be re-written as
=
Z1 − Z2

1
1
−
ωC1 tan δ + jωC1 ωC2 tan δ + jωC2

(16)

where tanδ represents the true loss tangent of BST thin film. The real part and imaginary part of
(Z1-Z2) are

=
Re(Z
1 − Z2 )

 1
1
1 
−

 tan δ
2
1 + tan δ  ωC1 ωC2 

 1
1
1 
−
−
Im(Z1 − Z2 ) =


2
1 + tan δ  ωC1 ωC2 

(17)

(18)

The true capacitance and loss tangent of BST thin film can be derived as
tan δ = −

C1 =

Re(Z1 − Z2 )
Im(Z1 − Z2 )

1− γ
1
2
ω (1 + tan δ ) Im(Z1 − Z2 )

(19)

(20)

where γ = C1/C2. The ratio of C1/C2 can be obtained by the capacitance at lower frequency end
where it is not affected by the parasitic inductance ( ωLs  1/ ωC ). The parasitic inductance Ls
and resistance Rs can be also extracted in this way. The Ls is about - 48 pH in the whole
frequency range. The Ls is negative when the absolute value of the negative calibration
A4

inductance is bigger than the parasitic inductance of the electrode and a decreasing
capacitance frequency curve may be observed in this case [1]. The extracted Rs is less than 0.1
Ω. The extracted capacitance and loss tangent as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 respectively. The uncorrected measured capacitance decreases with frequency noticeably
due to the effect of parasitic inductance Ls, while the extracted capacitance shows little
dissipation up to 30 GHz. The extracted BST film loss tangent is less than 0.03 up to 6 GHz and
is around 0.1 up to 30 GHz, which is comparable to other published quality factor of BST film
in a similar frequency range [2], [3].
4.0
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Fig. 4 The extracted capacitance for a 10 µm × 10 µm BST parallel plate capacitor versus
frequency
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Fig. 5 The extracted loss tangent of BST film versus frequency

(2) Metal film characterization
In practice, the metal is not perfect and the conductivity can be seen to degrade by a factor of k
(k<1) from its ideal case

σreal =k σideal
This effect is well known in metal film deposition [4]. To determine the actual conductivity of
the metal film, the resistivity of a silver film grown on BST/MgO substrate was measured
using a four-point DC resistivity probe. The four probes were arranged in a linear fashion as
shown in Fig. 6, where the two outer probes are connected to a current supply, and the inner
probes to a voltmeter. As current flows between the outer probes, the voltage drop across the
inner probes is measured. The resistivity ρ is derived as
ρ=

π V
 t
ln 2  I 

where π / ln 2 is the geometric factor of the four-point probe, V/I is the measured resistance
(which was 14 mΩ), and t is the thickness of the film (which was 400 nm). Thus, the actual
A6

conductivity of the silver film is derived as

σreal =

1
= 39.68 ×106 S / m
ρ

which is 64.3% of the ideal conductivity of silver (σideal = 63.01 × 106 S/m) [5].

Fig. 6 Schematic of the four-point probe configuration
The properties of BST and metal thin films were characterised experimentally up to 30 GHz.
This information is helpful for analysing the loss factors of ferroelectric filters presented in
this thesis.
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APPENDIX B
THE FOUR POLE GaAs FILTER
WITH TUNING SCREWS
The fabricated four pole GaAs filter exhibits high passband reflection as a result of the
unmatched external coupling and coupling coefficient. This can be improved by using tuning
screws. The graphs below show the measured response of the filter as a function of bias, with
adjusting the tuning screws at 3 V, 6 V, 9 V, 12 V and 15 V for optimal S11 at each bias voltage
respectively. The return loss can be tuned to better than 15 dB at each bias voltage. However,
this will be degraded with the changing of bias voltage. The tuning in all the following figures is
solely from the varactor. For instance, the tuning screws were adjusted for optimal S11 at 3 V
and the filter response at 3 V (dashed lines) was recorded in Fig. 7. After the tuning screws have
been set, they are no longer altered and full set of response for different bias voltages (solid
lines) was also recorded in Fig. 7. The best set of results is shown in Fig. 8 (adjusting screws at
6 V) with a passband return loss better than 6.3 dB in most tuning range. The graphs are shown
in the same scale for the ease of comparison.
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Fig. 7 Measured response of the 4-pole GaAs filter as a function of bias after adjusting the
tuning screws for optimal S11 at 3 V.
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Fig. 8 Measured response of the 4-pole GaAs filter as a function of bias after adjusting the
tuning screws for optimal S11 at 6 V
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Fig. 9 Measured response of the 4-pole GaAs filter as a function of bias after adjusting the
tuning screws for optimal S11 at 9 V
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Fig. 10 Measured response of the 4-pole GaAs filter as a function of bias after adjusting the
tuning screws for optimal S11 at 12 V.
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Fig. 11 Measured response of the 4-pole GaAs filter as a function of bias after adjusting the
tuning screws for optimal S11 at 15 V.
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